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Abstract
Organic solar cells offer attractive properties for novel applications and continuous advances
in material and concept development have led to significant improvements in device perfor-
mance. To exploit their full potential (roll-to-roll production of flexible and top-illuminated
devices, using e.g. opaque metal foil or textile as substrate), highly transparent, conduc-
tive, mechanically flexible, and cost-efficient top electrodes are of great importance. The
current standard material indium tin oxide (ITO) is rigid, expensive and requires a high
energy / high temperature deposition process, limiting ITO (and other transparent con-
ductive oxides) to bottom electrode applications.
This work presents fundamental investigations to understand and control the properties
of transparent conductors and documents four different approaches to prepare transparent
electrodes on top of efficient small molecule organic solar cells, with the aim to replace ITO.
Fullerene C60 layers are investigated as completely carbon-based electrodes. For an opti-
mized doping concentration, sheet resistance and transmittance are improved and efficient
solar cells are realized. Since the lateral charge transport is still limited, a combination
with a microstructured conductor is suggested. Pulsed laser deposition allows for the first
time a damage-free preparation of gallium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Ga) layers on top of
organic devices by careful optimization of the deposition atmosphere. ZnO:Ga electrodes
with a transmittance of Tvis = 82.7 % and sheet resistance RS = 83 Ω/ are obtained. The
formation of local shunts due to ZnO:Ga droplets is identified and then prevented by a
shadow mask between the target and the sample, enabling solar cells with similar efficiency
(η= 2.9 %) compared to a reference device using a state-of-the-art metal top contact.
Another very promising alternative are intrinsically flexible, ultra-thin silver layers. By
introducing an oxide interlayer, the adverse interpenetration of silver and organic materi-
als is prevented and the charge extraction from the solar cells is improved. With a second
oxide layer on top, the silver electrode is significantly stabilized, leading to an increased
solar cell lifetime of 4500 h (factor of 107). Scanning electron micrographs of Ag thin films
reveal a poor wetting on organic and oxide substrates, which strongly limits the electrode
performance. However, it is significantly improved by a 1 nm thin seed layer. An optimized
Au/Ag film reaches Tvis = 78.1 % and RS = 19 Ω/, superior to ITO. Finally, silver elec-
trodes blended with calcium show a unique microstructure which enables unusually high
transmittance (84.3 % at 27.3 Ω/) even above the expectations from bulk material prop-
erties and thin film optics. Such values have not been reached for transparent electrodes on
top of organic material so far. Solar cells with a Ca:Ag top electrode achieve an efficiency
of 7.2 %, which exceeds the 6.9 % of bottom-illuminated reference cells with conventional
ITO electrodes and defines a new world record for top-illuminated organic solar cells. With
these electrodes, semi-transparent and large-area devices, as well as devices on opaque and
flexible substrates are successfully prepared. In summary, it is shown that ZnO:Ga and
thin metal electrodes can replace ITO and fill the lack of high performance top electrodes.
Moreover, the introduced concepts are not restricted to specific solar cell architectures or
organic compounds but are widely applicable for a variety of organic devices.
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Kurzdarstellung
Organische Solarzellen bieten viele attraktive Eigenschaften für neuartige Anwendungen
und haben daher in den letzten Jahren viel Aufmerksamkeit auf sich gezogen. Stetiger
Fortschritt führte zu immer besseren Effizienzen, wobei besonders von oben beleuchtbare
(unabhängig vom Substrat) und flexible Bauelemente für eine potentielle Rolle-zu-Rolle
Fertigung mit hohem Durchsatz von großem Interesse sind. Um das Potential solcher
Bauelemente vollständig auszuschöpfen, benötigt man hoch-transparente, gut leitfähige,
flexible und möglichst kostengünstige Deckelektroden.
Diese Arbeit trägt zum fundamentalen Verständnis über transparente Leiter bei und zeigt
vier Ansätze, solche Deckelektroden auf effizienten organischen Solarzellen herzustellen.
Dabei soll das bisherige starre und teure Standardmaterial Indiumzinnoxid (ITO) ersetzt
werden, welches sich nur bedingt auf organischen Materialien abscheiden lässt und daher
nur als Grundelektrode Verwendung findet. Zunächst wurden hoch-dotierte Fulleren C60
Schichten untersucht. Durch eine optimale Dotierung können der Schichtwiderstand (RS)
und die Transmission im roten Spektralbereich auf 10.1 kΩ/ bzw. 70 % gesteigert wer-
den. Solarzellen mit C60 Deckkontakten erreichen somit einen Wirkungsgrad von 1.53 %
auf einer Fläche von 10 mm2. Da die laterale Leitfähigkeit dieser Elektroden dennoch be-
grenzt ist, liegt die Stärke von C60 in der Kombination mit unterstützenden strukturierten
Leitern.
Transparente leitfähige Oxide lassen sich normalerweise nicht auf organischen Bauele-
menten abscheiden, ohne diese dabei zu beschädigen. Die Pulslaserabscheidung erlaubt
jedoch erstmals die Herstellung von Gallium dotierten Zinkoxid (ZnO:Ga) Deckelektro-
den. Die Atmosphäre während der Abscheidung spielt dabei eine entscheidende Rolle. In
Argon Gas (bei einem Druck von 0.05 mbar) werden eine über den sichtbaren Spektral-
bereich gemittelte Transmission von Tvis = 82.7 % und ein RS von 83 Ω/ erreicht. Lokale
Kurzschlüsse, die beim Beschuss mit außergewöhnlich großen ZnO:Ga Partikeln entstehen
können, wurden zunächst identifiziert und dann durch eine Blende zwischen Quelle und
Probe vermieden, sodass die Solarzellen Wirkungsgrade bis zu 2.9 % erreichen. Dies egal-
isiert den Stand der Technik.
Im Gegensatz zu Metalloxid Elektroden wie ITO oder ZnO:Ga sind ultradünne Silber-
schichten von Natur aus flexibel. Durch die Einführung einer MoO3 Zwischenschicht kann
Ag nicht mehr in die Organik eindringen, sodass ungewollte Ladungsträger-Rekombination
vermieden werden kann. Mittels einer zweiten Oxidschicht auf der Elektrode wird der
dünne Metallfilm deutlich stabilisiert und die entsprechenden Solarzellen erreichen eine
um den Faktor 107 verbesserte Lebensdauer von 4500 Stunden. Die Benetzung von Ag
auf organischem Material bzw. der Oxidschicht ist üblicherweise schlecht, konnte aber
mit Hilfe einer nur 1 nm dicken Keimschicht drastisch verbessert werden. Eine optimierte
Au/Ag Elektrode erreicht somit Tvis = 78.1 % und RS = 19 Ω/ und übertrifft damit sogar
ITO.
Abschließend wurden Calcium:Silber Mischschichten hergestellt. Diese weisen eine einzi-
gartige Mikrostruktur auf, welche eine außergewöhnlich hohe Transparenz ermöglicht, die
v
nicht mit Materialeigenschaften von reinem Silber bzw. Calcium und auch nicht mit
Dünnschichtoptik erklärt werden kann. Die somit erreichte mittlere Transmission von
84.3 % bei 27.3 Ω/ wurde für Deckelektroden auf organischen Substraten bisher nicht er-
reicht. Von oben beleuchtete Solarzellen mit Ca:Ag Deckkontakt erzielen einen Wirkungs-
grad von 7.2 %, was die 6.9 % der von unten (durch ITO) beleuchteten Zellen übersteigt
und sogar einen neuen Weltrekord für diese Art von Bauelementen darstellt. Mit Hilfe der
Ca:Ag Elektroden wurden sowohl semi-transparente und großflächige Solarzellen als auch
flexible Zellen auf zum Teil licht-undurchlässigen Substraten erfolgreich realisiert. Zusam-
menfassend lässt sich sagen, dass die Metallelektroden das herkömmliche ITO ersetzen
können und den Mangel an hocheffizienten Deckelektroden beheben. Darüber hinaus sind
die vorgestellten Konzepte nicht an eine bestimmte Solarzellenarchitektur oder bestimmte
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The total human population of our planet has reached 7.2 billion and keeps growing.[1]
The worlds hunger for energy, due to the exponential progress in economic growth, mobi-
lization, electrification, and lifestyle, is one of the great challenges of our time. Current
estimations predict a doubling in global energy consumption until 2050.[2] Two fundamen-
tal problems have emerged whose solution requires global efforts. First, finite resources
(coal, oil, gas, uranium) on our planet and second, global warming due to the continuous
emission of greenhouse gases (e.g. CO2) by burning fossil fuels. Even the most optimistic
studies report that the oil production peak will be reached in the next few years and if
the oil consumption is not drastically reduced, an almost complete depletion is predicted
by the end of this century.[3–5] Coal will be available for only a few more decades and
a uranium scarcity is also estimated to occur within this century.[5, 6] In all cases, the
environmental impact of mining and oil drilling is critical, in particular when the deposits
which are accessible by common techniques are exhausted. For the radioactive uranium,
the issue of waste storage is also still unsolved.[7] Consequently, there is a vital and in-
evitable demand for sustainable energy generation.
In 2013, the worldwide combustion of fossil fuels has caused a record emission of 36 billion
tonnes of CO2.[8] A broad consensus among climate scientists has been established and the
public and politicians as well have begun to understand that anthropogenic CO2 emission is
the main cause for the rising global average temperature.[9, 10] Different models predict an
already inevitable temperature increase of 1.1 - 6.4 ◦C in the next century[11] with worrying
consequences (sea level rise, dramatic changes of flora and fauna, desertification, more ex-
treme weather phenomena, ...). To slow down or even stop this process, the worldwide CO2
emission has to be reduced as fast as possible, for example by consequently using energy
efficient technologies (e.g. LEDs for lighting, better thermal insulation, electric cars, ...).
Even more important is a sustainable, regenerative energy generation. In a mix with wind
power, biomass, and solar thermal energy, photovoltaic (PV) is an extremely important
technology and will significantly contribute to future energy generation, directly using the
sun as our largest energy supply. PV modules can be simply mounted onto rooftops or
facades of buildings or even on automobiles and produce energy where it is needed. This de-
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Chapter 1: Introduction
centralised electricity production is also beneficial to reduce the grid load and consequently
grid losses. The most established PV technology is based on mono- and polycrystalline
silicon, reaching module power conversion efficiencies of 22 % and 18 %, respectively.[12]
Silicon is a very abundant element and no material shortages are expected, even not for
prolonged mass production. Multijunction gallium arsenide concentrator cells show ef-
ficiencies of up to 44 % and also thin film technologies like cadmium telluride or CIGS
(copper indium gallium selenide) solar cells approach 20 % efficiency. However, all of these
solar cell technologies have their specific disadvantages. The fabrication of high-purity and
crystalline silicon is an energy-intensive process and typical energy payback times for PV
modules (installed e.g. in Germany) range from 2 - 4 years.[13] Gallium arsenide is expen-
sive and toxic and therefore a problematic choice for mass production. The same holds
for cadmium, which requires special care in production, usage, and finally disposal of the
solar modules. Furthermore, most of the thin film techniques require rare and expensive
elements, for instance indium or tellurium.
Organic photovoltaic (OPV) is a rather young technology which is based on the collabo-
ration between physics and organic chemistry. It has the potential to overcome most of
the drawbacks of the above mentioned inorganic devices by using thin layers of strongly
absorbing polymers or small molecule dyes. A virtually infinite number of functionalized
materials is available to tailor the solar cells for specific demands. Polymer solar cells
are typically prepared by wet chemical processes (e.g. spin-coating or printing) in ambi-
ent conditions, whereas small molecule cells (which are used in this work) are thermally
evaporated in high vacuum. In both cases, the material consumption and the required
processing temperatures are low compared to those for inorganic device fabrication. The
absorption coefficients of organic dyes are usually in the order of 105 cm−1, which is much
higher than for inorganic materials and allows the fabrication of OPV cells with a total
thickness below 200 nm and a weight below 500 g/m2.[14] For comparison, typical silicon
solar modules have a weight of ≈ 20 kg/m2.
The first OPV cells have used single absorber layers, similar to inorganic devices, and
achieved only poor efficiencies. In 1986, Ching Tang (Kodak) presented the first organic
solar cell with a power conversion efficiency of more than 1 %, by introducing the het-
erojunction concept.[15] Since then, continuous advancements in material and concept
development have led to significant improvements in device performance. Currently, the
record device shows a certified efficiency of 12 %,[14] measured under standardized condi-
tions,1 and further progress is expected for the next years. Moreover, organic solar cells
show a superior performance under realistic conditions, for instance at low angle or diffuse
illumination (e.g. in the morning and evening or on cloudy days) as well as for elevated
temperatures, which are typically reached on a rooftop.[16] In a comparative outdoor study,
it was shown that organic solar cells can already compete with most of the conventional PV
technologies in terms of average daily energy production.[17] Additionally, the thin organic
films are intrinsically flexible - an attractive property for novel applications - and show the
potential for fast and cost-efficient roll-to-roll production. The cumulative energy demand
1perpendicular illumination, AM1.5G spectrum with an intensity of 100 mW/cm2, 25 ◦C, area of > 1 cm2.
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Figure 1.1: Applications for organic solar cells. left: The ”Smart Forvision” uses OPV in the roof for
mobile power supply.[20] center: A rooftop of a charging station for electric cars. It is made
of 85 semi-transparent, light-weight, and flexible organic solar modules.[21] right: The colorful
energy generating facade of a conference center in Lausanne (Building integrated OPV).[22]
to fabricate organic devices is already less than 50 % in comparison to standard inorganic
techniques [18] and by considering possible favorable upscaling effects, an average energy
payback time of only 50 days is estimated by Yue et al for a realistic scenario.[19] All in
all, OPV can be a promising and low-cost alternative to the established inorganic solar cell
technologies.
Figure 1.1 shows three conceptional applications for organic photovoltaic. On the left side,
the concept car ”Smart Forvision” is depicted, which has been developed in a collaboration
of Mercedes-Benz and BASF. It uses a semi-transparent organic solar cell array embedded
into the roof for mobile energy generation.[20] Because of its extremely low weight, OPV
can also be integrated in the clothing for powering mobile electronics. In the center picture,
flexible and light-weight OPV cells are utilized to support a charging station for electric
cars. The building shown on the right side of figure 1.1 has a 200 m2 large, semi-transparent
and colorful OPV facade. The solar cell panels fulfill both the aesthetic ambition and en-
ergy awareness of the designers.[22] These examples impressively show that, although the
maximum efficiency is still lower than for conventional solar cell technologies, OPV offers
attractive properties for a variety of novel applications, which are not covered or even not
accessible for inorganic devices, particularly those where aesthetics and functionality are
more important than the mere energy generation.
However, there are still several challenges to be solved before OPV can play an important
role on the market. First, a roll-to-roll fabrication on flexible substrates has to be estab-
lished to achieve very high throughput and low costs. Second, current flexible thin film
encapsulations are very expensive, jeopardizing the low cost goals of OPV,[23] and can
typically not fulfill the sophisticated requirements on the barrier performance to guarantee
device stability and lifetimes of more than a few years.[24] Third, the performance of the
photo-active layers is still restricted to rather narrow absorption bands. Efficient and com-
patible infrared absorbers are required to harvest the full solar spectrum. And finally, high
performance electrodes that are transparent, flexible, and conductive are still rare, but
of great importance for all optoelectronic thin film devices, decisively determining their
efficiency. Particularly interesting are transparent top electrodes, which can be directly
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deposited on top of organic materials. They are a prerequisite for top-illuminated solar
cells which can be fabricated on any kind of substrate, as well as for semi-transparent solar
cells. Currently, indium tin oxide (ITO) sputtered on glass is the standard transparent
electrode, having a $ 1.8 billion market in 2013, providing excellent light transmission and
electrical conductivity. Thus, all recently published record devices employ ITO as transpar-
ent bottom electrode. However, using ITO faces several challenges. The increasing demand
for indium, which is used in flat panel displays, touch screens, and other high-technology
applications has led to high indium prices. Furthermore, ITO and similar transparent con-
ductive oxides are brittle and their performance in flexible devices is limited.[25] In case of
top-illuminated organic solar cells or top emitting OLEDs, a transparent top electrode is
required to provide sufficient light transmission from the top side of the device. It is known
that a standard sputter deposition of ITO onto organic materials is likely to cause damage
to the underlying organic layers, leading to a decrease in device performance.[26, 27] Thus,
alternative approaches for transparent top electrodes are necessary. In this work, new ma-
terial systems and deposition methods are investigated and employed on top of efficient
OPV devices. Top-illuminated solar cells fabricated on flexible and transparent polymer
sheets or opaque metal foils are shown, demonstrating the great variety of substrate ma-
terials that can be used.
Before the results of this work are presented, an overview of the necessary theoretical
background is given. Chapter 2 provides a general introduction into the topic of organic
semiconductors with special focus on molecular properties, disorder, as well as optical ex-
citation and relaxation processes. The formation of tightly bound excitons is emphasized.
Furthermore, the transport of excitons and free charge carriers is discussed in detail, to-
gether with the concept of molecular doping. The limited conductivity of organic materials
necessitates a highly conductive electrode for lateral charge transport over several millime-
ters. Chapter 3 explains the working principles of OPV. After pointing out analogies to
inorganic solar cells (e.g. definition of the Fermi level, drift and diffusion currents, and the
pn-junction characteristics), the donor-acceptor heterojunction concept is introduced and
extended to the state-of-the-art p-i-n concept. Important processes such as light absorp-
tion and the extraction of free charge carries are briefly discussed and the crucial role of
the transparent electrode is highlighted. Also the long term stability of OPV devices is
reviewed. Since the topic of this thesis is transparent conductors, chapter 4 provides an
extensive and fundamental overview of the most relevant processes of light propagation in
thin, conductive, and stratified media with particular focus on conductivity, optical proper-
ties, and growth mechanisms of thin metal layers. The general requirements for transparent
electrodes are summarized and various figures of merits are presented, which allow a better
comparison of the different material systems. A comprehensive overview about state-of-
the-art transparent electrode material classes is given and special integration concepts for
top electrodes are introduced. Details concerning materials, sample preparation, and ex-
perimental methods applied in this work are given in chapter 5.
The experimental results are divided into four different technologies. In chapter 6, highly
doped C60 layers are investigated as a type of carbon based top electrode. Using organic
materials as transparent electrode offers several advantages, e.g. easy and compatible thin
4
film preparation, identical refractive indices, and stable interfaces. It is shown that the
conductivity of the C60 film can be significantly improved over several orders of magni-
tude by doping with the small molecule W2(hpp)4. Counter-intuitively, the transmittance
also increases with doping concentration, allowing an acceptable transparency in the red
spectral range. Optimized C60 electrodes are used to prepare OPV cells with an efficiency
of 1.53 % on an area of 10 mm2. Supplemental device simulations reveal the influence of
the electrode sheet resistance on the device efficiency and provide typical length scales
on which an efficient lateral charge transport is possible within the C60 films. Chapter 7
shows studies of pulsed laser deposited (PLD) gallium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Ga) as top
electrode on organic solar cells. Although is was not easy, after optimizing the deposition
conditions, highly transparent and conductive ZnO:Ga electrodes are prepared on organic
material, leading to a performance similar to ITO on glass. Local short circuit formation
due to droplet formation (a typical issue of PLD) could be successfully prevented by using
eclipse PLD. Thus, efficient OPVs are prepared, having comparable efficiencies to state-of-
the-art reference devices.
The main focus of this work is the investigation and improvement of metal thin film top
electrodes. In chapter 8, silver thin films are identified as the most suitable top electrode
material. Their transparency, sheet resistance, microstructure, and performance as top
electrode for OPV cells can be improved by introducing a very thin metal oxide interlayer
between the organic stack of the device and the silver layer. A second oxide layer on top of
the metal film leads to a significant stabilization of the electrode and its interfaces, so that
the solar cell lifetime can be increased by 2 orders of magnitude. Additionally, the growth
and wetting of silver on different substrates is investigated. Due to high surface energies
compared to organic and oxide substrate materials, thermally evaporated metal thin films
tend to form isolated nuclei for the deposition of the first few nanometers, leading to a
non-conductive layer.[28] After further deposition, the percolation threshold is reached,
which is defined as equivalent thickness where separate metal islands start to connect and
form a continuous and conductive layer. However, an unnecessarily high amount of metal
is required to form the islands with typically small aspect ratio before the film coalesce,
which leads to a low transmittance of the electrodes. Furthermore, nanoclustered metal
films are known to cause plasmonic resonances with light in the visible spectral range,
which can also significantly reduce the film transparency.[29] Controlling the wetting of
metal on the underlying layers is key to reduce the plasmon interaction, shift the percola-
tion threshold to lower film thicknesses, and consequently improve the transparency and
conductivity of the electrode – all at once. This is achieved by employing an ultra-thin
seed layer with a high surface energy right below the Ag electrode. The result is a very
smooth and closed silver film, that is conductive down to a Ag thickness of only 3 nm.2
The plasmon excitation is totally suppressed, leading to a very high transmittance, that
can be perfectly explained by the Lambert-Beer absorption law.




Moreover, calcium:silver blend films are investigated, which show a unique microstructure.
A crystalline Ag network with many randomly distributed nanoholes is formed, allowing a
low sheet resistance. Its extraordinarily high average transmittance in the visible spectral
range is superior to ITO and even higher than predicted by Lambert-Beer, indicating an
additional, unusual light transmission process. Using an optimized Ca:Ag blend electrode,
top-illuminated organic solar cells are fabricated, that achieve an excellent power conversion
efficiency of 7.2 %, which represents a new world record for top-illuminated OPV and clearly
outperforms bottom-illuminated cells prepared on an ITO electrode which only reach 6.9 %.
Finally, chapter 9 demonstrates the great potential of the Ca:Ag electrode system by
realizing several key applications, which are important for a successfully commercialization
of OPV (semi-transparent solar cells, flexible devices on transparent plastic sheets and
opaque metal foils, as well as small OPV modules).
Chapter 10 briefly summarizes what has been achieved and provides conclusions based
on these results. Possible directions for further research and remaining challenges in the
field of transparent conductive electrodes are also pointed out. In summary, this thesis
presents fundamental investigations to understand and control the properties of transparent
conductors. Using these results, various promising and high performing electrode concepts
are realized. No ultimate solution of all problems in the field of transparent electrodes
is claimed, but this work contributes to efforts of scientists all over the world to find
alternative electrode systems which can outperform the current state-of-the-art material
ITO in terms of transparency, conductivity, flexibility, processability, stability, and costs.
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Chapter 2
Elementary processes in organic
semiconductors
In this chapter, the fundamental aspects and processes in organic materials
determining their semiconducting properties and interaction with light are dis-
cussed. The basic principles relevant for evaluation of the experimental data
are supplemented by examples of application in organic electronic devices. Sec-
tion 2.1 reviews the formation and design of individual organic molecules, as
well as their interaction in organic solids, molecular disorder, and polarization
effects. Subsequently, the most important excitation and relaxation processes
are summarized in section 2.2, including absorption, vibronic relaxation, fluo-
rescent reemission, intersystem crossing, and phosphorescence. The crucial role
of exciton formation and transport is highlighted in section 2.3. Further, the
most important charge transport models for organic materials are discussed in
section 2.4, with focus on thermally activated hopping in disordered molecular
media. Finally, the concept of molecular doping is introduced in section 2.5.
Detailed information about elementary processes in organic semiconductors can
be found in references [30–32].
2.1 From carbon atoms to semiconducting materials
2.1.1 Origin of semiconducting properties
The material class of organic semiconductors is primarily built from carbon and hydrogen
atoms covalently bonded in small molecules or larger polymers. Additional heteroatoms
like nitrogen (N), oxygen (O), sulfur (S), or phosphorus (P) are often included, directly
influencing many properties of the organic material. The first partly (semi-)conductive
polymers have already been observed in 1862. However, it took almost 140 years until the
nobel prize for chemistry was awarded for ”The discovery and development of conductive
polymers” in the year 2000.[33] Nowadays, aromatic hydrocarbons are used in a wide
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range of electronic devices, e.g. organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs),[34] light emitting diodes
(OLEDs),[35] or field effect transistors (OFETs).[36] The semiconducting properties arise
from the particular type of bonding between the single atoms and molecules. A carbon







Orbitals are filled with respect to the Pauli principle and marked by arrows corresponding
to the actual spin orientation of the electron. Only the semi-occupied states are available
to form a bond. Ethylene (C2H4), which consists of two carbon and four hydrogen atoms
is a very simple organic molecule. The energetically most favorable molecular state would
be a shared noble gas configuration for both carbon atoms. Since such a configuration
is not accessible by simply combining the solitary occupied 2p electron states, a special
adaptation takes place, the so-called ”hybridisation”. In a first step, one of the 2s electrons
in each atom is promoted to the unoccupied 2pz state. Secondly, the remaining 2s states
mix with the 2px and 2py states, forming three degenerated sp2 hybrid orbitals per atom
with lower energy compared to the initial states. All sp2 orbitals are localized in a plane
with the central carbon atom, forming an equilateral triangle with bond angles of 120◦. The
remaining pz orbital stands perpendicularly to that plane. For ethylene, a large overlap
of two sp2 orbitals results in a strong carbon-carbon bond with a huge energetic splitting
between the bonding σ orbital that is twice occupied, and the unoccupied σ∗ antibonding
orbital as sketched in figure 2.1. The overlap of the pz orbitals is much smaller, resulting in
a reduced energetic splitting between the bonding π orbital and the antibonding π∗ orbital,
with an electron density localized below and above the molecular plane. The four remaining
sp2 orbitals each bind one hydrogen atom (not depicted). Also sp or sp3 hybridization is
possible under certain conditions, where the 2s orbital combines with only one or all three
2p orbitals.
Examples for aromatic molecules are benzene, pentacene, or rubrene, which are frequently
investigated because of their high charge carrier mobilities in the crystalline phase.[37, 38]
Benzene (C6H6), as a basic building block for several organic materials, is a ring-like
molecule with six carbon atoms strongly bond in a plane via the overlap of their sp2
orbitals (see figure 2.1). The electrons of the σ bonds are, again, strongly localized between
two neighboring carbon atoms and cannot contribute to charge carrier transport. Their
energy levels remain at values similar to those of ethylene. The fast charge transport across
the molecule results from a delocalization of the pz electrons over the entire conjugated
π-system.1 Since delocalization may extend over several atoms, the energy levels of the
π and π∗ electrons further split and the π-π∗ energy gap (EG) is reduced with increasing
extension of the π-system.[39, 40] In ethylene, benzene and also in most of the other organic
molecules, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) are π or π∗ orbitals, respectively. Typical energy gaps between
1The term ”conjugated” addresses the alternating appearance of single and double bonds in the structural
formula of the molecule.
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Carbon
(sp  -hybridized)2 
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Figure 2.1: Top: Schematic molecular orbitals of a) a single sp2 hybridized carbon atom, b) ethylene
and c) benzene (orbitals of localized σ- and delocalized π electrons are separated to improve
readability). Bottom: Energy diagram of one carbon atom (free standing versus incorporated
in the respective molecule). Occupation in ground state is marked by a point. The pz level
split with increasing number of carbon atoms in the π-system. Redrawn after reference [30].
HOMO and LUMO are in the order of a few electron volts and visible light can excite such
molecules, which renders the corresponding molecular solids as semiconducting materials.
In contrast, the large σ-σ∗ gap, found in materials without any double bonds, such as alkyl
chains, results in insulating properties.
2.1.2 Designing organic molecules
In terms of application in efficient organic opto-electronic devices, the exact value of the
energy gap (EG) and the precise positions of HOMO and LUMO orbitals with respect
to the vacuum level are of major importance. Based on the variety of possible bonds,
structures, and systematic combinations with specific heteroatoms or functional groups,
it is possible to tailor organic molecules to match the demands in the device. However,
precise tailoring is not easy as it depends on many parameters which cannot be treated
independently. Especially the prediction of physical properties from theoretical changes in
the molecular structure is challenging and requires in most cases sophisticated quantum
chemical calculations. In the following, some major trends are summarized, but by far do
not cover the entire field of research.
As mentioned above, the energy gap between HOMO and LUMO can be manipulated
by extending the π-system, e.g. through an increase of the number of fused benzene
rings. While benzene exhibits a gap of 7.8 eV, EG is successively reduced by adding more
and more benzene rings to the molecule, resulting in EG = 1.9 eV for pentacene.[39] How-
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ever, also very long conjugated molecules (such as polymers) still exhibit a finite energy
gap.[41, 42] Only perfect graphene shows no energy gap.[43] The different energy gaps will
directly influence absorption and emission spectra of these materials, allowing e.g. tailored
color coordinates for OLEDs or infrared absorbing and therefore (semi-) transparent solar
cells.
Figure 2.2: Exemplary moieties of electron withdrawing and electron releasing heteroatoms or functional
groups.
Another way to influence the HOMO and LUMO levels more individually is the introduc-
tion of electron withdrawing or electron releasing heteroatoms or functional groups,
which introduce polar effects. Figure 2.2 depicts four examples of such building blocks. In
pyridine, one carbon atom is replaced by nitrogen. Since the electronegativity of nitrogen
is larger than that of carbon, electrons are attracted towards the nitrogen atom, forming a
dipole that alters the charge distribution. Thereby, the electron density of the conjugated
system is reduced, leading to a low LUMO level typical for electron transporting materials.
In contrast, the sulfur in thiophene increases the electron density of the π system, leading
to a higher HOMO level typical for hole transporting materials. The “hole” introduced here
is defined as a positive quasi particle (complementary to an electron), which represents a
missing negative charge in the HOMO. Electron withdrawing dicyanovinylene groups, for
instance, can fix the LUMO of a molecule with an oligothiophene backbone in between,
while the number of thiophene rings changes only the HOMO level.[44, 45]
Functional materials for organic devices employ and combine many different structures,
heteroatoms or functional groups in a complex manner. The nearly infinite variability of
chemical and physical properties of organic materials was most likely also the origin of the
evolution of carbon-based life on our planet.
2.1.3 Molecular solids
Organic devices typically utilize not only single molecules, but thin, solid films contain-
ing a large number of condensed (usually neutral charged) molecules, which are closely
packed and interact with each other. Since the π-electrons are delocalized across the
molecular plane, a polarization is easily induced (for instance in the presence of surround-
ing molecules, atoms, or free excess charges), which leads to intermolecular interactions.
These van der Waals forces, i.e. dipole-dipole interactions, are of short range and much
weaker compared to the strong intramolecular covalent bonds. Thus, organic solids exhibit
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in most cases high mechanical flexibility, low density, a low melting, evaporation, and sub-
limation temperature, and the vibronic states of the molecules remain almost unchanged.
HOMO and LUMO levels are strictly defined only for single molecules. In a molecular
solid, polarization effects influence the position of these orbitals, shifting the HOMO up
and the LUMO downwards in energy by the quantity of polarization P (see figure 2.3).
Note that P can be different for holes and electrons and is in the range of 1.0 to 2.0 eV.[46]
The resulting levels, relevant for charge transport properties of the solid material, are called
ionisation potential (IP), which is the minimum energy for releasing an electron from a
neutral molecule into free space, and electron affinity (EA), which equals the energy gain
when a free electron is attracted by the LUMO. However, the terms HOMO and LUMO
are frequently used in literature to describe also the charge transport levels in a molecular
solid. Therefore, also in this thesis the common designation is used, keeping the inaccuracy





















Figure 2.3: Illustration of the energy levels of a molecular solid compared to a single molecule. Due to
polarization effects, HOMO and LUMO levels are shifted by Ph and Pe, respectively. Disorder
causes a Gaussian distributed density of states (DOS). Redrawn after reference [32].
Due to polarization, the energy levels in the solid are only slightly broadened. Another
consequence of the weak intermolecular bonding, with more impact on material proper-
ties, is the structural disorder of the molecules. Crystalline organic materials are rather the
exception and the majority shows an amorphous or pseudo-amorphous character, lacking
long-range order. Thus, the single molecules are embedded in different polarization envi-
ronments, leading to a statistical (Gaussian) distribution of the molecular energy levels.
Additionally, the weak intermolecular coupling causes a strong localization of charges on a
specific molecule. For these two reasons, band-like transport as it is known from inorganic
semiconductors is usually not observed. Charge transfer has to be described via hopping
from molecule to molecule (see section 2.4). By using different side chains, the mate-
rial morphology - and therefore also the charge transport - can be significantly modified,
without strongly changing the optical properties.[47] Predicting the properties of a certain
organic solid simply from its molecular structure remains non-trivial or even impossible.
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2.2 Interaction with light
In this section, the optical excitation of organic materials and associated relaxation pro-
cesses are discussed and summarized in figure 2.4. In general, the optical properties of
organic materials are essentially determined by the properties of the single molecules, due
to weak intermolecular interaction.
2.2.1 Absorption and fluorescent reemission
The energy of an incident photon can be directly transferred to a molecule via absorption,
if the photon energy exceeds the energy gap of the material. In the ground state S0, two
electrons are paired with antiparallel spins, with respect to the Pauli principle, defining a
singlet state with total spin S = 0. After absorption of a photon (also S = 0) and respecting
spin conservation, an electron is lifted from S0 to an excited singlet state Sn. The excited
electron and the remaining hole in the ground state form a neutral quasi-particle bound
by Coulomb interaction. Details about this issue are given below in section 2.3. The
probability P of this absorption process is proportional to the overlap of the electron
wavefunctions of the initial state (Ψi) and the final state (Ψf ). This can be described
quantum-mechanically by Fermi’s golden rule:
Pi→f ∝ ρ(Ef ) · |Mi,f |2, (2.1)
in which ρ(Ef ) defines the density of final states with an energy of Ef . The transition
dipole moment Mi,f is given by
Mi,f = 〈Ψi|D|Ψf〉 (2.2)
with the dipole operator D = er. Note that all states exhibit additional vibronic and
rotational fine structure at temperatures > 0 K, distinctive for a certain molecule. The
ground state corresponds to the HOMO, the lowest vibrational level of the excited states
is the LUMO. Typically the electron densities of HOMO and LUMO are not equally dis-
tributed in space. Thus, absorption leads to a fast displacement of charges (within 10−14 s)
followed by a shift of the atomic (massive nuclei) coordinates within the molecule on a
much slower timescale (> 10−12 s) (Born-Oppenheimer approximation).[46] Consequently,
the Lennard-Jones-like electronic potentials of the nuclei are spatially invariant during the
actual absorption process. Momentum conservation predicts a considerable transition am-
plitude only if the overlap between the initial and final vibrational wavefunctions is large
(Franck-Condon principle), which means that the electron is typically excited into one of
the vibronic states of higher order. Afterwards, a fast relaxation into the lowest vibronic
state takes place on a picosecond timescale via internal conversion (IC), a thermal energy
transfer by phonon interaction with the surrounding medium.[48] The radiative transition
from Sn back to S0 is called fluorescence and occurs on a timescale of ps to ns.[49] The emis-
sion spectrum is usually red-shifted (Stokes shift) compared to the absorption spectrum
12



































Figure 2.4: Schematic of relevant intramolecular transitions between singlet (Sn) and/or triplet (Tn) states
including their vibronic multiplets. Radiative processes (absorption, fluorescence, phosphores-
cence) are drawn as solid lines. Non-radiative relaxations (internal conversion, intersystem
crossing, exciton quenching) are indicated by dashed arrows.
of the molecule, because of an energy loss during the relaxation processes. Furthermore,
fluorescent relaxation starts almost exclusively from the lowest vibronic state (Kasha’s
rule),2 and ends in one of the higher vibronic modes of the ground state. Therefore, the
shape of the emission spectrum is mirror-inverted, due to a symmetry of the complemen-
tary vibronic states. Efficient emitter materials in OLEDs, for instance, provide almost no
overlap of absorption and emission spectra, making such materials transparent for their
own produced light.[50] The vibronic multiplets are also responsible for a broadening of
the absorption and emission spectra, which depend on temperature, considering Boltzmann
statistics for the occupation of vibrational states in thermal equilibrium and a temperature
influenced degree of disorder in organic materials.
2.2.2 Intersystem crossing and phosphorescence
Besides the fluorescent relaxation, there is a second radiative transition, resulting from spin
changing intersystem crossing (ISC) of a singlet exciton to a triplet state via spin orbit
coupling. Consequently, an emission is observable by relaxation from the triplet state into
the ground state S0, which is called phosphorescence. The intensity of the typically time
delayed and redshifted phosphorescent emission is a measure for the populations of triplet
states, which are assumed as loss mechanism concerning power generation in an organic
solar cell. To better understand the consequences of intersystem crossing, some quantum
mechanical considerations are carried out first.
2Assuming room temperature (∼300 K) and an energy difference of ∆EV = 100 meV between the vibronic
modes (typical for organic molecules), the Boltzmann factor exp(−∆EV /kBT ) predicts a relative occu-
pation of 2 % for the first vibronic mode and minor absorption or emission also from higher states.
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An excited state can only be described correctly as a two particle problem, consisting
of one excited electron in the LUMO and a second electron which is still residing in the
HOMO level of the molecule. The spin of both electrons can either be up (mS = +1/2) or
down (mS = −1/2). The corresponding spin wavefunctions will be called α and β in the
following and the electrons are numbered with 1 and 2. If both electrons exhibit the same
spin state, the system’s wavefunction sums up to two symmetric solutions α1 α2 and β1 β2
with MS = ±1. Because of indistinguishability, if the two electrons are in different spin
states, the combined state can only be described correctly - from a quantum mechanical
viewpoint - by a linear combination of α1β2 and α2β1,[51] resulting in a symmetric (+) and




α1α2 MS = +1 sym
1√
2(α1β2 + α2β1) MS = 0 sym
1√
2(α1β2 − α2β1) MS = 0 antisym
β1β2 MS = −1 sym
(2.3)
Only the single anti-symmetric term corresponds to the singlet state with S = 0. In con-
trast, the three symmetric solutions define the triplet state with S = 1 (MS = +1, 0, −1),
which is threefold degenerate in the absence of external magnetic fields. The total elec-
tron wavefunction Ψ is calculated from the spin wavefunction and a spatial wavefunction
Ψ = ΨS · ΨR. Since electrons are fermions and, therefore, have an anti-symmetric wave-
function, the spatial term has to be symmetric for the singlet state and anti-symmetric for
the triplet state. The rate for intersystem crossing kISC - which represents the basic step




〈1Ψ0|HSOC |3Ψ0〉[FCWDOS] , (2.4)
which follows again Fermi’s golden rule.[51] 1Ψ0 and 3Ψ0 are the unperturbed wavefunctions
of the singlet and triplet state, respectively. FCWDOS stands for the Franck-Condon
weighted density of states, which is proportional to the overlap of the initial and final
state wavefunctions and the density of vibronic modes, available for occupation. The







with the spin and orbital angular momentum operators S and L, respectively, the electron
mass m, and the spatially dependent potential V (r). As can be directly derived from
equations 2.4 and 2.5, the intersystem crossing is a non-radiative process and its rate is in-
creased with increasing orbital angular momentum L. Large orbital angular momentum is
provided by massive atoms (heavy core effect), for instance metals such as iridium or plat-
inum, incorporated in organometallic complexes.[51] This concept is used in state-of-the-art
OLEDs to achieve improved quantum efficiency by efficient phosphorescent emission, be-
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cause following spin statistics of the injected charge carriers, 75 % of the excitons have
triplet character. The Pauli principle and spin correlation considerations predict a repul-
sive force between two electrons with parallel spins. Thus, the spatial distance between
the particles increases, lowering the Coulomb interaction energy.[31, 52] Consequently, the
triplet levels Tn always exhibit a reduced energy compared to the corresponding singlet
states Sn. The smallest singlet-triplet splitting is achieved for materials with very strong
spin-orbit coupling (for instance organometallic complexes), reaching values of only a few
10 meV. Typical representatives of π-conjugated polymers show singlet-triplet splitting en-
ergies between 0.5 and 0.8 eV[53, 54] and for small molecules, the range is even larger (e.g.
0.3 eV for C60 and 1.75 eV for oligothiophenes).[53] Due to this energy loss and a less ef-
ficient exciton transport (see section 2.3), triplet formation is not desired in organic solar
cells and intensive investigations are carried out to decrease the triplet population. Addi-
tionally, there is still an ongoing discussion on whether the triplet excitons can contribute
to the charge transport at all.
The direct excitation from the singlet ground state into a triplet excited state is optically
forbidden and therefore very unlikely. The same is valid for the reverse process, where
the excited triplet state relaxes into the singlet ground state (phosphorescence). Both
are roughly 9 to 10 orders of magnitude less probable than the singlet-singlet transitions.
However, if the singlet-triplet splitting energy is smaller than the energy gap EG of the
material, the ISC rate from Sn into the triplet manifold could be much higher than a direct
excitation. Once excited, the phosphorescent transition remains optically forbidden. Con-
sequently, the triplet excitons exhibit much longer lifetimes in the range of µs to s or even
more,[55, 56] causing the famous afterglow of phosphorescent materials used, for instance,
in watches.
2.2.3 Non-radiative processes
Internal conversion (IC) and intersystem crossing (ISC) have already been discussed above.
Both non-radiative processes are realized through thermal energy transfer to the surround-
ing medium using the vibronic multiplets and electron-phonon interaction. Further non-
radiative relaxation processes either from Sn or Tn back into the ground state can oc-
cur via quenching at trap states (e.g. impurities) or exciton migration, indicated by the
dashed lines in figure 2.4. The probability for a non-radiative decay depends on many
parameters,[57] but there are two properties which dominate this process. Firstly, the non-
radiative decay rate decreases with increasing energy gap between the two involved states.
Since the energy difference between two vibrational modes is typically low, the probability
for IC is high and the process takes place very fast. In contrast, non-radiative relaxation
over the large HOMO-LUMO gap is very unlikely. The situation is changed in the pres-
ence of trap states in the energy gap, acting as quenching centers for the excited electrons.
The highest influence occurs for deep traps close to the center of the HOMO-LUMO gap,
providing a large overlap to the wavefunctions of both, the initial and final state. However,
also shallow traps can significantly change the electronic properties of a material. Secondly,
rigid molecules exhibit less vibrational coupling and therefore a decreased relaxation rate.
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2.3 Excitons
One of the most characteristic differences between organic and inorganic semiconductors
is the existence of long living excitons in organic materials. As mentioned above, after
absorption of a photon no free charge carriers are created, but the excited electron in the
LUMO and the remaining hole in the HOMO form a neutral quasi-particle bound by a







with the elementary charge e, the vacuum permittivity ε0, and the distance between the
two charges r, which is limited by the molecular size. Due to the weak intermolecular
interaction, both charges are usually localized on one molecule and the screening of charge
carriers by the molecular environment is rather limited. Thus, the permittivity of the
organic medium ε is low, in the order of 1 to 6,[58] compared to inorganic materials, e.g.
silicon (ε = 12). Considering such low permittivities, the Coulomb driven exciton binding
energy EB in organic materials is much higher than for most inorganic semiconductors and
ranges from 0.3 eV to 1.5 eV,[59, 60] depending on the specific molecules. These binding
energies are also higher than the thermal energy at room temperature of approximately
25 meV. Consequently, the generation of free charges in pristine organic materials is rather
ineffective and represents a major challenge for organic solar cells. Specific concepts to
efficiently generate free charges are discussed in section 3.2. To overcome the binding en-
ergy EB and split the exciton, additional energy is needed, which induces two issues for
organic solar cells. The first one is that the difference between the energy levels where
electron and hole transport takes place (electrical gap) is enlarged by EB compared to the
optical gap. Secondly, the voltage produced in an organic solar cell is reduced at least
by EB compared to the potential difference between HOMO and LUMO. Only for some
highly ordered polymer crystals, a larger permittivity of around 10 can be observed due to
spatially distributed electrons.[61]
Localized excitons, as found in organic molecular semiconductors, are called ”Frenkel exci-
tons”. A special case is the charge transfer state, where electron and hole are located on two
neighboring molecules, relevant for charge separation and transport. The exciton radius of
inorganic semiconductors is typically much larger than the lattice spacing (Wannier-Mott
excitons). Such delocalization combined with the higher ε leads to exciton binding energies
in the order of thermal energy or even lower. Thus, free charge carriers are created rather
instantaneously after absorption, enabling devices of higher efficiency. Since an exciton is
neutral, it is not subjected to electric fields and its motion can be described by diffusion,
or in other words random walk hopping transfer, from molecule to molecule. Therefore
two main mechanisms are available, Förster[62] and Dexter[63] transfer.
The Förster transfer (or more precisely Förster resonant energy transfer FRET ) is an
energy transfer mechanism driven by dipole-dipole interaction between two molecules. Ex-
cess energy, after electron transition from the excited state to the ground state of a donor
molecule A, is transferred non-radiatively to an acceptor molecule B by a virtual photon
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Figure 2.5: Sketches of the two most important exciton transfer mechanisms in organic semiconductors,
Förster and Dexter transfer. Förster transfer is a long ranging energy transfer, which cannot
transport any spin information. Dexter transfer can be treated as short ranging simultaneous
two-electron exchange.
(see figure 2.5). This energy is used to raise an electron to the excited state of molecule
B. Considering the pure energy exchange nature of that mechanism, transport of any spin
information does not occur. Thus, Förster transfer is only possible for singlet excitons
and triplet transitions are not allowed. The rate for Förster transfer kFRET depends on
the overlap integral of donor emission and acceptor absorption and also on the oscillator
strength of the acceptor absorption.[64] This rate kFRET scales with R−6, where R is the
distance between the two involved molecules. Förster transfer typically ranges over several
nm, up to 10 nm. Note that in disordered molecular solids, kFRET can have a large local
variation due to different orientations of donor and acceptor dipoles.[65]
The second mechanism is the Dexter transfer, which can be treated as a simultaneous
transfer process of two electrons, as shown in figure 2.5. Since the excited electron from
the donor molecule A is directly transferred to the acceptor B, its original spin state is
conserved, allowing also triplet transitions. To retain the neutrality of the molecule, a
second electron from the ground state of molecule B is transferred to the ground state of A
instantaneously. Dexter transfer shows an exponential dependence on the intermolecular
distance, limiting the charge exchange range to a mere 1 to 2 nm. Since it is not obvious to
find always a suitable transfer partner on such a small scale, the triplet exciton transport
is slowed down compared to singlet exciton transport.
It is worth to mention that energetic differences between donor and acceptor molecules
in a disordered solid induce a strong temperature dependency of exciton diffusion. Since
downward steps are not temperature-dependent, transitions to molecules on higher ener-
getic levels require external (usually thermal) activation energy and are more pronounced
at elevated temperatures. The random walk hopping is correlated to a mean exciton diffu-
sion length LD, a very important parameter for organic photovoltaic cells, which directly




with the diffusion coefficient D and the exciton lifetime τ . Triplet excitons generally have
longer lifetimes compared to singlets, but also D is typically reduced due to the limited
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charge exchange probability of the dexter transfer mechanism, resulting in smaller diffusion
lengths. Exact values of LD are material-dependent and range from 3 to 80 nm for typical
materials at room temperature.[66]
A third exciton transfer process is coherent migration, which can be observed in organic
crystals. However, due to short coherence lengths in disordered systems, it is not relevant
for most organic materials.[32] In terms of electrical power generation in organic solar
cells via conversion of photon energy, not the excitons, but free charge carriers have to be
transported to the device contacts. Therefore the directed, field-induced charge transport
is discussed in the next section.
2.4 Charge carrier transport
In crystalline inorganic semiconductors, the charge carriers can be treated as free immedi-
ately after excitation or injection and exhibit wavefunctions which are strongly delocalized
over the entire solid. According to Bloch’s theory, these wavefunctions are described by
plane waves, so-called ”Bloch waves”.[67] The high material purity and strong covalent
interactions between all atoms lead to the formation of a manifold of extended energetic
bands, which are occupied according to the Fermi distribution. Due to symmetry and
strict periodicity, these bands split and form band gaps with the Fermi energy in the band
gap, characteristic for the semiconducting properties. The charge transport along these
bands is very efficient, only limited by scattering on phonons or impurities.
In contrast, the charge carriers in organic materials are more localized on the single
molecules, because of a weak intermolecular interaction, disorder, and polaronic effects.3
Only for highly ordered crystalline materials, for instance Perylene,[32, 39] a band-like
transport can be observed. However, the majority of organic materials - relevant con-
sidering current applications - show a pronounced molecular and energetic disorder, which
makes a coherent treatment of charge transport invalid. As already introduced for excitons
in section 2.3, transport of free charge carriers also has to be described rather by hopping
transport from one molecular site to the next, which is a slow process compared to the
band transport. Additionally, there are only a few thermally generated ”free” charge car-
riers in organic semiconductors compared to the numerous trap states (see section 2.4.4).
Because of a slow transport of only a few free charges, organic molecular solids are rather
insulators, revealing their semiconducting properties after adding of excess charges e.g. by
photo-generation, injection from electrodes, or doping. In the simplest case, the charge
transport in a conductive material is described by Ohm’s law
~j = σ̂ ~F (2.8)
3As the localization time of a charge carrier on a molecule is usually > 10−14s and therefore significantly
larger than the electronic polarization of the surrounding neutral molecules, which occurs within a femto
second, the charge carrier is usually always accompanied by its polarization cloud when moving from
molecule to molecule. The quasi-static formation consisting of the charge carrier surrounded by a polarized
lattice is called electronic polaron and commonly treated as a quasi-particle.
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where the current density ~j (a measure of the charge carrier flow in a certain medium) is
connected to the macroscopic electric field ~F with the help of the conductivity σ̂, which is
in the most general case a tensor accounting for an anisotropy of the material. Another
important parameter for the charge transport is the charge carrier mobility µ̂, which was
originally introduced by Drude to relate the drift velocity ~vD of electrons in a metal to the
applied electric field. In other words, the mobility describes the ability of charge carriers






with the charge carrier density n and q specifying the particular kind of charge. Typical mo-
bilities of disordered organic materials range from 10−8 to 10−3 cm2
V s
. Only a few crystalline
organic materials, showing band-like transport, even reach 102 cm2
V s
at low temperatures.[40]
However, the charge carrier mobility of most organic materials relevant for application is far
below the mobilities usually measured for inorganic semiconductors at room temperature
(e.g. µSi = 103 cm
2
V s
).[68] Comparing band-like and hopping transport, a significant differ-
ence in temperature dependency of the mobility should be noticed. Since the band trans-
port at room temperature is limited by phonon scattering and the phonon density increases
with increasing temperature, the mobility is decreased at elevated temperature.[32, 40] In
contrast, hopping transport is thermally activated (see section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3) and there-
fore the charge carrier mobility increases with increasing temperature.[69–71] The mobility
µ̂ can also depend on the external electric field,[69, 71, 72] charge carrier density,[73–75],
very much on the specific semiconductor material, and the direction of charge transport.
In literature, there are several models to describe the charge transport in organic semicon-
ductors, which will be discussed in the following subsections. Because of the vast number
of materials and measurement techniques, it is challenging to define a generally valid de-
scription. However, all models agree on hopping transport between individual molecules.
2.4.1 Percolation model
As one of the first approaches to describe the charge transport in disordered organic semi-
conductors, Miller and Abrahams presented in 1960 a percolation model based on phonon
assisted tunneling from molecule to molecule.[76] Thereby a simple network of randomly
distributed resistors is utilized to mimic a disordered material. The resistance value re-
flects the activation energy for a hopping step between two molecular sites, motivated by
an electric field. An interesting finding according to this model is that hopping to the near-
est neighbor can be less favorable than charge transport to a more remote site, which fits
better in energy (variable-range hopping). Later, the percolation model was extended ac-
counting for high charge carrier densities (for instance in organic field effect transistors)[77]
and even for molecularly doped materials.[78]
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2.4.2 Marcus theory of electron transfer
Figure 2.6: Schematic of
Marcus’ electron transfer.
A different approach to describe charge transport is the Marcus
theory of electron transfer, which was originally developed for re-
actions in aqueous solutions.[79] Due to a symmetry of the problem
of weak interaction between individual participating sites, it is also
widely used for organic materials. For each molecule (randomly
distributed in space r), a mean potential curve is assumed, showing
a minimum for the fully relaxed structure in equilibrium conditions
(see figure 2.6). Accounting for energy conservation, charge trans-
fer between two molecules (from molecule A to molecule B) can
only occur at the intersection of the two potential curves, which is
usually not in the potential minimum of molecule A. Consequently,
an energy barrier ∆E needs to be overcome, resulting from geometrical reorganization en-
ergy λ of the electron donating molecule A and acceptor molecule B, respectively. Finally,












with the coupling element Vi,f and the free energy difference ∆G0 between the initial and
the final state.
2.4.3 Bässler model
The Bässler model is by far the most widely utilized description for charge transfer in
disordered molecular materials.[70] This theory is based on the assumption of a Gaussian
distribution of the molecular energy levels in an amorphous solid, the so-called diagonal










This statistically motivated distribution is centered at E0 with a width σ. In presence of an
external electric field ~F , there is a gradient in the Gaussian level distribution as sketched
in figure 2.7.
The hopping rate νi,j of a charge carrier hopping from one molecule to the next is of
Miller-Abrahams type and must be divided into two cases, as it is expressed by






, Ej − Ei − e ~F∆ ~Ri,j > 0
1, Ej − Ei − e ~F∆ ~Ri,j < 0
. (2.12)
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Figure 2.7: Schematic drawing of the localized Gaussian energy level distribution in a disordered molecular
material, depending on the position x and an external electric field F . Hopping transport of
an electron between molecular sites is indicated by curved arrows. Redrawn after Ref. [32].
The constant prefactor ν0 is called ”attempt-to-jump frequency” and proportional to the
wavefunction overlap of initial (i) and final state (j). The inverse wavefunction local-
ization radius γ is a measure of the exponential decay of these wavefunctions. ∆Ri,j is
the distance between the involved molecular sites with the corresponding energies Ei,j.
The overlap parameter 2γ∆Ri,j depends on the structural disorder of the material and is
strongly influenced by the molecular shape (e.g. functional groups, or side chain length)
and orientation. In case of downward jumps in energy, the hopping rate only depends on
the molecular distance ∆Ri,j. If the final state is higher in energy, the transfer process
has to be temperature-assisted and a Boltzmann term is added. Thus, the hopping rate
also depends on the energy difference of initial and final state. Note that the Bässler
formalism is a one particle model, which is only valid if polarization and reorganization
energy barriers are negligible compared to the energetic disorder and free charge carriers
are already generated. If polaronic effects become relevant, as might be the case at higher
temperatures or very low disorder, an additional term has to be added.[80, 81]
Due to the random disorder in the medium, a fully analytical solution for the mobility is
not possible and supplemental Monte Carlo simulations need to be carried out. At low
external fields, the simulations lead to the following term for the mobility[70]





The parameter µ0 expresses the mobility of the disorder-free semiconductor at T →∞ and
σ stands for the width of the Gaussian density of states. Most disordered organic materials
additionally show a significant dependency on the applied external electric field F , which
was quantified phenomenologically by Poole and Frenkel[72]







The so-called field amplification factor β is material-dependent and usually decreases with
temperature. In pristine materials, Ohmic behavior is typically observed, meaning the
current through the material is linearly proportional to the applied voltage. However,
charge carriers can also accumulate in a material with low mobility, forming a counterfield
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and a barrier against further charge injection and transport. Such space charge limited
currents show a quadratic dependence on the electrical field.[32, 82] Furthermore, the
mobility is strongly dependent on the charge carrier density n. With increasing n (for
instance for doping, illumination, or in organic field effect transistors) the deep levels
in the Gaussian density of states are more and more filled, leading to a higher number
of accessible states at elevated temperature and finally to higher mobilities. Thus, the
determined material mobility strongly depends on the type of measurement.[32, 69, 81]
2.4.4 Trap states
An alternative approach to describe the charge transport is the so-called mobility edge
model,[83] in which the electronic states are divided into two non-overlapping state distri-
butions. One corresponds to localized (trap) states and the other one to delocalized states
of higher energy, separated by an energy level referred to as the mobility edge. The num-
ber of impurity or structurally generated trap states is typically very high and ranges from
1015 to 1018 cm3 in disordered organic materials.[83, 84] Assuming a Gaussian distributed
DOS with a discrete transport level (mobility edge) and exponentially decaying tail states,
this has direct consequences on the charge carrier density dependence of the conductivity.
At low carrier concentration, transport is controlled by hopping between (exponentially)
distributed deep traps, needing high thermal activation energy and therefore limiting the
conductivity. At high charge carrier density, the deep traps are filled[85] and conductivity
is entirely governed by the (Gaussian) distribution of states, allowing transport through
the delocalized/mobile states. In that case, the conductivity σ is described by








which is similar to the conductivity obtained using the Bässler hopping model. The pa-
rameter ρmobile(E) is the density of delocalized states and Ef the Fermi energy.
2.4.5 Diffusive motion
Beside the field-driven movement of charges, diffusion takes place along a gradient in charge
carrier density n. According to Fick’s law, the diffusion current JD can be expressed by
JD = −D∇n (2.16)
with the material- and direction-dependent diffusion coefficient D. Since the lifetime of a
free charge carrier in an excited state is limited due to the variety of relaxation processes
discussed above, a finite diffusion length LD results, which is given by equation 2.7.
In summary, charge carrier transport in disordered organic media is a highly complex,
multi-scale topic and there is no unified description model for the variety of transport phe-
nomena. A suitable approximation has to be found for each specific system or application,




Similar to doping in inorganic semiconductors, molecular doping in organic materials de-
scribes the intentional contamination of a matrix material M by specific foreign molecules
to increase the charge carrier density n.[86] According to equation 2.9, n is directly con-
nected to the conductivity σ̂. Thus, doping is a powerful technique that allows to control
the charge transport properties of a material.[87] While pure (intrinsic) organic materials
usually show only a poor conductivity of σ ≤ 10−10 S/cm[78], doped organic materials can
reach conductivities of 1 S/cm or even higher.[88] In comparison to crystalline inorganic
semiconductors, these values still seem to be small. For example, pure silicon exhibits an
intrinsic conductivity of σ ≤ 10−6 S/cm [89], which can be increased up to σ ≥ 102 S/cm
by appropriate doping.[90] However, conductivities in the range of 10−4 to 100 S/cm are
absolutely sufficient for thin film organic devices, concerning out of plane charge transport
in the layer stack of an organic solar cell or OLED. For lateral charge collection and trans-
port, two typically inorganic and highly conductive electrodes are utilized, surrounding the
organic stack.
Furthermore, the Fermi level of a matrix material can be shifted by doping from the center
of the energy gap towards the respective charge transport levels.[91–94] This effect con-
siderably influences the energy level alignment to other organic materials as well as the
charge injection properties at the interface to metallic electrodes. In summary, doping
can significantly improve the electrical performance of an organic device and enables new
concepts and a high variability of device design. As an application, the p-i-n concept is
discussed in detail in section 3.3.
Figure 2.8: Mechanism for n-doping, exemplary sketched for C60 as matrix and W2(hpp)4 as dopant/donor
molecule. Since the HOMO level of the dopant is higher in energy than the LUMO level of
the matrix, it is energetically favorable for an electron to be transferred from the donor to the
matrix, where it acts as excess charge. The Coulomb barrier to create free charges is overcome
by the energy offset ∆.
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Two types of doping are distinguished, depending on the relative positions of the energy
levels of matrix and dopant. If the HOMO level of the dopant is higher in energy than the
LUMO of the matrix molecules, n-doping occurs by electron transfer from the impurity
molecule (which acts in that case as donor D) to the matrix, as depicted in figure 2.8.
Additionally, the structural formulas of C60 (a typical absorber and electron transport ma-
terial in organic solar cells) and W2(hpp)4 (a state-of-the-art n-dopant) are drawn.[88] Vice
versa, p-doping occurs, if the LUMO of the dopant is lower in energy than the HOMO
of the matrix. Thereby an electron can be transferred to the dopant molecule, acting as
acceptor A, and a (free) hole is left in the matrix.
After charge transfer between matrix and dopant, both molecules form a charge transfer
complex M+A− or M−D+, respectively (step 1 in equation 2.17). To generate free charges,
the Coulomb attraction between the two species has to be overcome (step 2). This is re-
alized by thermal energy or, more efficiently, by an energy level offset (∆) between the
involved molecules (EHOMO,D − ELUMO,M > 0 or ELUMO,A − EHOMO,M < 0, respectively).
1 2
MMMDM  MMM−D+M  MM−MD+M for n-doping
MMMAM  MMM+A−M  MM+MA−M for p-doping
(2.17)
The detailed mechanisms that lead to a permanent charge transfer are not yet fully un-
derstood. For instance, it is not completely clear why typical doping concentrations for
organic materials have to be very high, in the order of a few percent compared to < 10−3 %
for inorganic materials. Additionally, it should be mentioned that molecular n-dopants
are extremely sensitive to water and oxygen, due to their high-lying ionisation potential.
Without protection against ambient conditions, these molecules are easily oxidized and
destroyed. Thus, more stable alternative doping materials like alkali metals (donating
their single valence electron) or cationic salts (using activation of a stable precursor) are
sometimes preferred, but usually lack in doping efficiency.
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Fundamentals of organic photovoltaic
cells
A solar cell converts energy from the sunlight to electrical energy via the pho-
tovoltaic effect. The predominant technology is based on silicon, achieves a
power conversion efficiency of up to 25 %,[12] and is an important pillar to ful-
fill the future demands for ”green” and sustainable energy generation in the
world. Besides high performance solar power plant applications, there is an in-
creasing interest in thin film technologies, such as amorphous silicon, cadmium
telluride, or CIGS systems (copper indium gallium selenide). They reach effi-
ciencies of 11 %, 20 %, and 20 %, respectively[12] and offer a low material con-
sumption, light weight, and potential flexibility. However, all these inorganic
approaches suffer from varying individual drawbacks, e.g. high production costs
for monocrystalline silicon, limited material availability of tellurium or indium,
and possible health risks considering tellurium or cadmium.
Organic solar cells are a promising alternative as they can be potentially roll-
to-roll fabricated at room temperature, with high yields, and at low cost.[23]
In the last decades, continuous advancements in material and concept develop-
ment have led to significant device improvements and certified OPV efficiencies
of up to 12 % [14] are recently achieved. Furthermore, flexible, light-weight
and semi-transparent organic devices offer attractive properties for novel ap-
plications. The materials are virtually indefinitely available, considering the
ultra-low film thickness of such devices. In this chapter, the basic principles
and concepts of organic solar cells are reviewed. At first, a general overview
of solar cell physics is presented in section 3.1, discussing the current-voltage
characteristics and finger prints. The organic donor-acceptor heterojunction is
introduced in section 3.2 as a key feature to generate free charges. State-of-the-
art devices employ the p-i-n concept, opening a path for optical optimization
and barrier free charge extraction (see section 3.3). Finally, the device stability
is discussed in section 3.4 with focus on the electrodes.
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3.1 General solar cell physics
3.1.1 About the Fermi level in semiconductors
The most frequently used working principle of solar cells is the pn-junction, widely used
for inorganic photovoltaics, e.g. silicon solar cells (see section 3.1.3). To understand this
concept, a short excursion to the basics of silicon solar cells is presented in the following
(based on reference [95]), highlighting all analogies to organic devices.
A high crystallinity of silicon causes the formation of extended energy bands across the
entire crystal. In the ground state (at 0 K and without illumination), the valence band (at
an energy EV ) is completely filled with electrons and the conduction band (at EC) is empty.
Thus no charge transport is possible. For silicon, the band gap between conduction and
valence band at room temperature is EG = 1.11 eV. At temperatures > 0 K, electrons can
be excited into the conduction band by thermal activation, where they act as free charge
carriers, responsible for the semiconductor characteristics. A hole is left in the valence
band, which is (in contrast to organic semiconductors) only weakly Coulomb-bound to the
electron due to an effective charge screening. At room temperature, electrons and holes
can therefore be treated as free charge carriers. The electron density in the conduction
















with the density of states in the conduction band DOSe(E) and the Fermi distribution
fe(E). The Fermi energy EF is defined as energy for which the occupation probability of
electronic states is exactly 12 and is a measure for the chemical potential. In the limit of
high temperature (T ) and for low charge carrier densities, the Fermi distribution can be
approximated by Boltzmann statistics and equation 3.1 simplifies to











represents the effective density of states in the con-
duction band, taking an effective electron mass m∗e into account. The total charge carrier
density of an intrinsic semiconductor ni in thermodynamic equilibrium is given by






and is independent of the Fermi energy. NV is the effective density of states in the valence
band. Since electron and hole densities in an intrinsic semiconductor have to be equal,
the Fermi level is exactly in the center of the band gap. This statement is also valid for
intrinsic organic semiconductors and can be derived qualitatively from similar equations
by replacing EV with EHOMO and EC with ELUMO, assuming a Gaussian density of states
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and the mobility edge model. The situation changes when doping is taken into account.
Silicon as matrix material is tetravalent and all four valence electrons are covalently bound.
By implanting trivalent (e.g. boron or aluminum) or pentavalent (e.g. phosphor or arsenic)
impurity atoms into the matrix, one excess hole (corresponding to p-doping) or electron
(n-doping) is generated, respectively, which is usually weakly bound and can be thermally
activated. Even at room temperature almost all dopants are ionized and the charge carrier
density equals the donor or acceptor density ne ≈ ND and np ≈ NA. Consequently,
the Fermi level shifts closer to the corresponding transport level. Equation 3.4 quantifies
the Fermi level for n-doping approaching the conduction band for high electron densities
(doping concentrations)






The efficiency for molecular doping can also be very high, although the basic doping mech-
anisms are different. Thus, a similar Fermi level shift is observed (see section 2.5).
If the semiconductor is illuminated, additional charges are generated by photon absorp-
tion. In contrast to doping, both charge carrier densities (for electrons and holes) increase
simultaneously, resulting in np > n2i . In order to occupy the energy states of the valence
band by excess holes and those of the conduction band by excess electrons according to the
Fermi distribution, Fermi level splitting is introduced. That formalism treats the Fermi
levels for electrons EF,e and holes EF,h separately as quasi Fermi levels. The respective
charge carrier densities are calculated by equation 3.2, replacing the general Fermi energy
by EF,e and EF,h.
3.1.2 Drift and diffusion currents
As already mentioned in section 2.4, charge transport is either driven by an electric field
(drift, according to equation 2.8) or a gradient in charge carrier concentration (diffusion,
see equation 2.16). The concentration of electrons and holes can be alternatively described
by the chemical potentials ξe and ξh, respectively. If the charge carrier density is not
homogeneously distributed in space, a diffusion current jdiffusion flows, trying to equalize
the chemical potential
jdiffusion = σe∇ξe − σh∇ξh, (3.5)
with the conductivity for electrons and holes σe and σh, respectively. On the other hand,
the electric field can be expressed by a gradient in the electrical potential Φ, leading to
jdrift = −e(σe + σh)∇Φ. (3.6)
Taking both mechanisms into account, the electrochemical potential η of electrons and
holes is calculated by ηe,h = ξe.h ± eΦ. Thus, the total current in a device results only
from a gradient in η. Furthermore, it can be shown that the electrochemical potentials of
electrons and holes equal the respective quasi Fermi levels EF,e and EF,h.[95] Consequently,
the total current in the device is driven by the gradient of the quasi Fermi levels.
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3.1.3 The pn-junction
As mentioned above, the pn-junction is the basis for common silicon solar cells and is
briefly discussed in the following. For a pn-junction, p-doped and n-doped materials are
brought together. Due to the gradients in both charge carrier concentrations, a diffusion
current of the respective majority charges flows towards the junction, where electrons and
holes recombine. What remains are the ionized dopants, which are fixed in space and
build up an electrostatic counter field. Thus, a drift current of the minority charges flows,
opposing the diffusion current. Under equilibrium conditions, the Fermi levels of both
sides are aligned and constant throughout the entire device. Drift and diffusion currents
are equal and canceled out as well as a depletion zone / space charge region is formed, in


















Figure 3.1: Energy level diagram of a pn-junction. Drift and diffusion currents (jdrift and jdiffusion) cancel
each other out and lead to Fermi level (EF) alignment and bending of valence and conduction
band (EV and EC) under equilibrium conditions. A depletion zone is formed at the junction.
The resulting energy difference in the bands is proportional to the built-in voltage Vbi.













determined by the difference of the quasi Fermi energies on the p-doped (EF,h) and n-
doped (EF,e) side and equals the maximum energy per electron-hole pair which can be
extracted from the device. Taking equation 3.4 into account, Vbi depends strongly on the
doping concentrations. For very high doping, it can reach the band gap energy. Note that
the current through the device and the size of the depletion zone depends on the applied
external field, as discussed in the next section.
1The built-in voltage is defined as potential difference between the contacts of a device. Ideally, all parasitic
voltage losses (e.g. Ohmic losses) between the pn-junction and the contacts are neglected.
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3.1.4 Solar cell characteristics
Although the generation and transport of free charge carries as well as the device design
of an organic solar cell can be quite different compared to an inorganic cell, the following
trends, formulas and parameters are valid for both types. Upon application of a positive
external voltage V > Vbi to the device, electrons are injected at the n-side and holes at
the p-side, which are pushed into the depletion zone (which thus becomes thinner) and
recombine, allowing high forward currents (see figure 3.2). When a negative voltage V < 0
is applied, no external charge carriers are pushed into the device, but thermally activated or
photo-generated charges are extracted. In the ideal case, in which the charge generation is
independent from the electric field, the backward current is limited by the charge generation
rate. The complete current-voltage behavior of a solar cell (a photo-diode) is described by
the Shockley equation










with the current density j and the ideality factor n, which is a constant value typically
between 1 and 2, indicating the dominant charge carrier recombination process. The
saturation current jS is a measure for the number of thermally generated charges in the
device and their diffusion constants and diffusion lengths. Under illumination, additional
charge carriers are generated, which is expressed by the term for the photo-current density
jPh, shifting the jV -curve downwards. Equation 3.8 describes an ideal, perfectly rectifying
diode, with no recombination or Ohmic losses. In that case, the photo-current density can
be replaced by the short circuit current density jSC , flowing at zero external voltage. In the
open circuit case, no current is flowing, but the device generates the open circuit voltage
VOC , identical to the quasi Fermi level splitting at the photo-active junction.
Power P can only be extracted from the solar cell, if the product of current and voltage is
negative, which is only the case in the fourth quadrant of figure 3.2. The point of maximum
power output is called maximum power point MPP , defining the optimum operation
point of the device. The most important parameter of a solar cell is the power conversion
efficiency η, which is given by the ratio of generated electrical power PMPP = jMPP ·VMPP






In this equation, the ”fill factor” FF is introduced, which is a measure for the quality of a
solar cell, or in other words for the charge extraction efficiency from a device. It is defined
by
FF = jMPP · VMPP
jSCVOC
(3.10)
and can be visualized by the ratio of the red to the blue rectangle in Fig. 3.2. As inorganic
solar cells typically show a fill factor in the range from 70 to 80 %, organic devices lack
in efficient charge extraction and typically reach values between 50 and 60 %. Reasons
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for that are worse charge transport, higher disorder and impurity concentrations, and
the conceptional structure of the charge generating region, as presented in section 3.2.
Additionally, the phenomenological parameter ”saturation” Sat is used at IAPP to describe
leakage currents in a device. It is calculated by the current ratio at 0 V and−1 V and should
be close to one for efficient devices.
Figure 3.2: Current-voltage characteristics of a solar cell in dark (red dashed line) and under illumination
(red solid line), respectively, as well as the power density P (blue line). Important points
are highlighted, including short circuit current density jSC , open circuit voltage VOC , and the
maximum power point MPP .
Note that characteristic parameters of different solar cells are only comparable if they are
measured under identical conditions in terms of illumination intensity and spectrum as well
as temperature. The measurement standard for solar cells is the AM 1.5 G sun spectrum
and 25◦C.[96] To guarantee reliability and reproducibility, standardized measurements in
this work are accomplished under an artificial light source, which has a slightly different
illumination spectrum compared to the AM1.5G. Hence, spectral mismatch correction has
to be done, as described in section 5.3.
In reality, a perfectly rectifying diode is not feasible and further corrections to equation
3.8 have to be added, concerning series and parallel resistances (RS and RP , respectively).









+ V − j(V )RS
RP
− jPh (3.11)
The inset of figure 3.3 shows the corresponding equivalent circuit. An ideal solar cell under
illumination can be represented by an ideal diode and a current source. The additional
series resistance results mainly from the limited conductivity of the electrodes and the
organic transport layers. However, since usually thin and doped transport layers are used
and one of the two electrodes is a thick and reflective metal electrode, which provides a
series resistance < 1 Ω/, the dominating factor for the series resistance is the transparent
electrode. The focus of this work is to find and investigate new transparent electrode sys-
tems, offering a very low sheet resistance and simultaneously a high transparency, which
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is a highly non-trivial combination (see section 4.1), but would directly improve the solar
cell performance. If RS is larger than zero, there is a voltage drop, which limits the current
in forward direction as shown in Fig 3.3. The backward current is still governed by the
diode. The exact origin for a parallel resistance < ∞ is not easy to determine, but an
increased slope in the backward current with decreasing RP is always observed. Possible
explanations are local short circuit currents resulting from a rough bottom electrode, con-
ductive paths along some impurities, or unintended recombination. However, for organic
solar cells also the charge generation and transport is field-dependent and can be improved

























Figure 3.3: Current-voltage characteristics of ideal vs. non-ideal solar cells under illumination. A series
resistance RS > 0 limits the current in forward direction, a parallel resistance RP < ∞ leads
to a specific slope in backward current. Both non-ideal cases reduce the fill factor and thereby
the efficiency of the device.
In both cases of non-ideal series or parallel resistance, the fill factor of the solar cells is
reduced and the efficiency decreases. At very high negative potential, the band bending
across the junction is very strong and the spatial separation between conduction and va-
lence states of the same energy is reduced, allowing an efficient tunneling of electrons. This
effect is utilized to build so-called Zener diodes or reverse breakdown diodes, which show
a breakdown of rectification at a precisely defined voltage in backward direction.[97]
3.2 Organic donor-acceptor heterojunction
As mentioned in chapter 2, the delocalized electrons in the π system enable a strong
polarization of the molecules and (with respect to equation 2.1 and 2.2) a high probability
of light absorption. The absorption coefficient α, which can be directly derived from the
Maxwell equations, is a measure for the absorption strength. Organic materials usually
show an α in the range of 105 cm−1 [98], which is high compared to inorganic materials.
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For instance, silicon (as indirect semiconductor) shows an α in the range of 103 cm−1. [99]
According to the Lambert-Beer law
I
I0
= exp(−αd) , (3.12)
99% of the incident light (with the intensity I0) is already absorbed within the first≈100 nm
(d) of an organic material. Thus, the material demand for an organic solar cell is very low.
Unfortunately, no free charge carriers are generated after absorption, but strongly bound
excitons with binding energies EB between 0.3 eV and 1.5 eV,[59, 60] which have to be split
in order to extract a current from the devices. In bulk materials, thermally activated exci-
ton splitting is rather negligible (see section 2.3). Nevertheless, minor exciton dissociation
can be observed also in bulk organic materials either by disorder-induced exciton break-
ing mechanisms[100] or excess energy from the initial excitation and thermal relaxation
process.[101] Also trapping of only one charge carrier of the pair could be beneficial for ex-
citon dissociation, but not for charge extraction.[102] Consequently, a solar cell consisting
of only one single organic thin film is very inefficient and more sophisticated concepts are
needed.
Although the pn-junction is the most frequently used concept to convert light into electrical
power using inorganic semiconductors, this concept is not applicable to organic materials.
The two main limitations are: The formation of strongly bound Frenkel excitons after light
absorption in organic materials with short diffusion lengths, instead of free charge carriers.
And secondly, a higher degree of disorder and impurities in organic semiconductors, which
demands also a higher level of doping (see section 2.5). Thus, the space charge region
surrounding the pn-junction would be very thin and the interface would act rather as a
tunneling contact than as a charge separation interface.
Since neither an organic pn-junction nor neat organic layers provide an effective generation
of free charge carriers, the first organic solar cells showed only poor efficiencies < 0.1 %.[103]
In 1986, Tang achieved a groundbreaking step towards higher efficiencies[15]: Two different
intrinsic organic layers with an offset in the energy levels were stacked to split the excitons,
sandwiched between two electrodes (as depicted in figure 3.6 a). HOMO and LUMO levels
of material ”1” lie, with respect to the vacuum level, higher in energy compared to the
second material ”2”. Thus, it is energetically favorable to transfer excess electrons from
material ”1” (donor) to material ”2” (acceptor). Using such a flat heterojunction of
copper-phthalocyanine as donor and a perylene derivative as acceptor, Tang was able to
achieve a power conversion efficiency of about 1 %. Nowadays, a donor-acceptor interface
is indispensable to prepare efficient organic solar cells.
Figure 3.4 shows the energy diagram of such a flat heterojunction under a) open circuit
and b) short circuit conditions, summarizing four basic steps to create a photo-current in
an organic solar cell. Under open circuit conditions, the energy levels are flat and the work
function difference of the two electrodes determines the built-in voltage. Under illumina-
tion, electrons accumulate on the acceptor LUMO whereas holes accumulate on the donor
HOMO sites. Thus, the Fermi level in the effective active layer splits and the open circuit
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Figure 3.4: Schematic energy diagram of an organic donor-acceptor heterojunction between two electrodes
under illumination. (a) open circuit state: the Fermi level splitting for holes EF,h and electrons
EF,e is determined by the energy difference between HOMO level of the donor (HOMOD) and
LUMO of the acceptor (LUMOA). The energy steps in HOMO and LUMO ∆1,2 (which are
typically different) between both materials are needed to split excitons, but represent a loss
mechanism for the device. Under short circuit conditions (b), the electrode work functions
align, causing a potential drop across the organics, pulling free electrons towards the cathode
and free holes towards the anode. Four steps to convert light into electrical power are depicted:
1. absorption, 2. exciton migration, 3. exciton separation, 4. charge transport and extraction.
voltage is calculated by VOC ≈ 1e(ELUMO,A−EHOMO,D). Under short circuit conditions, the
work functions of the electrodes align, causing a voltage drop and a gradient in the energy
levels of the organic materials. Note that this simple picture neglects interface dipoles or
level bending. In order to understand the working principles and limitations of an organic
solar cell, all steps will be discussed in detail:
• Step 1: Light absorption. Photons can be absorbed either in the donor or in the ac-
ceptor if the photon energy is larger than the energy gap between HOMO and LUMO
of the respective material and matches an excited state (see section 2.2). Strongly
bound singlet Frenkel excitons are generated, which can not be split by thermal en-
ergy at room temperature or moderate electric fields < 106 V/cm typically applicable
to organic materials.[104] Since the absorption coefficient of organic materials can be
high, in the order of 105 cm−1, a thin layer of around 100 nm is sufficient to absorb
most of the light. However, the absorption spectra are typically narrow and do not
cover the complete solar spectrum (see figure 3.5). Utilizing donor and acceptor
materials with different energy gaps, for instance zinc-phthalocyanine and C60, can
increase the spectral absorption band of the solar cell and improve the efficiency. Be-
fore entering the organic absorption layers, light has to be transmitted through (at
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least) one of the surrounding electrodes. Thus, the electrode transparency directly
limits the device efficiency.
• Step 2: Exciton migration. Since an exciton is a neutral charged quasi particle,
it is not influenced by external electric fields and its movement is driven only by
diffusion. The transport mechanisms are either based on Förster or Dexter transfer
as described in section 2.3. Excitons are prone to rapid geminate recombination,
mirrored in small diffusion lengths LD in the range of 3 to 40 nm.[66] However, only
the excitons which can reach the donor-acceptor interface can potentially contribute
to the generation of free charge carriers. All others recombine and cannot contribute
to the photo-current. Consequently, the donor and acceptor layer thicknesses are
limited by LD, which is much smaller than the penetration depth of photons and
limits the maximum current output of the device.
• Step 3: Exciton separation. Those excitons which have reached the donor-acceptor
interface ”see” the energy levels of both materials. If the energy offset in the LUMOs
∆1 or the HOMOs ∆2, respectively, is larger than the exciton binding energy, a
spatial separation of charges is energetically more favorable than the initial excitonic
state. In figure 3.4, an exciton is generated in the donor and migrates to the interface,
where the electron relaxes into the LUMO of an acceptor molecule, while the hole
remains on the HOMO of the donor. Both charge carriers are still closely located on
two neighboring molecules and Coulomb-bound in a charge transfer state (CT-state).
To break this bond, additional energy is needed, e.g. thermal excess energy from the
excitation or relaxation process, which corresponds to a thermalization radius rth. If
rth is larger than the critical Coulomb capture radius rC , where the Coulomb energy
equals the thermal energy, free charge carriers are generated.[105] Also, an external
electric field F can pull the charges away from each other and separate them if rC
is exceeded. Note that in some materials an electron back-transfer can lead to the
formation of a triplet exciton trapping the charges. In general, exciton separation is
a loss mechanism for the free energy of the system and is accompanied by a reduction
in VOC . The value of free energy loss strongly depends on the employed materials
and should be minimized to obtain a high power conversion efficiency. One of the
lowest exciton splitting energies reported in literature is 0.3 eV.[106]
• Step 4: Charge carrier extraction. Once separated, free charge carriers are forced
by the gradient in the energy levels (electrochemical potential) to move towards the
respective electrode via hopping (see section 2.4). A high conductivity of the organic
materials is beneficial to avoid bimolecular recombination. Crucial for an efficient
charge carrier extraction are the interfaces between adjacent organic layers and to
the electrodes, which are not easy to describe. Charge transfer, chemical interactions,
interface states, or even surface rearrangement of organic molecules might lead to a
formation of interface dipoles, representing a barrier for carrier extraction.[107, 108]
In order to collect charges efficiently, the charge transport levels of organics and the
work functions of the respective electrodes should be aligned, representing an Ohmic
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contact. This directly implies an unintended dependency of the device efficiency on
the type of electrode.[109, 110] However, molecular doping at the organic-electrode
interface can overcome this problem, as discussed below (in section 3.3). A particular
issue appears for metal top electrodes: During the deposition process, metal can
penetrate into the organic material, leading to non-abrupt, intermixed interfaces and
increased recombination.[111, 112]
Figure 3.5: Molecular structure of C60 and zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) as typical acceptor and donor
materials for small molecule solar cells, respectively, as well as the corresponding spectral
absorption profiles compared to the standardized sun spectrum AM1.5G.
An important parameter to characterize a solar cell is the external quantum efficiency
(EQE), which is defined as the ratio of extracted electrons to incident photons at a certain
wavelength λ. The EQE is typically measured under short circuit conditions, however,
it also depends on the applied voltage. As already mentioned, the short circuit current
density jSC is proportional to the absorption of incident light power Plight and can be
related to the EQE by






Sep(λ, V ) η
(4)
Extr(V ) (3.13)
with the elementary charge e and the energy of one photon hc/λ. Additionally, the EQE
can be expressed as a product of the probability or efficiency of all four steps mentioned
above. In state-of-the-art organic solar cells, the exciton separation efficiency η(3)Sep and
charge extraction efficiency η(4)Extr can be close to unity by choosing the right material com-
bination and using doped interfaces with the electrodes, respectively. In contrast, for a flat
heterojunction, there is an indispensable trade-off between the probability of light absorp-




Abs can reach 100 % only for thick organic
layers > 100 nm, the exciton diffusion length LD is generally much smaller than the opti-
cal absorption length. Thus, the probability η(2)Migr that generated excitons can reach the
donor-acceptor interface before recombining is limited.
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This issue is circumvented by using not a flat, but a bulk heterojunction of mixed donor
and acceptor materials as sketched in figure 3.6.[113–115] In the ideal case (figure 3.6 b),
donor and acceptor form a perfectly interpenetrating network, providing small distances
< LD between sites of light absorption and the exciton dissociating interface as well as
closed percolation pathways, which are connected to the respective electrodes. Such an
architecture enables active layer thicknesses in the order of the optical absorption length,
independent from the exciton diffusion length. The device efficiency would only be limited
by the charge transport properties. However, the production of such an ideal geometry is
challenging. Realistic bulk heterojunctions are typically produced either by spin coating
of two polymers from one solution with low mixing entropy[114] or thermal co-evaporation
of small donor and acceptor molecules in vacuum.[116] The microstucture of such real
blend layers rather resembles a geometry as depicted in Figure 3.6 c). In contrast to the
ideal case, tortuous percolation pathways, dead ends, and even separated clusters limit the
transport of free charge carriers to the electrodes and increase the probability for recombi-
nation. Additionally, the degree of disorder in the blend film is increased, which can also
reduce the exciton separation efficiency. In general, both lead to a reduced fill factor of a
bulk heterojunction device compared to a solar cell with a flat heterojunction.
For small molecule organic solar cells (investigated in this work), the morphology and de-
gree of phase separation can be controlled by the blending ratio or the applied substrate
temperature during evaporation.[117, 118] Thereby, the separation of generated excitons
is reduced, but the transport of free charges to the electrodes is improved with increasing
phase separation. In order to optimize this trade-off and consequently improve the de-
vice efficiency, a series of thickness and blending ratio variations of the active layer has to
be carried out for different substrate temperatures. The thickness of an optimized small
molecule blend layer typically ranges from 20 to 70 nm, which is still below the absorption
depth. Note that if one electrode represents a highly reflective mirror, for instance a 100 nm
thick silver film, light is reflected and passes the photo-active layer multiple times, which


















Figure 3.6: Representation of three architectures for the active layer in organic solar cells sandwiched
between two electrodes. a) flat heterojunction of donor (D) and acceptor (A), b) ideal bulk
heterojunction, and c) a more realistic morphology of the bulk heterojunction.
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3.3 The p-i-n concept
A simple bulk heterojunction solar cell as depicted in figure 3.6 c exhibits two systematic
drawbacks: The optics in the device are not optimized and both phases are in direct
contact with the respective electrodes, which leads to recombination at the contacts and
strongly limits the total power conversion efficiency. This issues can be circumvented by
introducing two transparent,2 selective charge transport and exciton blocking layers on
both sides of the bulk heterojunction (see Figure 3.7), which have to fulfill several require-
ments, but can remarkably improve the organic solar cell performance.[87, 119] First of
all, a lossless charge transport from the absorber layers to the electrodes should be guar-
anteed via aligned transport levels to avoid injection or extraction barriers, which would
reduce the device performance. In other words, the HOMO level of the hole transport layer
(HTL) and the HOMO level of the donor should be equal as well as the LUMO level of
the electron transport layer (ETL) should match the LUMO level of the acceptor. Other-
wise, free charges accumulate at the energy steps, which would drastically reduce the fill
factor.[120, 121] Sufficient doping is beneficial to increase the layer conductivity and avoid
Ohmic losses (which would cause a voltage drop) during charge transport.
As already discussed in section 2.5, molecular doping has many advantages, e.g. a strong
but narrow energy level bending at the organic-electrode interface, enabling efficient elec-
tron tunneling, which results in the formation of an Ohmic contact, virtually independent
from the work function of anode or cathode.[93, 94] Furthermore, such a doping approach
renders the use of highly reactive, low work function metals (e.g. calcium or magnesium)
for electron injection obsolete, which can improve the lifetime of organic solar cells. Since
the intrinsic photo-active layers are embedded between a p-doped HTL and a n-doped
ETL, such a device architecture is called p-i-n concept, which reflects the ideal device de-
sign suggested by Peter Würfel.[95]
The exciton blocking properties result from a large energy gap (typically > 3 eV), rendering
the transport materials transparent for visible light and parasitic absorption of photons
is avoided. Due to the high conductivity because of doping and high transparency, the
electrical and optical losses in the transport layers are negligible, allowing an almost free
choice of HTL/ETL layer thickness. Since the transport levels need to be aligned for
good transport, a large energy gap implies the formation of energetic barriers between the
HOMO of acceptor and ETL as well as between the LUMO of donor and HTL, which
hinders exciton diffusion into the transport materials. The excitons are reflected at these
energy steps, resulting in an increased probability to reach the donor-acceptor junction
and create free charges (as indicated in figure 3.7). Furthermore, minority charges are
blocked, improving the rectification of the photo-diode. To overcome the trade-off between
limited absorption efficiency in thin active layers and reduced fill factor for thicker films,
2Absorption of light in the transport layers is a loss mechanism for the solar cell (and therefore called
parasitic), because the excitons are generated typically too far away from the charge separating interface
and are prone to recombine at dopant molecules or the electrodes. Thus, they cannot contribute to a
photo-current.
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Figure 3.7: Left: Stack design of a bottom-illuminated organic p-i-n solar cell using a (semi-) transparent
bottom electrode, transparent and doped hole (HTL) and electron transport layers (ETL),
a donor-acceptor heterojunction as photo-active layer and an opaque and highly reflective
top electrode. The dotted lines indicate the optical field distribution in the device. Right:
Schematic energy diagram of a respective p-i-n device under short circuit conditions and il-
lumination, sketching the sequence of current generation. The transport layers (ETL, HTL)
cause almost no Ohmic losses and parasitic absorption.
one electrode represents a highly reflective mirror (usually made of thick metal), enabling
multiple passes of light through the device. Since the total thickness of the solar cell is in
the subwavelength regime (typically 50 to 200 nm), a coherent treatment of the incident
sunlight is mandatory. Thus, reflected light superimposes incoming radiation and forms
a characteristic interference pattern as indicated by the dotted lines in the layer stack of
figure 3.7. The freedom in layer thickness of ETL and HTL can be used to optimize the
solar cell stack in terms of placing the absorption layers in a maximum of the optical field
distribution. In the example of figure 3.7, the top electrode acts as mirror and a thickness
variation of the ETL can be utilized to shift the active layers towards the highest optical
field amplitude for the wavelength of maximum absorption efficiency. The thickness of the
HTL is adjusted to shift the (semi-) transparent bottom electrode into a minimum of the
optical field, which reduces parasitic absorption losses in the contact. Realizing the stack-
ing of several organic layers for the p-i-n concept with precise layer thickness is particularly
easy using thermal evaporation.
Additionally, suitable transport layers can flatten rough electrodes to prevent local short
circuits, protect the photo-active materials against damage due to the metal deposition,[112]
are a key parameter to achieve current matching in organic multiple junction solar cells,[122]
and even can act as stand-alone electrodes for long ranging lateral charge transport.[123]
Using the p-i-n concept, it is easy to stack several bulk heterojunctions to produce tan-
dem, triplet, or multiple junction devices of higher order. With an optimized triplet p-i-n
architecture, remarkable 12 % power conversion efficiency have recently been achieved at
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Heliatek in Dresden, setting a new world record for organic solar cells[14] and clearly ex-
ceeding the minimum requirements for a potentially successful market launch.[124] At this
point, it is worth to mention that organic thin film devices exhibit an improved perfor-
mance at elevated temperatures, low light intensity, and diffuse illumination[16] in contrast
to their inorganic counterparts.3 Thus, organic solar cells can already compete with many
inorganic thin film technologies.
3.4 Solar cell stability
In order to establish organic solar cells on the market, not only efficiency, but also stability
and lifetime play a crucial role. Although there are only few publications about the long
term stability of small molecule based solar cells, it is well known that unprotected devices
are typically prone to rapid degradation, which limits their applicability and economic
profitability in contrast to inorganic cells. Due to the huge number of different materials
and architectures, it is not possible to make a general statement about the lifetime of
organic solar cells. Currently, almost only glass-encapsulated devices achieve lifetimes of
several years.[126] Possible pathways for degradation, which in principle lead to a reduced
device efficiency, are:
• Contamination with oxygen or water. The small molecules of oxygen and wa-
ter can easily diffuse between organic molecules and cause (because of their strong
electronegativity) reactions across the entire device, leading to e.g. unintended dop-
ing, formation of trap states for free charge carriers, or recombination centers for
excitons. Thereby, the amount of water is usually the most critical of all the param-
eters for aging.[127] The electrodes surrounding the organic stack represent a first
barrier against atmospheric gases.[128] However, numerous microscopic pinholes in
the electrode typically provide an effective diffusion path for oxygen and water, lim-
iting the barrier performance.[24] Accumulation of water at the interface between a
metal contact and the organics can even lead to a delamination of the electrode.[129]
By using non-noble metals like calcium or aluminum, the electrode itself is prone to
oxidation, which hinders an effective charge collection.[130] This effect is even more
pronounced for ultra-thin, semi-transparent metal electrodes, because of an unfavor-
able ratio between reactive surface and more stable bulk of the material.[131]
An encapsulation between two glass sheets provides a high barrier against atmo-
spheric gases with e.g. a water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) < 10−6 g
m2 d
, at
25 ◦C and 40 % relative humidity, which is sufficient to stabilize an organic solar cell
for years.[126, 132, 133] The barrier performance of such a glass-glass encapsulation is
3The standard conditions for certifying a solar cell are 25◦C and AM1.5G illumination.[96] However, the
operating conditions, e.g. on top of a roof, are typically rather different. The incident angle of the sun
light changes the whole day, clouds dim the intensity and produce diffuse illumination, and temperatures
up to 80◦C can be achieved.[125]
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only limited by the permeability of the sealing. However, it is still challenging to find
a flexible, transparent, and low WVTR encapsulation. Flexible metal foils are dimen-
sionally stable, durable and provides an excellent barrier,[134], but it is opaque and
requires a device architecture allowing top illumination. In contrast, bare polymer
foils are flexible and transparent, but represent only a weak barrier.[135] To protect
flexible organic devices, thin but dense inorganic films are employed, surrounding
the organic stack. The best thin film barriers reported in literature are Al2O3 layers
made by atomic layer deposition and achieve WVTRs down to 1.7 ·10−5 g
m2 d
at 38 ◦C
and 85 % relative humidity on a PEN-foil.[136] Such ultra-low permeation barriers
are sufficient to protect organic devices for the total intrinsic lifetime but not easy
to reproduce.[126]
• Photo-induced degradation. A large amount of photo-generated excess polarons
can affect the molecular order and permanently reduce the charge separation and
transport efficiency. Besides the intensity, it is mainly the high-energy ultraviolet
content of the solar spectrum, which causes photo-chemical reactions like oligomeriza-
tion [137] and can even split atomic bonds.[138] Note that typical binding energies for
carbon-carbon bonds (similar values are observed for carbon-sulfur, carbon-nitrogen
and carbon-oxygen bonds) range for a variety of molecules from 3.1 to 4.1 eV.[139]
However, suitable encapsulation materials can absorb or reflect the UV radiation.
Additionally, a high illumination intensity heats up the device.
• Thermal instabilities. On the one hand, elevated temperatures increase the per-
meation of water and oxygen, leading to faster degradation. On the other hand,
many organic materials show glass transition temperatures below 100 ◦C. Thus, high
temperatures can cause reorganization or even recrystallization of the organic mate-
rials, which significantly increases the film roughness and leads to local short circuits
or electrode breaking.[24] Additionally, the phase separation in a bulk heterojunc-
tion increases, dopant molecules can diffuse into the photo-active layer and act as
traps.[140] Electrochemical reactions at an indium tin oxide or aluminum electrode
are promoted and diffusion of metal atoms from the contacts into the organics is
observed.[141] Both lead to an increased series resistance as well as an reduced fill
factor and short circuit current of the solar cell. It was also stated that the inclusion
of moisture and impurities within a polymer will enhance ionic conduction and hence
accelerate corrosion.[126]
• Mechanical stress. Bending or stretching of an organic solar cell on a flexible
substrate can lead to delamination or cracking of the electrode,[25] or even the entire
device.
• High electrical currents and fields. Finally, all degradation mechanisms men-
tioned above can be aggravated in the presence of an external electrical potential.[126]
Electromigration and ionic diffusion can lead to trap formation and unintended re-
combination.
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Due to the variety of degradation mechanisms, it is necessary to state the lifetime of a solar
cell always together with the aging conditions (atmosphere, relative humidity, temperature,
illumination intensity and voltage).[142] To describe the degradation dynamics, a stretched
exponential decay model has been introduced successfully.[128, 143] This phenomenological








with the power conversion efficiency of the aging solar cell η(t) at a certain time t and
the initial device efficiency η0. The parameters τ and β depend on the materials used and
the environmental conditions and have to be fitted to measurement results. It can also be
used to describe the degradation of short circuit current, fill factor, or other characteristic
parameters. The lifetime Tx is defined as the time in which the efficiency decreases to x%
of η0. Typical values reported in literature are T80 or T50 and are calculated for instance
by the following equation
T80 = −τ ln(0.8)1/β. (3.15)
To finally compare or extrapolate the degradation rates of similar samples, which have














with the mean activation energy EA of all degradation mechanisms (which are typically
dominated by the water permeation).
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The following chapter focuses on the understanding and application of trans-
parent conductors, which are the subject of this work. In the first section 4.1,
the general requirements on transparent conductors are summarized, with re-
spect to an application as transparent electrode for highly efficient, flexible,
sustainable, and inexpensive organic optoelectronic devices. Approaches to
quantify the variety of requirements in a one dimensional figure of merit are
reviewed. Section 4.2 gives a fundamental view on the propagation of light
through materials with a lot of free charge carriers. The basics of transmis-
sion of electromagnetic waves and reflection at interfaces between two different
materials are discussed and used to describe the complex interference phenom-
ena in stratified, thin materials. Particularly, the principle of an anti-reflection
coating and a method to simulate the optical field distribution inside an organic
solar cell are presented. The topic of section 4.3 is the electrical, optical, and
morphological description of thin metal films, as promising transparent elec-
trode technology. Starting from the Drude model of quasi-free electrons, the
response of the electron gas to electromagnetic excitation is discussed with spe-
cial focus on the role of the plasma frequency and resonant plasmon excitations.
Further, the mechanisms of metal growth are presented. Concepts to achieve
an early percolation to guarantee smooth and highly conductive metal thin
films at very low thickness and therefore high transparency are reported. In
section 4.4, the materials and concepts for current state-of-the-art transparent
electrodes are reviewed. The role of transparent conductive oxides as market
dominating products is highlighted, but also alternative approaches like con-
ductive polymers, carbon nanotubes, and graphene (see section 4.4.2) as well
as regularly patterned metal grids, random metal nanowire meshes, and ultra-
thin metal films (section 4.4.3) are presented and compared. Finally, special
integration concepts for top electrode applications are discussed in section 4.5.
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4.1 Transparent electrode requirements
As depicted in figure 3.6, an organic solar cell is a planar thin film device sandwiched be-
tween two electrodes which ensure the collection and lateral transport of generated charges.
To generate high photo-currents, one of the electrodes should be as transparent as possi-
ble. In the most common device configuration, the bottom layer is a transparent electrode
and illumination takes place through a transparent substrate. The focus of this work are
transparent top contacts, which allow illumination from the top side. Thus, all sufficiently
planarized materials are applicable as substrates, e.g. opaque metal foils or backplane elec-
tronics. However, the preparation of an electrode on top of the organic layer stack implies
several restrictions to prevent damage to the organic materials (see section 4.5).
Finding transparent and low resistive materials is a non-trivial task. According to equation
2.9, a high conductivity requires a high density of free charge carriers with high mobility,
which can typically be found in materials with a large number of broadly distributed elec-
tronic states. These states are also available for interaction with light, e.g. scattering and
absorption. Thus, typical penetration depths δP of light into highly conductive media (e.g.
metals) are in the order of a small fraction of the wavelength (25 nm - 50 nm, depending on
the materials).[145] Metal films with a thickness above δP are good conductors, but highly
reflective and non-transparent. In contrast, ultra-thin metal films with a thickness in the
range of 10 - 20 nm can be semi-transparent and provide reasonable conductivity.[146] A
further reduction of the metal layer thickness usually leads to non-conductive films, due to
unfavorable layer growth. Another approach to realize transparent conductive layers is the
doping of highly transparent insulators, like metal oxides or polymers.[147, 148] However,
the conductivities are low compared to metal films as the charge carrier concentration is
limited to the solubility of dopants in the matrix without changing the morphology of the
host material.[149]
In summary, the performance of a transparent electrode is limited due to a trade-off be-
tween several parameters. In the following, general requirements independent of a specific
material are discussed. An extended overview about the performance of the different elec-
trode materials and concepts, with respect to these requirements, is given in section 4.4.
• The transmittance of an electrode directly determines the solar cell efficiency, ac-
cording to the light absorption probability η(1)Abs (see Eq. 3.13). As a general rule
of thumb, the transmittance of an electrode should be higher than 90 % over the
entire absorption spectrum of the photovoltaic device, to reduce efficiency losses due
to parasitic absorption and reflection. Considering current state-of-the-art absorber
materials and the potential development of suitable near infrared absorbers, such a
high transmission of light is required from 350 to 1200 nm wavelength.
• The conductivity is the second parameter which directly influences the device per-
formance. As discussed in section 3.1.4, the resistance of the electrode has to be
treated as an additional series resistance in a real solar cell, which reduces the fill
factor. For thin films, lateral conductivity is usually given as sheet resistance RS,
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with the resistivity of the electrode material ρ and the thickness of the layer d. For
current laboratory scale devices with areas in the mm2-regime, a sheet resistance
in the range of 50-100 Ω/ is sufficient to avoid a reduction of the device efficiency
due to Ohmic losses.[123] However, for large scale applications, 100 Ω/ is too high
and would cause significant inhomogeneities in charge extraction from a solar cell
or uneven illumination distributions of OLEDs. Therefore, sheet resistances below
10 Ω/ are desired. Such low values are not easy to achieve with current transparent
electrode concepts. Often an additional grid of thick, opaque, and highly conductive
metal shunt lines is employed, to guarantee a constant electrical potential across the
entire device.[150] Inevitable shadowing losses of such grids require a careful analysis
to find the optimal compromise between conductivity and transmission.
• Processability has to be considered for industrial fabrication purposes. Easy hand-
ling and integration into the fabrication line of the complete device are required. An
ideal material should be non-toxic, to prevent environmental and health risks. Stabil-
ity under fabrication conditions and during the complete operation time is required,
wherein the devices can be exposed to large temperature and humidity fluctuations.
In order to achieve a high throughput, roll-to-roll processing is desired for future
device production, which means that substrate and electrode should be flexible and
mechanically stable. Critical values are the minimum bending radius, the number of
bending cycles, and the maximum strain before electrode malfunctions occur. Fur-
thermore, an electrode should provide robustness to oxidation, water vapor, and
other chemical processes. For the bottom electrode preparation, the substrate has
to withstand the deposition process, which could be critical for polymer foils. For
the top electrode, there are additional limitations in the fabrication process to avoid
damaging the organic devices (see section 4.5). Additionally, a sufficient adhesion
between all materials is necessary, to prevent delaminations.
• Cost and sustainability. With the goal of OPV mass-production in mind, suitable
electrode materials should be cost-effective and abundant. Otherwise, the potentially
low cost of organic solar cells is jeopardized. This necessitates a low energy consump-
tion (including e.g. low process temperatures) or a simple synthesis for the material
extraction and purification as well as cost-effective deposition techniques, enabling
high yield. Expensive noble or rare metals like platinum, gold, indium or tellurium
should be avoided. Most of these elements are scarce and only insufficient reserves are
available, not allowing upscaling of the solar cell production volume to the gigawatt
regime. Moreover, toxic compounds may hinder an effective recycling.
Due to the variety of requirements and typically quite different properties of the specific
electrode materials, figures of merit (FoM) have been introduced, evaluating the contacts
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with respect to a certain purpose. A very simple FoM is the ratio of transmittance T at
a certain wavelength to sheet resistance RS, the two parameters with direct influence on
the device efficiency. Transmittance and sheet resistance both decrease with increasing
electrode thickness d (compare with Eq. 3.12 and 4.1, respectively) and the T/RS ratio














However, since T and RS are coequal, this FoM suggests an optimum electrode thickness for
a low sheet resistance but only a fair transmittance of 37 %, which is (proven by experiments
[151]) not sufficient for organic photovoltaic devices. To shift the balance towards high
transmission values, as required for efficient OPV, Haacke suggests an arbitrary FoM which





Note that equation 4.2 and 4.4 are limited to thin layers, because a large d conceals the α
and ρ dependence. For thin films, a FoM which is independent of the layer thickness can
be derived from electro-optical properties of a medium, connecting the conductivity in a












The parameter Z0 is the impedance of the free space. Since this ratio is unitless and inde-
pendent of the electrode layer thickness, it is ideally suited as a FoM and therefore chosen
to evaluate the different transparent contacts in this thesis. An approach to integrate
the flexibility of an electrode was introduced by Shim et al.,[154] relating the absorption






In principle, all the requirements mentioned above can be expressed by a specially de-
fined FoM. However, by summarizing many complex properties in a one dimensional FoM,
inevitable information losses might lead to a misjudgment of the results. For example,
the transmittance T used to calculate the different FoMs is usually an average value be-
tween 400 nm and 800 nm wavelength, with respect to a broad absorption spectrum of
the employed photo-active materials. If the OPV absorption profile is narrow or not ho-
mogeneously distributed in the frequency space, electrodes with equal FoMs but different
transmittance spectra could lead to a strongly varying solar cell performance. Weighting T
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by the solar spectrum and the absorption profile of the solar cell can reduce this defect. In
general, a well defined FoM is a model to consider the trade-off between T and RS, allows
the comparison of different data points, and helps to choose the most suitable electrode
for a specific device and purpose.
4.2 Thin film optics
Since the propagation of light through thin films in the presence of many free charge carriers
(like in an organic solar cell) is a complex issue, a detailed discussion about that topic is
presented next. The consequences for the transparency of an electrode are highlighted.
4.2.1 Propagation of light in conductive media
The propagation of electromagnetic waves (such as visible light) is generally described by
the Maxwell equations:
~∇ · ~E = ρf
ε(ω) (4.7)
~∇ · ~B = 0 (4.8)








which are coupled partial differential equations, connecting the electric field ~E and the
magnetic field ~B. Here, ρf represents the density of free charges and ~jf the current density
in the medium. The interaction of light and charges in the medium is described by the
electric permittivity ε(ω) = ε0εr(ω) and the magnetic permeability µ(ω) = µ0µr(ω) with
the permittivity ε0 and permeability µ0 of vacuum and the frequency-dependent relative
permittivity εr(ω) and permeability µr(ω) as material characteristics. Since all materials
investigated in this work are non-ferromagnetic, µr can be approximated as 1. Thus,
the light-material interaction is dominated by the polarizability ~P = ε0 ~E(εr − 1) of the
medium in response to the electric field. Additionally, the velocity of light c in the medium






with the speed of light in vacuum c0.
Calculating the rotation of Eq. 4.9 and inserting Eq. 4.10 leads to the ”wave equation”
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(a similar equation can be found for ~B). The simplest solutions of the wave equation 4.11
in a linear, isotropic, and time-independent medium are transverse plane waves.[155]
~E = ~E0ei(
~k~r−ωt) (4.12)
Here, ~k represents the wave vector, pointing towards the propagation direction of the plane
wave. The amplitude of the wave is given by ~E0, t is the time and the angular frequency
is denoted by ω. Note that in a linear medium, each frequency component interacts
independently with the material. In an ideal dielectric medium, the density of free charges
and the internal current density are zero. Thus, the terms ~∇ · ~E and ~j in equation 4.11
vanish and the linear dispersion relation of plane waves follows
ω = c|~k|. (4.13)
In a conductive medium, ρf and ~jf are not zero. If Ohm’s law (see Eq. 2.8) is valid, the
current density in the material is linearly proportional to the electric field, connected by the
frequency-dependent conductivity σ(ω). Assuming again harmonic waves and transforming
equation 4.11 into the Fourier domain, it can be written as
~k′
2 ~E − ω
2
c2
~E − ~k′(~k′ · ~E) = iµ0σω ~E. (4.14)
with the complex wave vector ~k′. For transverse solutions, the divergence again vanishes



















Longitudinal solutions can only occur for ε̂ = 0. Interestingly, this formula is quite similar
to equation 4.13, only extended with the complex and frequency-dependent dielectric func-
tion ε̂ = ε′+ iε′′ or the complex refractive index n̂ = n+ iκ, respectively. The real part of n̂
is the refractive index of a material. The imaginary part κ is the extinction coefficient and
describes the attenuation of the amplitude of an electromagnetic wave propagating through
a conductive medium. The absorption coefficient α(ω), already introduced in section 3.2,




According to the Lambert-Beer law (Eq. 3.12), this leads to an exponential damping and
limited penetration depths δ of light in a transparent electrode. Here, the penetration depth
is defined as the length for which the intensity of the propagating light is reduced by more
than 99 %. In figure 4.1, the n and κ spectra of three typical electrode materials (silver,
aluminum, and ITO) are depicted and compared to a state-of-the-art organic absorber
material (DCV2-5T), which is used in this work to build highly efficient organic solar cells.
Table 4.1 summarizes the corresponding values for n, κ, α, and δ at 600 nm wavelength
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(all values are experimentally determined at IAPP). The DCV2-5T shows, as most of
the organic materials, a refractive index of around 2 and a broad peak of the extinction
coefficient with a maximum of 1.5 around 600 nm wavelength. At this wavelength, the
penetration depth of propagating light is reduced to ≈ 150 nm due to a strong absorption.
At larger wavelengths, κ decreases to zero, rendering this material transparent for near
infrared light.
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Figure 4.1: Refractive index n and extinction coef-
ficient κ of silver, aluminum and ITO
as typical electrode materials. The
DCV2-5T represents a state-of-the-art
organic absorber material. a
material n κ α [cm−1] δ
DCV2-5T 2.16 1.50 3.15 · 105 148 nm
Ag 0.12 3.73 7.80 · 105 59.4 nm
Al 1.20 7.26 1.52 · 106 30.6 nm





Table 4.1: Summary of refractive index n, extinction
coefficient κ, absorption coefficient α, and
penetration depth δ of all materials de-
picted in figure 4.1 at a wavelength of
600 nm.
Due to high conductivities, metals show high extinction coefficients, which are increasing
with the wavelength. Thus, the penetration depth of red light in silver is ≈ 60 nm and
in aluminum even only ≈ 30 nm. Note that most of the photons are not absorbed but
scattered and back-reflected, as we will see later. Therefore, optically thick metal films
can be used as excellent mirrors. In order to achieve the desired 90 % transmittance for
transparent electrode applications, Lambert-Beer theory predicts metal films of 1.4 nm or
0.7 nm thickness for silver or aluminum, respectively.
Such thin films are considered discontinuous, non-conductive and not suitable as electrode.
However, the theory has to be modified in order to consider roughness induced surface
scattering of electrons. Consequently, the conductivity of thin metal films is reduced, the
n&κ values are changed, and also thicker (and conductive) layers can exhibit sufficient
transparency.[29, 146] The fabrication and investigation of very thin, homogeneous metal
thin film electrodes, providing an optimal trade-off between transmittance and conductance
is one of the major topics of this thesis.
The attentive reader may have noticed that the extinction coefficient κ of silver is lower
than that of aluminum, although its conductivity is higher.[156] This is attributed to the
electronic state distribution in the different metals. The orbitals of the valence electrons
of aluminum (responsible for the conductivity) are of p-type, which form broad energy
bands in the solid and extensively interact with light. The valence electrons of silver are
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present in d-orbitals, which are more narrow in k-space and energy, limiting the interaction
probability. The same effect is responsible for the color of metals, for instance gold or
copper.[157, 158]
In contrast to the metals, the transparent conductive oxide ITO shows a refractive index
of ≈ 2, slightly decreasing with increasing wavelength, and a very low κ < 0.01 over the
entire visible range. Thus, the absorption in thin ITO electrodes (typically ≈ 100 nm thick)
can be neglected. The electrode transmittance is only limited due to the refractive index
mismatch to air, causing some reflection.
4.2.2 Reflection and refraction
In the previous section, the propagation of light through single homogeneous media is
discussed. Here, the theory is extended to the processes which occur at optical boundaries.
Figure 4.2 depicts a boundary between two media with different complex refractive indices
n̂1 = n1 + iκ1 and n̂2 = n2 + iκ2. A transverse plane electromagnetic wave (characterized
by ~Ei, ~Bi, and ~ki) is incident (index i) from left, hitting a flat interface in the x− y -plane
at z = 0 under an angle of ϕi. Without loss of generality, the wave vector ~ki and the
surface normal define the x− z -plane. At the interface, the wave has a certain probability
to be reflected (index r) or transmitted (index t).
Figure 4.2: Sketch of an incident electromagnetic wave (index i), which is partially reflected (r) and trans-
mitted (t) at an interface between two different media with the refractive indices n̂1 and n̂2.
Resulting from the Maxwell equations, continuity of the tangential components of ~E with
respect to the interface and the normal components of ~B are required. Thus, the following
expression is generally valid for every continuous component with an amplitude A:
~A0,iexp(i[~ki~x− ωit]) + ~A0,rexp(i[~kr~x− ωrt]) = ~A0,texp(i[~kt~x− ωtt]) (4.17)
where ~x represents an arbitrary point on the boundary surface.[155] Since this equation
is valid for all times t (e.g. for t = 0) and ~x can be arbitrarily chosen (e.g. ~x = 0) the
amplitudes are related by
~A0,i + ~A0,r = ~A0,t. (4.18)
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Comparing equation 4.17 and 4.18, the required phase balance induces several conse-
quences:
1. Without loss of generality, t can be chosen as zero. Thus, ~ki~x = ~kr~x = ~kt~x has to
be fulfilled, which implies that all three wave vectors lie in one plane. Note that
the scalar product ~k~x is nothing more than the projection of the wave vector on the
boundary interface and can be written as |~ki| sinϕi.
2. Choosing ~x = 0 and t 6= 0 results in conservation of the frequency ωi = ωr = ωt =: ω,
which means that the color of light does not change by reflection and refraction.
3. Since the incident and reflected waves propagate in the same medium (1), the light
velocity c1 is the same, resulting in |~ki| = ωc1 = |
~kr|. Together with the findings
from point one, the reflection law ϕi = ϕr is a direct consequence from the Maxwell
equations.





. Inserting the projection term
gives the law of refraction n̂1
n̂2
= sinϕtsinϕi .






ϕt = 90◦. For all angles larger than ϕci , solutions for the transmittance part are not
allowed and the total light is reflected.
All transverse electromagnetic waves can be expressed by a superposition of an s-polarized
wave, with the electric field ~E oscillating in the x − y -plane, and a p-polarized wave,
where ~E oscillates in the x − z -plane.1 Such an approach separates the continuous and
non-continuous components by definition. The general relations for electromagnetic waves
at an optical boundary can be found by solving the Maxwell equations with the boundary
conditions for both polarizations separately. As a consequence, the Fresnel-coefficients can







= n̂1 cosϕi − n̂2 cosϕt
















= n̂2 cosϕi − n̂1 cosϕt








n̂2 cosϕi + n̂1 cosϕt
,
(4.19)
These equations describe the behavior of an electromagnetic wave at a boundary and are
valid for both real and complex-valued refractive indices. The measurable transmittance
1According to the coordinate system in figure 4.2.
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The asterisk denotes the conjugated complex values. Summarizing both polarizations and
neglecting absorption at the interface leads to R+ T = 1, which is consistent with energy
consumption. For example, glass, as a non-conductive medium, has a real refractive index
of ≈ 1.5, while the imaginary part is zero. Assuming perpendicular illumination of an
interface of air (n = 1) and glass, the polarization is negligible and we find R = 4 % and
T = 96 %. Assuming a metal as the second medium, the imaginary part of the refractive
index and the wave vector is not zero. Using k = γ1 + iγ2, the transmitted wave can be
written as a damped harmonic oscillation























.[159] For σ → ∞,
the penetration depth of the transmitted wave is approaching zero. Thus, transmission is
not allowed and the total light is reflected, rendering metals as excellent mirrors. From a
more quantum-mechanical point of view, photons are elastically backward scattered at the
electrons in a high conductive medium. Transmission and reflection can be expressed by a
simple transfer matrix, as discussed below in section 4.2.4.
4.2.3 Interference effects and thin film optics
In the previous section, we have learned that light is partially reflected and transmitted
at every interface of two materials with different refractive indices. An organic solar cell
is a multilayer device with many interfaces. Since the thickness of the single layers are
typically much smaller than the wavelength, sunlight has to be treated as coherent in the
device. The reflected waves superimpose with the incident light and form characteristic
interference patterns. This effect can be used, for instance, to reduce the reflectance of an
electrode or to increase the photon density in the absorber layer. Figure 4.3 a) shows a
semi-transparent metal electrode, which is capped by a dielectric anti-reflection layer with
a real refractive index n2 and a thickness d. If d = λ4n2 , there is a phase shift of 180
◦ for the
wave reflected at the metal-dielectric interface with respect to the initially reflected wave
at the air-dielectric interface. Thus, both waves are canceled out and a reflection of light
(with the appropriate wavelength λ) is forbidden. Consequently, the transmission through
the electrode is improved.
The thickness of silicon solar cells is usually in the range of several 100µm, which is much
larger than the coherence length of sunlight (not exceeding a few wavelengths [160, 161]).
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Figure 4.3: a) Schematic representation of the working principle of a dielectric anti-reflection capping. For
a specific wavelength λ and perpendicular illumination, the optical path difference 2 n2 d =λ/2
between the beams which are reflected at the air-dielectric and the dielectric-metal interfaces,
respectively, leads to destructive interference (cancellation of the reflected light) and improved
transmittance. b) Optical field distribution inside an organic solar cell. Reflections at all
interfaces form intensity patterns by multiple beam interference. With suitable transport layer
thicknesses (ETL, HTL), the field maximum can be shifted into the bulk heterojunction (BHJ)
to improve the solar cell efficiency.
Thus, optical effects can be modeled as a simple exponential decrease of the field in the
device, using the Lambert-Beer absorption law. In contrast, multiple reflections in an
organic solar cell stack lead to complex interference patterns for the optical field, as depicted
in figure 4.3 b) and the Lambert-Beer approximation is insufficient.[162] In this example,
light is incident from the left, through an optically thick glass substrate. The exemplary
solar cell stack is composed of a transparent ITO bottom electrode (90 nm), a C60 electron
transport layer (ETL, 30 nm), a photo-active bulk heterojunction of C60 and ZnPc (BHJ,
1:1, 30 nm), and a hole transport layer of MeO-TPD (HTL, 35 nm), finished by an opaque
65 nm thick silver top contact. The field amplitude vanishes in the silver layer for the
entire spectrum within the first few nanometers. Most of the light is reflected, forming
a field maximum in the bulk heterojunction. Since the square of the field amplitude is
directly correlated to the probability density of the photon location, this results in a high
photo-current and therefore efficient solar cell. The highest field in the BHJ is achieved for
≈ 550 nm wavelength, which coincides with the minimum in the absorption coefficients of
both photo-active materials (compare with figure 3.5). Since the refractive index mismatch
between the different organic layers is typically low, the interference effects due to reflection
at organic-organic interfaces are small compared to the reflection at the metal electrode,
but not negligible.[162]
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4.2.4 Transfer matrix approach
An elegant way to model the electromagnetic field in stratified media is the transfer matrix
approach.[163, 164] Multilayer structures of isotropic and homogeneous media and parallel-
plane interfaces can be described by 2 × 2 matrices, if the equations for the propagation
of the wave are linear. The optical field at any point z in the layer j of the system can be
resolved into two components, one component propagating in positive direction (+k) and
one in negative direction (−k), spanning a two dimensional vector.






The matrix L describes the field propagation through a specific layer j with the thickness







where φj = 2πλ n̂jdj cosϕj denotes the respective phase shift. The behavior of the field at
each interface of two media j and k is described by the Fresnel coefficients introduced in









The incident field E0 and the transmitted field EN+1 at the other side of a stratified system
with N layers are related by the scattering matrix S, which is the simple product of all





























With this powerful tool, the reflectance R and transmittance T of a complex multilayer
system (e.g. a transparent multilayer electrode) can be easily calculated with [165]
R =
∣∣∣∣S21S11
∣∣∣∣2 and T = ∣∣∣∣ 1S11
∣∣∣∣2 tanϕ0tanϕN+1 , (4.26)
if the complex refractive indices of all layers are known. Additionally, the field at every
point in the stack and for every wavelength is accessible by setting up the corresponding
scattering matrix, which enables a systematic optical stack optimization of either an elec-
trode or a complete solar cell. Figure 4.3 b) was calculated with a software ”OSOLemio”




Since ultra-thin metal electrodes, providing unique properties, are a major focus of this
work, a closer look at metal thin films is given in this section. First, the motion of electrons
in a metal is discussed, leading to a better understanding of the high conductivity and the
optical properties depending on the frequency of an incident electromagnetic wave. The
role of the plasma frequency is highlighted and a brief overview about the physics of surface-
and particle-plasmon excitation is given. Understanding these mechanisms is important for
the correct interpretation of the experimental findings of this thesis. Finally, the relevant
growth phenomena of metals are reviewed, which play a crucial role for ultra-thin metals
films deposited by thermal evaporation.
4.3.1 Drude model
Metals are characterized by loosely bound valence electrons, which are delocalized from
the individual atoms upon formation of the metallic bonds and responsible for the high
intrinsic conductivity. In the Drude model,[166] a classical approach to describe the optical
properties of metals, the valence electrons are approximated as quasi-free particles, in
analogy to a gas. Their movement in the solid is only perturbed by elastic scattering with
the positively charged ions of the fixed lattice, keeping the electrons in thermodynamic
equilibrium with the atomic cores and defining the specific conductivity of the material.
The probability of electron scattering is inversely proportional to the mean time τ between
two collisions and increases with temperature.2 Thus, the conductivity of all metals is
reduced for higher temperatures.
An incident electromagnetic wave ~E(t) = ~E0 exp(iωt) can interact with the electron gas,
leading to electron oscillations which are damped by scattering. The equation of electron
motion (charge −e, mass m) in the gas under an external field stimulus is given by
~̈x+ γ~̇x = − e
m
~E(t) (4.27)





The motion of electrons, with a density n, corresponds to a current density j in the material
with






~E =: σ ~E. (4.29)
2The relaxation time τ of the free electron gas at room temperature is typically in the order of 10−14 s.
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The expression for σ can now be used in equation 4.15 to calculate the dielectric function





with the plasma frequency ω2p = ne
2
mε0
. The term ωp can be interpreted as the eigenfrequency
of the charge density oscillations driven by a Coulomb interaction between electrons and
the fixed ions as restoring force. At frequencies ω  ωp, the electron interaction becomes
weak and the ion cores contribute a small background dielectric constant ε∞.[167] However,
for frequencies of interest for the investigations in this thesis, the influence of ε∞ can be
neglected. In the ideal case, which is well satisfied for metals, collisions are rare (ωτ  1)
and the electrons move unperturbed during one period of the incident electromagnetic
wave. In a first approximation, equation 4.30 can be simplified to [167]




Inserting ε(ω) into equation 4.15 yields the dispersion relation for electromagnetic waves
traveling through metals
ω2 = ω2p + ~k2c20. (4.32)
For frequencies higher than the plasma frequency, the electrons cannot follow the excita-
tion, n̂(ω) will be real and positive and the metal becomes transparent to photons with
frequencies above ωp, which would render them as excellent transparent electrode.3 Unfor-
tunately, the plasma frequencies of all metals are in the UV region of the electromagnetic
spectrum.[168]
For frequencies below the plasma frequency, n̂(ω) is purely imaginary and the extinction







The plasma frequency of bulk silver, for example, is 5.77 · 1015 1/s corresponding to a
wavelength of 327 nm.[169]. Below ωp, the optical constants derived from the Drude model
are in good agreement with the experimentally determined values shown in figure 4.1.
A major assumption in the Drude model is that the electrons can be described as quasi-
free particles, which is adequate for thick films. If the film thickness is approaching the
mean free path of electrons, deviations are observed.[170, 171] Literature reports that
continuous gold films grown on a Si(111) surface can be well described by the Drude model
down to a thickness of 5 nm.[170] Thinner films below the percolation threshold typically
show isolated islands, as discussed in section 4.3.3. In this regime, non-metallic behavior is
observed, which can be modeled by an additional Lorentz oscillator, respecting the spacial
restrictions on the electron movement.[170]




According to Eq. 4.31 and 4.32, frequencies equal to ωp lead to ε(ω) = 0 and ~k = 0. Such
excitations can be understood as collective longitudinal modes. The quantum of these
oscillations is called volume plasmon.[167] Because of the longitudinal nature, a volume
plasmon cannot couple to transverse electromagnetic waves and is therefore not important
for the experiments done in this work.
The wave equation 4.11 also yields solutions for electromagnetic waves, which propagate at
the interface between a dielectric medium and a conductor.[172] Without loss of generality,
this propagation is defined in x-direction, according to the coordinate system in figure 4.2.
Considering field continuity at the interface, only p-polarized light yields non-zero solutions,
which are expressed by exponentially decaying fields in the direction normal to the interface




eikxx−kz,2z and Ez(z) = −Ez,02
kx
ωε2




eikxx−kz,1z and Ez(z) = −Ez,01
kx
ωε1
eikxx−kz,1z for z < 0 (4.35)
with k = k0
√
ε1ε2
ε1+ε2 . In this case, the field couples strongly to the electron plasma of the
metal and is confined in evanescent modes directly at the interface (see figure 4.4 a). This
coherent oscillation of the electron density in space and time can be described as surface
plasmon polaritons (SPP). Their propagation in x-direction is limited by the damping
(γ2), but can be much larger than the penetration depth of the electromagnetic field in
the metal.[172] For the far field transmittance, the excitation of a SPP represents a loss
mechanism. Since the momentum of an incident photon has to be conserved during the
plasma-coupling process, SPPs cannot be optically excited in ideally flat surfaces without
applying special phase-matching techniques such as grating or prism coupling.[172] Thus,
SPPs are less important for the optical properties of smooth and continuous films, which are
desired for electrode applications. In contrast, rough layers allow the plasmonic coupling
and lead to a reduced transparency.
Moreover, light can strongly couple to thin metals films with nano-apertures, allowing
resonant extraordinary optical transmittance (EOT).[174–177] Thereby, the subwavelength
apertures act as a grating (phase matching layer), which leads to a significant plasmon
excitation on top of the metal film. These SPPs can couple to resonant electron oscillations
at the bottom side of the metal layer, where they can reemit photons due to scattering
at the apertures, increasing the intensity of the transmitted branch. Such an effect is
even observed for metal films which are much thicker than the penetration depth of the
electromagnetic field. Thereby, the field coupling is realized by SPPs propagating through
the nano-apertures. For regular, periodic hole structures, the transmittance of specific
wavelengths through a single hole normalized to the hole area can even exceed unity,[178,
179] indicating that the plasmons collect the incident field energy from an area larger
than the aperture size and ”beams” it through the hole. Using this effect for transparent
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electrodes would be potentially beneficial to improve the solar cell efficiency. However, the
preparation of such a nano-aperture array on top of an organic device is experimentally
challenging and has so far not been successfully realized. Furthermore, the transmittance
increase is usually achieved only for a narrow wavelength band and not for a broad spectrum
needed for solar cell applications.
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a) SPP b) LPP
Figure 4.4: a) Top: Sketch of an evanescently confined electromagnetic field of a surface plasmon polariton
(SPP), which is exponentially damped limiting its propagation length. Bottom: Illustration
of the surface charge oscillation caused by illumination. b) Optically induced charge displace-
ment in subwavelength metal particles - a localized plasmon polariton (LPP). Both plasmon
excitations are loss mechanisms for light transmittance through a metal electrode.
A further plasmonic effect with strong impact on discontinuous metal films, is the excitation
of localized plasmon polaritons (LPPs). In contrast to propagating SPPs, which appear
in one- and two-dimensional configurations, a LPP is confined on a quasi-zero-dimensional
space (for instance a metal nanoparticle) and does not propagate. Without propagation,
the momentum conservation is not valid and LPPs can easily be excited by electromagnetic
waves of any polarization, without the need for special incoupling techniques. If the size
of a metal particle is much smaller than the wavelength of an incident photon, the local
electromagnetic field can be approximated as constant over the entire particle. This leads
to a collective charge displacement on the particle as depicted in figure 4.4 b). A resonant
oscillation of the electron cloud occurs from the interaction of excitation and the restoring
forces of the fixed lattice ions - which is the LPP. The penetration of the LPP into the
adjacent materials leads to local field enhancement, which can e.g. be utilized to improve
the solar cell efficiency.[180–182]
If the frequency of the excitation light is in resonance with the eigenfrequency of the
collective electron oscillation, even a small exciting field leads to a strong oscillation. The
magnitude of the oscillation depends only on the damping involved, which is determined by
the polarizability of the inner and outer media as well as the particle size. In a quasi-static
approximation (Rayleigh theory), the polarizability α of a metal sphere with the volume
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with the dielectric function of the metal ε̂m and the surrounding medium ε̂di. Resonant
excitation is observed for ε̂m = 2ε̂di, which is met in vacuum at the frequency ω0 = ωp/
√
3.
Under plane-wave illumination with ~E(t) = ~E0e−iωt, the field induces an oscillating dipole
moment ~p(t) = ε0εdiα~E via absorption, while the radiation of this dipole leads to light
scattering. For small spheres with a radius a  λ, the efficiency of absorption (scaling
with a3) dominates over the scattering efficiency (which scales with a6).[172] An exact
analytical solution for light scattering and absorption by dispersed particles derived from
the Maxwell equations has been found by Gustav Mie, taking also multipoles of higher
order into account.[183] As a consequence, increasing retardation effects lead to a red-shift
and broadening of the absorption peak with increasing particle size.[184, 185] Since nano-
particles with radii of 10-100 nm of most of the metals show this LPP absorption peak in the
visible spectral range and the total absorption part of such nano-particle monolayers can
exceed 50 % of the incident light intensity,[184] layers with incorporated nano-particles have
to be strictly avoided for transparent electrode applications. Unfortunately, metal films
tend to grow from nucleation sites, forming isolated nano-particles for the first few nanome-
ters. Their transmittance spectra can be calculated by the Maxwell-Garnett theory.[186]
Concepts to avoid such LPP excitations are discussed in the next section.
4.3.3 Thin film growth and percolation threshold
The deposition of ultra-thin metal layers is a promising approach to fabricate highly trans-
parent and conductive (top) electrodes, especially for small molecule organic solar cells.
However, the microstructure of a thin metal film drastically influences its optical and elec-
trical properties. This section provides an overview of metal layer growth and important
parameters that govern the film morphology. All the metal electrodes investigated in this
thesis are deposited in vacuum from thermal evaporation sources. Thereby, the film mi-
crostructure changes significantly from the deposition of the first few atoms and particles
to very thick layers.
In general, there are three fundamentally different growth mechanisms for all thin film ma-
terials (not restricted to metals), which are sketched in figure 4.5. For the Volmer-Weber
growth, the adatom (in our case the metal) cohesive force is stronger than the surface adhe-
sive force of the substrate. Consequently, substrate wetting is energetically unfavorable and
the arriving metal particles agglomerate at few nucleation sites, which leads to a formation
of several isolated metal islands. Before coalescence, such films are non-conductive and
typically show a high roughness and low surface coverage. Frank-van der Merwe growth is
observed when the surface adhesive force is stronger than the adatom cohesive force, which
is exactly the opposite of the Volmer-Weber growth mode. This yields very smooth, closed
and conductive films even for the first monolayers, which is beneficial for the electrode
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performance. The thickness of such films is uniform over the sample area A and close to
the nominal thickness d, which is defined as mean value d = m/(ρ ·A) with the total mass
m and density ρ of the deposited material. Since the organic layers in an OPV device
typically have a layer thickness of only 1 - 100 nm, Frank-van der Merwe growth of these
layers is essential to avoid electrical shorts or leakage currents. A third growth mechanism
is the Stranski-Krastanov mode, which is characterized by the formation of a closed first
monolayer but a cluster growth for further deposition. This hybrid growth mode can occur
if there is excellent surface wettability between substrate and deposited material, but it is
energetically favorable for the material itself to agglomerate.












Figure 4.5: Growth mechanisms of physical vapor deposited thin films. Volmer-Weber growth leads to
separated material clusters; Stranski-Krastanov growth describes the formation of clusters on
a closed first monolayer; Frank-van der Merwe growth yields a smooth layer-by-layer growth
of a closed film.
The specific growth mechanisms for a metal electrode obtained from thermal evaporation
in vacuum can change during deposition and depends on many parameters, for instance:
- the difference in surface energy of metal and substrate;[187–191]
- variations in the lattice parameter of metal and substrate;[192, 193]
- the mixing ration of metal blends;[194]
- layer thickness;[170, 195]
- the substrate temperature during deposition;[190, 192]
- the deposition rate;[28]
- surfactants or stabilizing materials.[193, 196–198]
Additional post annealing with temperature, light, or solvents can significantly change the
layer morphology.[189, 199] When the first atoms from the thermal evaporation source
reach the surface of the substrate, they still carry a significant residual thermal energy,
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which enables a diffusion of these atoms on the surface for some time. The diffusion
process is described by an Arrhenius equation[192]
D = D0e−Ea/kBT with D0 =
νl2
2d . (4.37)
Here, Ea is the activation energy for a place exchange of an atom or cluster, respectively,
which increases with the cluster size and may vary along the substrate. The pre-factor D0
for a d-dimensional diffusion is given by the vibration frequency of the adatoms ν and the
distance between two adjacent adsorption sites l.[200, 201] The diffusion can be hindered,
if the atom has found a location with reduced coordination number (unsaturated surface),
which could be an impurity or a grain boundary in the substrate. The same applies if the
atom combines with other adatoms and exceeds a critical nucleation size.[192] Since the
surface energy of metals is typically much higher than the surface energy of the substrate
(e.g. glass, polymer foil, metal oxide, or organic thin films),[202, 203] metal atoms from
further deposition tend to agglomerate at these nuclei, leading to a fast cluster growth in
size and height but not to an increased number of clusters (Volmer-Weber growth). Fur-
thermore, small particles can be assimilated by larger particles at temperatures T > 0 K.
This effect is called Ostwald ripening and is accelerated for increasing temperatures.[204]
After further material deposition, the percolation threshold is reached, which is defined as
the nominal thickness where separate metal islands start to connect and form a continuous
and closed layer.
For transparent metal electrodes, it is essential to exceed the percolation threshold thick-
ness to achieve high conductivities along the entire device area and guarantee an effective
lateral charge transport. Additionally, cluster-like electrodes show a strong plasmonic re-
sponse to the incident light, which drastically increases parasitic absorption and should
be strictly avoided. For silver, 9 - 58 nm are cited as percolation thickness, depending on
the deposition conditions.[28, 195] The thicker the metal layer, the less light is transmit-
ted through the film (see section 4.2), which limits the performance of the transparent
electrode. Shifting the point of percolation to an ultra-low layer thickness and achieving
Frank-van der Merwe growth is a challenging task and one of the key points of this work.
Considering the list of parameters and equation 4.37 mentioned above, one method to
avoid metal clustering is to cool the substrate to suppress particle diffusion and Ostwald
ripening. However, for mass production and easy handling it would be beneficial to work
at room temperature. Also, post annealing is challenging for top electrodes without harm
to the organic devices underneath. On the positive side, an increased deposition rate is
beneficial for high production yield and leads to a fast formation of numerous nuclei which
exceed the critical cluster size before they can diffuse (l is reduced). Thus, closed layers
are formed at lower layer thickness. Another promising approach to achieve Frank-van der
Merwe growth is the introduction of a very thin seed layer between the substrate and the
electrode which increases the surface energy and improves the wettability of the electrode
material. Seed materials with similar lattice parameters compared to the electrode ma-
terial are preferred.[192] Finally, metal blend layers can provide an improved wettability
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compared to the single components, leading to superior optical and electrical performance.
Although thin metal films are promising candidates for transparent electrode applications,
providing versatile, unique properties, to the best knowledge of the author, there are no
reports in literature in which single metal layers exceed the optoelectronic performance of
ITO, the current standard material in the field of transparent electrodes. However, more
complex electrode architectures might be able to overcome that limitation. The advantages
and disadvantages of various state-of-the-art transparent electrodes shall be reviewed in
the next section.
4.4 State-of-the-art transparent conductors
In this section, the current state-of-the-art materials and concepts for high performance
transparent electrodes are presented. All materials are evaluated and compared with re-
spect to the electrode requirements introduced in section 4.1.
4.4.1 Transparent conductive oxides
Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) have been extensively investigated for a century
and are frequently used as transparent electrode for optoelectronic devices such as smart
phones, flat panel displays, light-emitting diodes, and solar cells. Two extensive reviews
of TCOs are given by Granqvist and Ellmer.[195, 205] The most common materials are
indium tin oxide (ITO), fluorine tin oxide (FTO), and aluminum- or gallium-doped zinc
oxide (ZnO:Al or ZnO:Ga, respectively), which will be the focus of this section. Other
common materials are cadmium oxide, gallium oxide, and titanium oxide, which usually
have a lower performance compared to the first mentioned TCOs. Additionally, cadmium
oxide is highly toxic and leads to environmental pollution.
Typical deposition methods are magnetron sputtering or pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
from a target under vacuum, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), vacuum arc plasma evap-
oration, solution deposition, spray pyrolysis, and e-beam evaporation.[206] The well estab-
lished industrial production lines allow smooth films with a thickness control approaching
atomic precision.[195] A critical parameter to obtain highly conductive films is the oxygen
content.[207] Moreover, TCO films typically need a high-temperature post annealing step
to improve the microstructure and achieve crystalline films with low sheet resistance.
ITO and ZnO are large band gap (> 3 eV) semiconductors,[208] showing excellent opti-
cal properties because of plasma frequencies in the infrared. Thin films with a thickness
around 100 nm exhibit an average transmittance over 85 % in the visible spectral range.
The absorption of UV-light is beneficial for the OPV stability (see section 3.4). High con-
ductivity is achieved by doping. Native doping in ITO and ZnO is caused by perturbation
of the matrix lattice with Sn or Zn interstitials and O vacancies, respectively, acting as
donors typically positioned 0.01 - 0.05 eV below the conduction band.[209] Extrinsic impu-
rity donors like In, Al, and Ga substitute the matrix metal atom sites and supply excess
electrons, leading to a Fermi level shift approaching the conduction band. With impurity
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doping, sheet resistances down to 10 − 40 Ω/ are routinely achieved for 100 nm - 400 nm
thick electrodes, which typically show a mean transmittance of ≈ 85 % in the visible spec-
tral range.[205, 210–213] However, a further reduction of the sheet resistance is challenging,
because the solubility of the donor in the matrix is limited.
An increasing doping concentration deteriorates the structural properties of the matrix
materials and leads to stronger ionized impurity scattering. Thus, the mobility decreases
although the density of free charges increases.[149] In the low doping regime, scattering
at grain boundaries is the dominant process, limiting the conductivity by inducing lat-
tice defect trap states. The limited conductivity of TCOs becomes problematic when the
OPV or OLED devices are upscaled to areas larger than a few cm2, e.g. leading to inho-
mogeneous luminance.[214, 215] Some atomic elements (for instance In or Ga) can even
migrate into the organic layers, diminishing their functionality.[216] Furthermore, organic
materials offer the potential for fast and cost efficient roll-to-roll manufacturing of flexible
and light-weight devices using polymer or metal substrates. Since ITO, ZnO and similar
transparent conductive oxides are brittle,[25, 151, 217, 218] their performance in flexible
devices is limited.
Currently, ITO sputtered on glass is the standard transparent electrode for organic op-
toelectronic devices, with a predicted market of over 6.4 billion $ in 2013,[219] providing
excellent light transmission and electrical conductivity.[151, 210] All recently published
record devices employ ITO as transparent bottom electrode, e.g. the most efficient or-
ganic solar cell with an efficiency of 12.0 % is build on an ITO electrode.[14] Thus, ITO
is intended to serve as a reference electrode for this work. However, the use of ITO faces
several challenges. The high-temperature post annealing step is not applicable to all sub-
strates and increases the costs for the electrode. Additionally, indium, as a byproduct of
zinc mining, is a rare, expensive material. The recent increase in demand for indium and
supply instabilities have led to rising indium prices.[220, 221] At the current consumption
rate, known reserves may last not much longer than a few decades,[222–224] which will
certainly further negatively impact the price and underlines the need for alternative elec-
trode concepts.
In contrast, ZnO is an inexpensive and abundant material. Doped with Al or Ga, sheet
resistances < 30 Ω/ [208] are achieved at an optical performance similar to that of ITO.
Amorphous ZnO is even processable at comparatively low-temperatures, while maintaining
its performance. However, controlling the oxygen content is rather difficult compared to
other TCOs due to a strong chemical activity of Zn. Without careful optimization, the
conductivity can be reduced by several orders of magnitude.[207] The chemical instability
under acidic materials like PEDOT:PSS diminishes the performance of ZnO in organic
devices,[24] and strong metal impurity doping leads to a reduced transmittance due to
light scattering. The latter can be circumvented if non-metallic dopants are used.[147]
In summary, TCOs (particular ITO) show an excellent optoelectronic performance, but
the rigid and brittle character, chemical instability, and high production costs limit the
usability of TCO electrodes for future high throughput roll-to-roll production of organic
devices. Consequently, alternative approaches come into the focus of research.
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4.4.2 Carbon based materials
A promising alternative to TCOs are carbon based materials, which show high conductivity,
intrinsic flexibility due to weak intermolecular bonding, and high transparency in a thin
film configuration. The matching refractive indices of a carbon based electrode and the
organic photo-active materials enable efficient light coupling. Carbon is a highly abundant
material, so limitations in material supply can be excluded. However, sophisticated time
and energy consuming synthesis and fabrication steps can also lead to increasing cost for
the electrode. Some of the most important representatives of carbon based electrodes are
discussed in the following.
Conductive polymers
Extensive research and development on conductive polymers was done since the ground-
breaking work of Heeger, MacDiarmid, and Shirakawa in 1977,[225, 226] who were awarded
with the Nobel price in 2000. Typical materials which have been investigated are doped
polyacetylene, polyanilines, polythiophenes, and polypyrroles, providing lateral conduc-
tivities of up to 105 S/cm. Unfortunately, most of these highly conductive materials suf-
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Figure 4.6: Molecular structure of PEDOT:PSS. The conduction path is along the conjugated backbone of
the PEDOT polymer chain and is marked in red. PSS is insulating, but acts as charge-balancing
conter-ion or co-polymer and improves the solubility of PEDOT.
The only conductive polymer which is well established in organic optoelectronic lab sam-
ples is poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), because of
its high conductivity (> 1000 S/cm) and transparency (> 85 % at ≈ 50 nm layer thickness
and 100 - 200 Ω/) as well as good thermal and chemical stability.[148, 229, 230] Its molec-
ular structure is depicted in figure 4.6. PEDOT:PSS thin film electrodes can be produced
from aqueous solutions by spin coating, dip coating, doctor blading, inkjet printing, and
screen printing techniques,[229, 230] which fit well to the desired roll-to-roll processing.
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The wet-chemical preparation leads to a flattening of the substrate, which is beneficial
to prevent electrical shorts in thin film devices. Therefore, PEDOT:PSS is widely used
as buffer layer between electrode and photo-active layers, to form an ohmic contact and
adjust the optical field.
On small areas, a comparable efficiency of an organic solar cell with PEDOT:PSS as elec-
trode to an ITO-based reference device was shown in literature.[148] However, for devices
larger than a few mm2, the sheet resistance of typically more than 100 Ω/ is way too
high, limiting the device performance. Additionally, PEDOT:PSS is of a strong acidic
(pH = 1 - 2) and hygroscopic nature (contains large amounts of water from the production
steps and even can draw water under the encapsulation into the device), both potentially
harmful to organic devices.[231] Although it is a low price material compared to most of
the other electrode materials,[216] relatively thick layers > 100 nm are needed to prepare
electrodes with reasonable sheet resistance, which would result in a dominant cost-factor
for OPV production.[23]
Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are cylindrical nanostructures of carbon rolled up from a gra-
phene sheet with a diameter of a few nanometer as depicted in figure 4.7. They are
usually prepared by a high temperature chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process,[232]
solved in water with the help of surfactants, and subsequently deposited by wet-chemical
processes similar to those mentioned for PEDOT. CNT electrodes are flexible and even
stretchable,[233] chemically stable, cost efficient, and compatible with low-cost roll-to-roll
manufacturing processes.
Along the tubes, which can exceed a length of centimeters but typically are a few microm-
eters long, an extraordinarily high electron mobility in the order of ≈ 105 cm2/Vs has been
measured.[235–237] Unfortunately, the charge transfer between the single CNTs is very
inefficient, leading to sheet resistances in the range of 50 to 200 Ω/. With correspond-
ing electrode transparencies between 75 % and 95 % [232, 238], the current optoelectronic
performance of CNTs is not competitive to ITO. Since the tubes show an inherent rough-
ness and the alignment is hard to control, electrical shorts or high leakage currents are
frequently observed for organic devices with CNT bottom electrodes and an additional
planarization layer (e.g. PEDOT) is inevitable. In contrast, a free standing CNT sheet
can be ”pulled” from a CVD grown CNT forest and subsequently pressed on the substrate
or an complete device, to build the bottom or even the top electrode without the need
for any wet-chemical processes.[239] For top electrodes, the layer roughness is less critical.
However, roughness and porosity can provide a three dimensional charge collection from
the volume of bulk heterojunction OPV cells, which can increase the photo-current.[240]
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Figure 4.7: A schematic illustration of 4 carbon nanomaterials with different dimension. left: a quasi 0D
buckyball, center: a rolled up 1D nanotube, top: 2D graphene, right: 3D stacked hexagonal
carbon sheets representing graphite. Taken from [234].
Graphene
Graphene is a zero band gap semiconductor and generally considered as the most promising
electrode material for future applications, because it combines many unique and outstand-
ing properties. Its highly symmetric, hexagonal honeycomb-like structure, shown in the
upper part of figure 4.7, theoretically allows extremely high charge carrier mobilities. In
undisturbed sheets, the electrons behave like massless Dirac fermions leading to mobilities
> 106 cm2/Vs.[241]
With increasing number of graphene layers N , the sheet resistance and transmittance of
graphene decreases according to RS ∝ 62.4N Ω/ and T ∝ (100− 2.3N)%, respectively.[242,
243] The factor 2.3 is a universal constant and can be calculated by 2π2e2
hc
in Gaussian units.
Theoretically, an electrode composed of three graphene layers would have 20.8 Ω/ and
93.1 % transmittance. The experimental proof of these equations was given by Bae et al.,
presenting a 30 inch CVD grown graphene film with RS = 30 Ω/ and T = 90 %.[244]
These are excellent prerequisites for a transparent electrode. For flexible electronics,
mechanical robustness, flexibility, and stretchability is also important and has already
been demonstrated for graphene.[245] Furthermore, the honeycomb lattice of graphene is
so small that a perfect lattice would be absolutely impermeable for water and oxygen
molecules, representing a perfect encapsulation layer.[151]
However, one issue with graphene is its processability. The only fabrication technique
reaching the large sheet areas of industrial interest requires high effort as the graphene
is grown in a hot CVD process on a crystalline copper carrier substrate, which has to be
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etched away to transfer the electrode on a substrate or device.[151, 244] Additionally, high
temperature annealing steps (> 500 ◦C) are necessary to reduce the layer roughness and
achieve reasonable conductivities. Both steps drastically increase the price for high quality
graphene, which is the reason that it is currently not considered practically for real OPV
or OLED applications.
At this point, it should be mentioned that the quasi zero dimensional C60 or other fullerenes
have so far not been considered as electrode material, although high electron mobilities
of 11 cm2/Vs have been reported for C60.[246] Furthermore, thermally evaporated C60 lay-
ers show high flexibility, excellent compatibility to other organic materials, and an easy
processability, since it is routinely used as an acceptor material in organic solar cells.
4.4.3 Metal based transparent electrodes
As discussed above, metals are highly conductive, intrinsically flexible due to undirected
bonds, usually non-toxic, and in most cases (depending on the specific material) chemi-
cally stable, abundant, and inexpensive, fulfilling almost all requirements for a transparent
electrode listed in section 4.1. Unfortunately, the high free-electron density leads to a high
reflectivity and low transparency in the visible spectral range. There are three ways to
overcome these limitations: 1. Structuring of optically thick metal layers as grids, provid-
ing high conductivity along the grid lines and 100 % transmittance though the gaps. 2.
Using randomly distributed nanowires in a sense analogous to metallic grids. 3. Reducing
the metal film thickness (to ≈ 10 nm).[151]
Figure 4.8: a) Topography of a random silver nanowire network measured with AFM, taken from [247]. b)
Sketch of a regularly patterned metal grid with a line width w and a distance between adjacent
lines s.
Regularly patterned metal grids
The pattern of metal is typically realized by screen printing, nanoimprint- or photo-
lithography.[248] For display applications, the grid lines must be thin and the spacing
small so that the grid is not visible to the human eye. If surface roughness is not a prob-
lem, the shunt lines can be designed narrow but arbitrarily thick, to guarantee a very low
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sheet resistance. The critical parameters are the line width w and space s between two
adjacent lines defining the filling factor f = w/(w + s) (see figure 4.8 a)). Since the grid
lines are usually opaque and the holes are perfectly transparent, the total transmittance is
determined by f which is the percentage of the total area covered by the metal grid. To
collect the generated charges from the entire solar cell area, an additional full area conduc-
tive layer is necessary, which can have a larger sheet resistance but very high transparency.
Using such a bilayer approach based on an ultra-thin continuous nickel film (RS = 950 Ω/)
and a 100 nm thick Cu grid (w = 13µm, s = 500µm), an electrode with 6.5 Ω/ at 75 %
transmittance was achieved.[150] Some companies even claim solitary grids with < 1 Ω/
at > 85 % transmittance.[249]
Random nanowire meshes
An easier fabrication technique is the dip-, spray-, or spin-coating of randomly distributed
metal nanowires from solution. Typical materials are silver or copper, benefiting from a
high wire conductivity. The thickness of the monocrystalline wires can be adjusted from 30
to 200 nm and the length is usually in the range of 10 - 100 micrometers. The microstruc-
ture of an exemplary silver nanowire mesh is depicted in figure 4.8 b). Similar to CNTs, the
junction of the wires limits the sheet resistance. High temperature annealing (> 150 ◦C) is
necessary to melt the wires together.[151] After annealing, an excellent electrode perfor-
mance with RS = 10 Ω/ and T = 85 % can be measured, which is superior to ITO.[250]
Thereby, the fraction of scattered light can be high (20 % for 90 nm thick wires, less for
thinner wires), which is beneficial for light incoupling as well as trapping of light within
the photo-active layers to improve the solar cell efficiency under diffuse illumination. A
critical issue of metal nanowire electrodes is the high roughness. Since it is a random net-
work, multiple stacked junctions can occur, easily exceeding a height of 100 nm, which is
problematic for thin film devices. Thus, an additional flattening layer is needed, reducing
the total transmittance.[251]
Ultra-thin metal films
Metal thin film electrodes can be deposited by thermal evaporation in the same inline
system as organic materials, allowing fast and inexpensive roll-to-roll production of flexi-
ble devices.[252] To achieve reasonable transparencies, the film thickness has to be lower
than 20 nm. As already discussed in section 4.3.3, metals tend to form isolated nuclei for
the deposition of the first few nanometers, leading to non-conductive layers and reduced
transmittance.[28, 146] After further deposition, the percolation threshold is reached, the
separate metal islands start to connect and form a continuous and conductive layer with
low roughness and reasonable transparency. The best trade-off between conductivity and
transparency as a function of increasing film thickness is close to this transition point,
which usually defines only a small production window. Note that high deposition rates,
which may be necessary for mass production, tend to improve electrical and optical prop-
erties of thin metal layers.[28]
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Since the reflectivity is high, it is difficult to achieve a transmittance of more than 60 %
with solitary metal layers.[253–255] Thus, thin metal films are commonly integrated into a
dielectric/metal/dielectric (DMD) multilayer structure, to optimize the optical properties
while the electrical performance remains unchanged.[146, 151, 252] For instance:
- A ZnS/Ag/ZnS structure has achieved over 84 % average transmittance and a sheet
resistance below 5 Ω/.[256]
- Using BCP/Ag/MoO3 as electrode system, 75.5 % transmittance at 8.6 Ω/ sheet
resistance have been achieved.[257]
- An extraordinary high performance was shown with a MoO3/Au/MoO3 stack, reach-
ing almost 90 % peak transmittance at 600 nm wavelength and a sheet resistance
< 10 Ω/.[258]
Although most DMD electrodes use relatively expensive noble metals, their extremely low
metal film thickness still ensures low cost. For instance, a 10 nm thick silver layer on a
one square meter substrate would only require 100 mg of silver. Assuming a Ag price of
19.5 $/ounce (corresponding to the price on the world market in December 2013) and a
material utilization efficiency of the fabrication tool of 50 %, the costs for the Ag electrode
are only 0.13 $/m2. In contrast, the cost of an ITO electrode on the same area is 2.40 $/m2
and the cost of a complete OPV module is estimated to be 7.8± 2.4 $/m2.[23]
4.5 Specific integration concepts for top electrodes
The topic of this work are transparent top electrodes. In contrast to commonly used trans-
parent bottom electrodes, there are several restrictions on the fabrication steps to protect
the underlying organic layers. Since the glass transition and evaporation temperatures of
many organic materials used in OPV cells are below 150 - 200 ◦C and most of the polymer
substrates melt above 100 ◦C - 120 ◦C, sample temperatures during the electrode deposi-
tion process above these values are not possible without damaging the devices. For the
same reasons, high temperature post-annealing steps, as frequently used for TCOs, metal
nanowires, or graphene to achieve reasonable low sheet resistances, are also not allowed
on organic layers. Among the molecules which are typically used for OPV applications,
several materials are soluble in various solvents. Thus, a top electrode deposition from
solution usually leads to a strong device degradation. By using orthogonal solvents (polar,
non-polar, highly fluorinated) and careful functionalization and stabilization steps, a few
solution deposited layers can be stacked on top of each other, but the number is typically
still limited to 3-5 layers. Moreover, modifying a material in terms of being soluble in
e.g. fluorinated solvents may change its optoelectronic performance drastically. Due to
that reasons, solution processed materials have so far not been successfully employed as
transparent top electrodes for organic solar cells. An indirect deposition approach for silver
nanowire top electrodes from solution has been reported, where the wires are dip-coated
on a transfer substrate and then laminated onto the solar cells, resulting in a low device
performance with a power conversion efficiency of poor 0.63 %.[251]
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TCOs are generally deposited by sputtering, pulsed laser deposition, or other kinds of
high-energy deposition techniques, which inevitably lead to sputter-induced degradation
or damage of the topmost organic layers, without taking a high experimental effort and
a low yield into account.[216, 259] High leakage currents, low fill factors, or even a total
device failure are the consequence.[260, 261] Additionally, indium and other metals may
penetrate into the organic layers, acting as a trap.
In contrast, thin metal films [262, 263] and in accordance to recent results also CNTs [239]
are possible candidates for transparent top electrodes. Their deposition as top electrode
neither necessarily involve high-temperature annealing steps nor sputtering or solvent pro-
cesses, which might harm the organic materials. However, top-illuminated solar cells have
not been able to achieve better efficiencies compared to similar bottom-illuminated refer-
ence devices based on ITO so far.
4.6 Overview
In this section, the various electrode materials and concepts mentioned above are briefly
summarized and evaluated with respect to their σdc
σac
ratio as figure of merit FoMC for
transparent conductive thin films (see equation 4.5). In figure 4.9, the best transmittance
and sheet resistance values found in literature for all the presented electrodes are plotted.
The most commonly utilized transparent electrode material is ITO, achieving on glass an
excellent FoMC of 210.[264] However, this performance is not reproducible on polymer
substrates and on top of organic materials, leading to a reduction of the FoMC below
60.[205, 264] For flexible organic devices, a variety of alternative materials have been in-
vestigated. The carbon based electrodes PEDOT:PSS and CNTs suffer from a high sheet
resistance, leading to a low FoMC in the range of 30 - 50, and only graphene can exceed
the FoMC = 100 threshold.
In contrast, the metal based materials show very low sheet resistances below RS of ITO.
While shadowing losses in the metal grid electrode lead to a comparatively low trans-
mittance, silver nanowire and DMD electrodes can compete with the mean transmittance
Tvis of ITO. The best DMD system even exceeds the FoMC = 300 line, pointing out the
outstanding performance and great potential of these electrodes. However, all the results
shown in figure 4.9 are achieved for electrodes which are directly deposited on a glass
substrate (except the ITO on PET). Due to the limitations discussed in section 4.5, the
electrode performance is usually significantly reduced on top of organic material. The
understanding of the growing processes and the improvement of the electrode systems on
organic material as well as their integration as top contact for efficient organic solar cells
are the main subjects of this work, with additional focus on the durability and process-
ability.
Looking at the application of transparent electrodes as top contact for top-illuminated
organic solar cell, so far, one of the highest reported power conversion efficiencies for a
single-junction cell is η = 4.16 %, achieved with a MoO3/Ag(13 nm)/MoO3 electrode by
Jin et al.[265] In a tandem structure, even η = 4.9 % have been achieved, using 1 nm Al
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Figure 4.9: Overview of current state-of-the-art electrodes showing the best published combination of trans-
mittance and sheet resistance values: ITO ([264]), PEDOT:PSS ([148]), CNTs ([232]), Gra-
phene ([244]), Metal grids ([150]), Silver nanowires ([250]), and DMD electrodes ([256]). The
dashed lines indicate equal FoMC ’s to improve comparability.
and 21 nm Ag embedded between two organic dielectric layers.[266] Note that both values
strongly depend on the quality of the absorber materials and are not only limited by the
electrodes. In summary, we have seen that not many electrode materials allow the utiliza-
tion as transparent top electrode for organic solar cells. The most promising candidates are
probably thin metal films, which combine a high conductivity and transmittance, a good
chemical and mechanical stability, great flexibility, and can be fabricated from cost-efficient,
abundant, and environmentally friendly materials. However, also thermally evaporated lay-
ers based on small molecules could represent a new top electrode concept, if a sufficiently
high transparency and conductivity can be achieved. Finally, TCO top electrodes might
be possible with an innovative, more gentle deposition technique.
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This chapter presents the materials which are used to prepare the transparent
electrodes and organic solar cells (see section 5.1). Furthermore, the different
deposition tools and techniques are summarized in section 5.2, together with the
standard sample layout. The experimental setups and methods to characterize
the samples are reviewed briefly in section 5.3.
5.1 Materials
The focus of this work is the replacement of brittle and expensive ITO by alternative
transparent electrode materials, which allow a deposition also on top of organic materials
without causing serious damage, and to improve the efficiency of top-illuminated organic
solar cells. As materials for metal top electrodes, particularly silver, but also copper and
gold were used. In order to improve their thin film morphology and optoelectronic per-
formance, a 1 nm thin metal seed layer (e.g. calcium, aluminum, gold, copper, chromium,
or molybdenum) has been utilized below the actual electrode layer. Note that calcium is
highly reactive with oxygen and water and rapidly forms calcium hydroxide in air, even at
room temperature.[267] The noble metals like gold and silver can diffuse into the organic
materials, forming traps and recombination centers. Thus, metal oxide interlayers were
introduced to protect the organics during the metal deposition process and to prevent a
penetration of metal particles into the organics. Alternatively, gallium doped zinc oxide
(as TCO) with different doping concentrations has been investigated as top electrode as
well as a pure small molecule based electrode of fullerene C60 n-doped with W2(hpp)4.
Important physical properties, e.g. the bulk conductivity σ, surface energy γ, density ρ,
and work function Φ of the different electrode materials are summarized in table 5.1.
The small molecule organic solar cells presented in this work are either p-i-n or n-i-p type,
as described in section 3.3. The intrinsic absorber materials (i) are embedded between
dedicated, charge carrier selective, doped electron (n) and hole (p) transport layers (ETL
and HTL, respectively) as well as between two electrodes. At least one electrode has to
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material σ (S/m) γ (J/cm2) ρ (g/cm3) Φ (eV) application
Ag 62.5 · 106 1.25 10.49 4.4 trans. & opaque electrode
Au 41.7 · 106 1.5 19.32 5.1 trans. electrode, seed layer
Al 35.7 · 106 1.15 2.70 4.1 opaque electrode, seed layer
Ca 29.5 · 106 0.5 1.55 2.8 seed layer & blend material
Cu 58.8 · 106 1.8 8.92 4.6 trans. electrode, seed layer
Mo 17.5 · 106 3.0 10.28 4.6 seed layer
ITO 4 · 105 0.03 7.12 5.0 trans. electrode
ZnO:Ga 1 · 105 < 0.2 5.61 5.3 trans. electrode
MoO3 1.4 · 10−4 0.06 4.70 5.8 protection layer
WO3 3 · 10−5 0.1 7.16 5.5 protection layer
V2O5 1.5 · 10−2 0.09 3.36 4.9 protection layer
n-C60 4.9 · 102 < 0.1 1.54 4.0 trans. electrode
Table 5.1: Important properties of various electrode materials: bulk conductivity σ (taken from reference
[268]), surface energy γ [202, 203, 269], density ρ [268], and work function Φ [268]. All values
are obtained at 20 ◦C. The C60 is n-doped with W2(hpp)4 (16 wt%).
be highly transparent to guarantee an efficient light incoupling. The other electrode can
be a mirror (e.g. 100 nm of Al or Ag) to create a cavity which enables improved light
absorption. A good charge carrier extraction and formation of Ohmic contacts is achieved
by the deposition of 1 nm pure dopand at the interfaces between electrodes and organics.
The applied organic materials, their function in the solar cell stack, the structure formulas,
and the respective HOMO and LUMO levels are listed in table 5.2. Only the short names
of the molecules are stated here and the full names can be found in the abbreviation list
(appendix A.1). While a variety of donor materials are available (e.g. ZnPc, F4-ZnPc, and
DCV-5T-Me), there is a lack of sufficient acceptor molecules, which is currently filled only
by C60. Because of a high electron mobility, C60 can be employed as absorber material and
as ETL. However, typical transport materials provide an energy gap of more than 3 eV,
rendering these materials transparent for visible light. Alq3 and MH250 have been used as
organic capping layers to reduce the reflectivity of the metal films. All organic materials
except the dopants have been purified at least twice by vacuum gradient sublimation and
are tracked in a material and processing database to ensure consistent material quality for
all experiments.
Glass (Borofloat33, 1.1 mm, Schott, Germany) as standard substrate guarantees a reliable
handling and encapsulation and also ITO was pre-structured on glass (Corning Eagle XG,
1.1 mm, Thin Film Devices, USA) with identical properties. Flexible samples have been
prepared on planarized PEN sheets (Teonex, 125µm thick, DuPont Teijin Films, USA) and
steel foils (127µm, Bosch-Rexroth, Germany). All substrates have been carefully cleaned
with NMP, de-ionized water, and ethanol in an ultrasonic bath. The glasses were addi-
tionally treated in an oxygen plasma, while the flexible substrates were baked-out at 90 ◦C
under inert nitrogen atmosphere to get rid of residual water and solvents.
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function material HOMO level LUMO level structure
BF-DPB 5.2 2.3
HTL BPAPF 5.6 2.2
MeO-TPD 5.1 1.9











capping Alq3 5.8 2.3
Table 5.2: Organic materials used for solar cell preparation. HOMO and LUMO levels are measured in
house via ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry, respectively.
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5.2 Deposition tools and sample layout
All samples shown in this work (except the ZnO:Ga electrodes) are fabricated in one of
the following vacuum systems by thermal evaporation at a base pressure of 10−8 mbar: the
Lesker tool (K.J. Lesker, UK, see figure 5.1 a)), the evaporation system Königbau (ESK,
CreaPhys, Germany), or the UFO1 (Bestec, Germany). In the ESK and UFO1, single sam-
ples with a size of 25 x 25 mm2 can be handled. During one processing run at the Lesker
tool, up to 36 of these single samples are prepared in parallel. Thereby, the intentional
variation of specific layers or parameters is possible for specific samples, while all other
layers can be deposited under identical conditions. This allows to include reference sam-
ples, which can be used for direct comparison within the run, and run to run comparisons
for equal stacks to validate processing over time.
Figure 5.1: a) Photograph of the Lesker deposition tool. The vacuum chamber is directly connected to a
nitrogen glovebox, allowing a reliable sample preparation and encapsulation under inert atmo-
sphere. b) Sketch of thermal co-evaporation from two separate sources. Since the evaporation
rates are determined individually, precise mixing ratios and doping concentrations are achiev-
able.
The evaporation sources for the organic compounds consist of a ceramic crucible which is
surrounded by a heating wire made of tungsten and an additional copper shielding. The
temperature can be measured and controlled by means of a Ni/CrNi thermocouple which
is in contact with the bottom of the crucible and connected to a Eurotherm temperature
control unit. Most of the metals and metal oxides are evaporated from tungsten or molyb-
denum boats by applying high currents. Aluminum has to be evaporated separately from a
ceramic boat and Mo is deposited using an e-beam (tectra, Germany). All layer thicknesses
(d) are monitored individually for each material by calibrated quartz crystal microbalances,
approaching sub-nanometer precision. This allows a controlled co-evaporation of two (or
more) materials as sketched in figure 5.1 b). Doping of organic layers is realized by co-
evaporation, while the doping concentration is given in wt% throughout this work and
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with the masses m and densities ρ of dopand D and matrix M . Since the source-sample
distance in all deposition tools is much larger than the sample area and the distance be-
tween the sources, the mixing concentration is extremely homogeneous along the entire
surface and also in layer thickness. Additionally, all evaporation tools allow a controlled
substrate heating up to 180 ◦C. In order to structure the top and bottom electrode as well
as the organics, all layers are evaporated through defined shadow masks, resulting e.g. in
4 solar cells per substrate, as shown in figure 5.2. The active area is 2.54 x 2.54 mm2 for
these standard solar cells. By simply changing the shadow masks, also solar modules with
a size of up to 50 x 50 mm2 are prepared.
After deposition, the complete solar cells are transferred into nitrogen gloveboxes with ac-
tive purification, attached to the vacuum chambers, and encapsulated with a transparent
encapsulation glass lid, fixed by UV-hardened epoxy glue (UV RESIN XNR5590, Nagase
ChemteX, Japan). Thus, the solar cells can be handled and measured in ambient atmo-
sphere without introducing rapid degradation. The electrode-only samples have a size of
20 x 20 mm2 in the center of the substrates and are not encapsulated. Although most of
the investigated electrodes are rather stable in air, the samples are typically stored in ni-
trogen until immediately before the measurement. To measure the sheet resistance, a van
der Pauw structure (see figure 5.2, right) is cut into the electrodes by a Nd:YAG laser
(1024 nm, 16 W, ACI laser components, Germany).
Figure 5.2: Schematic structure of the organic solar cells and electrode-only samples. On one substrate, 4
identical solar cells with a size of 2.54 x 2.54 mm2 are prepared to ensure reproducible results.
The electrode-only samples have a size of 20 x 20 mm2 and are partially post-structured with a
van der Pauw geometry by laser ablation.
ZnO:Ga cannot be deposited by thermal evaporation because of a high evaporation tem-
perature of 1800 ◦C and decomposition during this process. Thus, these electrodes have
been prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD, see figure 5.3) in the lab of the semi-
conductor group of the university Leipzig. Since no direct connection to a glovebox was
available, a partial sample treatment in air was necessary. The atmosphere and base pres-
sure in the vacuum chamber can be controlled between 10−5 mbar and 100 mbar by mass
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flow controllers connected to oxygen, nitrogen, or argon reservoirs. A krypton fluoride
Laser (248 nm, 600 mJ, Lambda Physics, LPX300) with an adjustable pulse rate of 10 Hz
to 100 Hz is focused on a ZnO:Ga target, leading to a plasma cone and material ablation.
The particle energy in the plasma is in the range of 10 eV (similar to sputter deposition),
which can cause serious damage to the organic solar cells. Thus, the target-sample dis-
tance d has been increased to the maximum value of 11 cm and the chamber pressure was
increased to > 10−2 mbar to reduce the particle energy by enhanced thermalization before
hitting the sample. The target itself is sintered from mixed powders, while the material
composition can easily be controlled. In order to achieve a homogeneous ablation, the
target is focus-tracked, moving, and rotating. Thereby, the material composition of the
target is perfectly conserved in the deposited films. However, inhomogeneities in the tar-
get or the laser profile can lead to local under-melting and the ablation of large and heavy
particles ”droplets” with high kinetic energy, which have to be prevented. Although sub-
strate heating is possible during deposition that would lead to ZnO:Ga electrodes of better
quality,[207] cold-deposition is used in this work to avoid changes or even damage in the
organic layers.
Figure 5.3: Setup for pulsed laser deposition of gallium doped zinc oxide, allowing a perfect conservation
of the target composition in the deposited films.
5.3 Characterization techniques
Transmittance and reflection
The transmittance of the electrode-only samples and the complete solar cells was measured
under normal incidence, using an Ava-Light-DH-S-Bal (Avantes BV, Netherlands) light
source and a CAS 140 CT spectrometer (Instrument Systems GmbH, Germany) through
an aperture of 2.96 mm2. Additionally, total transmittance and reflectance measurements
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were carried out with an integrating sphere at a MPC 3100 two beam spectrometer (Shi-
madzu, Japan) with illumination gap widths of 8 nm. It turned out that light scattering
plays only a minor role for all samples investigated in this work and direct and total trans-
mittance differed less than 1 %. Note that all mentioned transmittance values and spectra
in this work are not substrate corrected. For determining the optical constants (n&κ) of
a material, reflection and transmittance spectra of at least three single layers of different
thickness were measured and modeled with the program ”Multifit RT” developed by R.
Nitsche,[270] which is based on a simple point-to-point optimization algorithm.
Sheet resistance
A four-point-probe measurement stand S 302-4 (LucasLabs, USA) was used to determine
the sheet resistance RS of all electrode layers under ambient conditions. Samples of special
interest were also characterized more precisely by using the van der Pauw method.[271, 272]
Therefore, a pattern as shown in figure 5.2 was cut into the samples by laser ablation. Using
such a geometry, the contact points A - D (which were reinforced by liquid silver drops)














where VAB and VBC are the measured voltages and ICD and IDA are the applied currents
between the contacts as labeled in figure 5.2. Further measurements have been carried out
with an in-situ setup to determine the conductivity and sheet resistance in the vacuum
chamber during deposition as described elsewhere.[273] In all cases, four-point-probe resis-
tance measurements have been carried out using a Keithley 2400 Source Measuring Unit
(SMU) (Keithley Instruments, USA) and applying a constant current of 1 mA. Thereby,
the separation of source and sensing probe pairs allows an almost current free resistance
measurement and the neglection of parasitic contact and wire resistances, which improves
the measurement accuracy.
Topography
The nanoscale topography (in terms of surface scans, height profiles, and root mean square
roughnesses) of the thin film electrodes was obtained with a Combiscope atomic force micro-
scope (AFM, AIST-NT, Netherlands) in tapping mode. Thereby, the resonant oscillation
of a cantilever approaching the sample is perturbed by varying forces (e.g. van der Waals
or electrostatic) depending on the sample-tip distance, which can be measured by laser
deflection and is used to reconstruct the sample topography. As cantilever, NSC15 sili-
con tips (MikroMasch, USA) with a tip radius of 8 nm, a resonance frequency at 325 kHz,
and a stiffness in the range of 40 N/m to 50 N/m have been used. All measurements were
performed at ambient conditions and several micrographs have been recorded at different
positions to ensure reproducible results which actually represent the whole sample. AFM




The growth of thin metal films and the microstructure of ZnO:Ga electrodes were in-
vestigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss GSM 982 Gemini, Germany). A
focused beam of primary electrons with an adjustable energy between 1 kV and 10 kV scans
the sample, leading to elastic and inelastic scattering as well as Auger- and secondary elec-
tron emission from the first few nanometers of the sample surface. Here, the secondary
electron signal was investigated, which allows a lateral resolution in the nanometer regime.
Transmission electron micrographs with sub-nanometer resolution were recorded for top
electrode-only samples on a carbon coated copper grid using a Libra 200 transmission
electron microscope (TEM, Zeiss, Germany) with a primary electron energy of 200 keV.
In the same tool, energy filtered TEM under a collection semi-angle of 12 mrad was mea-
sured, with energy steps of 3 eV and a width of the energy slit of 10 eV. SEM and TEM
measurements were assisted by Susanne Goldberg (Department of Physical Chemistry, TU
Dresden) or Petr Formanek (Leibniz-Institut IPF, Dresden).
Morphology
Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) measurements have been carried out in air
with a fixed angle of incidence of 0.12◦, using a D8 Discover device (Cu-Kα-radiation 40
keV, Fa. Bruker AXS, Germany). In order to investigate the electrode morphology, this
surface sensitive technique allows to adjust the penetration depth of the X-rays to be in
the order of only a few nanometers. Therefore, the scattering volume and signal of the
thin electrode layers were increased whereas the background signal of the substrate was
reduced. The radiation was monochromatized with a secondary graphite monochromator
and the sample was rotating during the measurement in order to minimize the influence of
a preferred orientation effect. The reflected radiation is recorded by a scintillation detector.
The mean crystal size τ has been determined by evaluating the full width at half maximum
(FWHM ) of the Bragg peaks and using the Scherrer formula
τ = 0.9 · λFWHM · cosθ , (5.3)
with a geometry factor 0.9, the wavelength λ of the incident radiation and the Bragg angle
θ. GIXRD measurements were carried out by Lutz Wilde (Fraunhofer CNT, Dresden).
Electron diffraction pattern were obtained by the TEM described above and provide ad-
ditional information of the degree of crystallinity. However, a rather high relative error
margin of approximately 5 % makes a precise material and phase identification difficult.
Electronic structure and material composition
Upon photo-excitation, electron emission from the sample surface can be observed (exter-
nal photo-effect). Depending on the energy of the photons, either the density of occupied
valence states or the core levels of the atoms are probed. For ultraviolet photo-electron
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spectroscopy (UPS), the He I excitation line (hν= 21.22 eV) of a helium discharge lamp
(UVS10/35, Specs, Germany) is used to release electrons residing in the upper 2 to 3 mono-
layers of the sample.[274] These electrons are additionally accelerated by -8 V bias voltage
towards the analyzer (Phoibos HSA 100, Specs, Germany). The detected kinetic energy
distribution of these electrons depends on the initial binding energy and resembles the
density of occupied valence states. Thus, the HOMO of organic semiconductor materials
and the work function of metals and other electrodes can be determined.
X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) at IAPP uses the Kα 12 radiation of an aluminum
cathode (soft X-ray source XR50, Specs, Germany) which has a much larger energy of
1486.6 eV. This allows the probing of core level electrons which have well defined binding
energies, characteristic for the elements and bonds in the sample. By comparing the total
peak areas for certain elements in the spectrum, conclusions on the stoichiometric ratio of
materials in the sample can be drawn. UPS and XPS measurements were carried out at a
base pressure of 10−10 mbar and assisted by Max Tietze (IAPP, TU Dresden).
Thermography
Local temperature differences on operating organic solar cells, e.g. because of local short
circuits, have been measured with a VarioTherm InSb (InfraTec, Germany) infrared cam-
era. It detects thermal radiation in the range of 2µm to 5µm wavelength with a resolution
of 640 x 512 pixel and allows a precision of ± 0.1 K. Since the local short circuits are as-
sumed to be smaller than the pixel size (imaging 4 x 4µm2), the measured temperature
differences are average values for each pixel area and can be significantly lower than the
actual temperature in a small local hot spot. However, by comparing images of a solar cell
with and without external bias current, even smallest short circuits can be detected.
Moisture permeation barrier evaluation
The barrier performance of an encapsulation against water vapor permeation can be mea-
sured by the calcium corrosion test (see reference [267]) and is based on the following
reaction of metallic calcium with water:
Ca+ 2H2O → Ca(OH)2 +H2 . (5.4)
The reaction rate is very high due to the low work function of calcium, so that available
water molecules are consumed almost immediately even at room temperature. Metallic
calcium is a good electrical conductor while Ca(OH)2 is insulating. Thus, the water vapor
transmission rate (WVTR) through an encapsulation can be derived by measuring the
conductance of a calcium layer during the corrosion process. As sensor, a 60 nm thin Ca
film has been thermally evaporated on a glass substrate (assumed as perfect barrier) and
encapsulated in the glovebox with PET (Melinex ST 504, 125µm, DuPont Teijin Films,
USA) sheets, which were coated with different oxide layers facing the calcium sensor.
With a model based on Fickian diffusion, the time-dependent WVTR can be precisely
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determined for different barriers with a thickness dB in a wide range of permeability, taking
transient- and steady-states into account. Therefore, the conductance of the corroding






















with the length l= 4.6 mm, width w= 17 mm, conductivity σ= 1.35 S/µm, and density
ρ= 1.55 g/cm3 of the calcium layer. It is assumed that the initial calcium layer thickness
dCa(0) = 60 nm is homogeneously degrading by the interaction with water (molar mass
uH2O = 18.015 g/mol). The factor 2 below the fraction bar results from the fact that two
water molecules can react with one Ca atom. As the time t becomes large, the infinite sum
in formula 5.5 converges to zero and a linear concentration distribution is formed in the
barrier. The diffusion coefficient D of water in the barrier material and the concentration
of water molecules in front of the barrier c1 are extracted by fitting the conductance
measurement and then used to calculate the WVTR in steady state




Note that D depends exponentially on the temperature T and c1 is determined by the
relative humidity r.h. in the surrounding atmosphere. Thus, the calculated WVTR values
are only meaningful for certain measurement conditions (T and r.h.).
Current-voltage characteristics
Current-voltage IV measurements of the standard solar cells in dark and under illumination
have been recorded using an automated setup (LIV-robot) and a source measurement unit
(2400 SMU, Keithley, USA). As light source, simulated AM 1.5G sunlight (16S-150V.3
by Solar Light Co., USA) was incoupled by an optical fiber. The illumination intensity
was kept constant at (100± 1) mW/cm2, monitored by a calibrated silicon reference diode
(Hamamatsu 1337-33BQ). The solar modules have been characterized by using a Flasher
(PBV100, Pasan, Switzerland) at 1000 W/m2. In both cases, spectral mismatch was taken
into account.
Spectral response and external quantum efficiency
In order to determine the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and the mismatch factor,
a custom-made setup has been used (see figure 5.4). The monochromatic beam (Oriel
Xenon Arc-Lamp Apex Illuminator combined with Cornerstone 260 1/4m monochromator,
both Newport, USA) probing the device was chopped with a frequency of 215 Hz and the
corresponding short circuit current response of the device was measured via a lock-in
amplifier 7265 DSP (Signal Recovery, UK). Light with a wavelength of 300 nm to 900 nm
and a step width of 5 nm was incoupled by an optical fiber and focused on the solar cell using
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of the setup to measure the external quantum efficiency (EQE). White light from a
Xenon lamp is monochromatized (∆λ= 5 nm), chopped with a frequency of 215 Hz, and focused
on the solar cell. Additional bias illumination or bias voltage can be applied. The resulting
photo-current is measured at short circuit conditions with a lock-in amplifier.
a converging lens and an aperture of 2.96 mm2. In this work, no extra bias illumination
was applied during the EQE measurements. The spectral response SR(λ) is defined as the
generated current per incident illumination intensity at a certain wavelength λ and can be




with the Planck constant h, the speed of light c, and the elementary charge e. By multi-
plying the spectral response with the incident illumination spectrum E and subsequently
integrating over the accessible spectral range, it is in principle possible to recalculate the




SR(λ) · E(λ)dλ . (5.8)
However, the illumination intensity during the EQE measurement is lower compared to
the direct IV -measurements under the full sun spectrum. Thus, also the charge carrier
density in a device is reduced, which typically influences the charge transport (see section
2.4), resulting in deviations to the direct short circuit current measurements.
Before the actual IV measurement, the correct illumination intensity for the test cell is
adjusted by matching a specific short circuit current of the silicon reference cell. However,
there is a certain spectral mismatch between the artificial illumination spectrum of the
sun simulator Esim and the ideal standardized AM1.5G spectrum of the real sun EAM1.5G,
which has to be accounted for when measuring the power conversion efficiency of solar
cells. Also the spectral responses of the reference SRref and the test cells SRTC , i.e. an
organic solar cell comprising narrow band absorbers, are typically different. The mismatch
factor M relates all these values:
M =
∫
SRref (λ) · EAM1.5G(λ)dλ∫








The correct illumination intensity in the photo-active spectral range of the organic test
solar cell can now be easily adjusted with the reference cell by matching not the certified
short circuit current density jcertSC under standardized EAM1.5G, but a value of jcertSC divided
by M . Note that M strongly depends on the absorber materials and layer thicknesses in the
organic test cell. Consequently, the illumination intensity has to be adjusted individually
for each device architecture.
Optical and electrical device simulations
Purely optical simulations are performed using a numerical algorithm (OSOLemio) based
on the transfer matrix approach and Poynting vector computation,[163, 164] developed at
the IAPP by Mauro Furno. With the layer thicknesses and the complex refractive indices
of the materials constituting the organic solar cell as input parameters, this model can
calculate the distribution of the optical field within the layer stack, the photon absorption
in each layer, and the maximum achievable photo-current.
Electrical simulations of the current and voltage distribution over the device area are
carried out with the software tool LTSpice IV (Linear Technology, USA). The solar cell is
discretized using an equivalent circuit of i x j ideal Shockley diodes in parallel connection
(as shown in figure 6.5), which are able to generate a (photo-)current IPh. Saturation
current IS, ideality factor n, and IPh of the complete diode array result from fitting to the
measured values of a reference device. In front of the diode array, a series resistance Rseries
and in parallel to each diode, a resistance RP is connected. RS can be determined from the
constant slope of the measured IV curve in forward direction, summarizing the resistance
of the bottom electrode, the organic stack, and the contact resistances between all layers.
RP is determined from the slope in backward direction, accordingly, taking leakage current
into account. Each subcell is connected to its next neighbors in the x-y plane via a mesh
of series resistances Rsheet according to the sheet resistance of the top electrode.
Long term stability
The long term stability of organic devices is measured in a home built setup which
has been developed in cooperation of Martin Hermenau and Heliatek and was described
previously.[275] All devices were exposed to similar and constant aging conditions: For illu-
mination, white LEDs (LUXEON LXK2-PWC4-0220, Philips) with an emission spectrum
in the range from 400 nm to 700 nm were used, set to an intensity leading to four times
the short circuit current density under AM 1.5G (equivalent to 400 mW/cm2, which simu-
lates the radiation intensity of 4 suns). The temperature was kept constant at 45± 5 ◦C.
Each solar cell is connected to a load resistor of 2000 Ω and is thus operated close to the
maximum power point. Changes in device performance are monitored by recording a jV -
curve every two hours and extracting the development of all characteristic parameters as
a function of time. Typically, the solar cell lifetime is defined as the time it takes for the
efficiency to decay to 80 % of its initial value.
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Fullerene C60 top electrodes and
electrical device simulations
The focus of this chapter is to demonstrate a novel and alternative transparent
electrode to expensive and brittle ITO, which can be used as flexible top con-
tact. For that purpose, highly n-doped fullerene C60 films, which are typically
used as electron transport layers, are investigated as solitary electrode layers
and as top electrodes on organic solar cells. As all other organic layers prepared
by thermal evaporation in vacuum, the deposition of the C60 electrode does not
harm the other material layers below and a mechanically stable interface is
formed. Although C60 is rather expensive, this approach benefits from the fact
that no considerable refractive index mismatch is introduced between the elec-
trode and the photo-active layers, which can result in an increased number of
photons reaching the absorber materials. Since all layers of the entire devices
(including bottom and top contact) are thermally evaporated, a fast, reliable,
and high-purity processing is guaranteed.
In section 6.1, a brief motivation for investigating fullerene C60 as top electrode
material is given and the solar cell stack design is presented. Section 6.2 sum-
marizes the electrical and optical investigations on solitary n-doped C60 layers.
Thereby, a high doping concentration leads to a strong improvement in conduc-
tivity and transmittance of the film. Results for top-illuminated organic solar
cells using such n-doped C60 films as transparent top electrode are discussed in
section 6.3. Finally, a fundamental understanding of the limitations introduced
to organic solar cells by non-ideal electrodes is presented in section 6.4. Electri-
cal device simulations based on a discretized equivalent circuit model reveal an
efficient lateral charge transport in n-doped C60 electrodes over several 100µm.
The potential and limitations of such C60 based electrodes are discussed.
Some text passages and figures in this chapter have already been published and are reprinted
with permission from [123] (Copyright 2013, Elsevier B. V.).
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6.1 Motivation and sample stack design
Pure carbon-based nanomaterial electrodes came into the focus of research and industry
because of the abundance of material and therefore potentially low cost. Graphene (2D)
[151, 244] and carbon nanotubes (CNT, 1D) [151, 238, 239] have been extensively inves-
tigated. However, the performance of these two materials when used as transparent top
electrode for organic devices is still limited because of strong absorption and high contact
resistances between the graphene flakes or single nanotubes, respectively.[276, 277] Fur-
thermore, the deposition steps cannot be easily realized on top of organic material. For
a transmittance of ≈ 90 % (substrate corrected), typical sheet resistance values for large
scale graphene or CNT based electrodes are 100-1000 Ω/.[151]
In contrast, a film of quasi zero dimensional fullerene C60 has not yet been considered as
electrode, although high electron mobilities of up to 11 cm2/Vs have been reported.[246]
A thermally evaporated C60 layer shows high flexibility, excellent compatibility to other
organic materials, and an easy processability, which also allows the deposition on top of
other organic materials. Its conductivity was remarkably increased to σ > 1 S/cm by
molecular doping with the electron donor material W2(hpp)4. This n-dopant can be easily
processed by thermal co-evaporation and shows an excellent doping efficiency in combina-
tion with C60.[88] Fullerene compounds like C60, C70, or Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) are frequently used as absorber materials in organic solar cells, acting as
an electron acceptor in a heterojunction.[278–284] Here, a new concept is introduced: top-
illuminated organic solar cells with a C60 layer as transparent stand alone top electrode.
In preliminary experiments, electrode-only samples of solitary C60 layers, n-doped by
W2(hpp)4 (short n-C60), with different thicknesses and doping concentrations on glass
have been characterized by optical and electrical studies. Then, the optimized electrodes
are employed on top of small molecule organic solar cells, which are p-i-n type, i.e. the
intrinsic absorber (i) is embedded between dedicated, charge carrier selective doped elec-
tron (n) and hole (p) transport materials. The complete stack is shown in figure 6.1 b)
and results from careful optimization by optical simulation and previous experiments. As
anode, an opaque and highly reflective metal layer of 100 nm Ag is used, creating a cavity
in the device for improved light absorption. For efficient hole transport, 30 nm of BF-DPB
doped with 10 wt% NDP9 are deposited, followed by 5 nm of intrinsic F4-ZnPc. A good
charge carrier extraction and the formation of an Ohmic contact is achieved by deposi-
tion of 1 nm pure NDP9 at the interface between Ag and BF-DPB. Next, a 65 nm thick
bulk heterojunction consisting of simultaneously evaporated C60 and F4-ZnPc in a mixing
ratio of 1:1 is deposited. During evaporation of the bulk heterojunction, the substrate is
heated to 105 ◦C to improve the film morphology.[278] Adjacent to the absorber, 10 nm
of intrinsic C60 is employed as buffer and electron transport layer. The transparent top
electrode consists of n-doped C60 with a systematical variation in layer thickness and dop-
ing concentration from 20 nm to 200 nm, and 0 wt% to 32 wt%, respectively. Finally, a
current collecting frame of 100 nm Al surrounding the photo-active area of the solar cell of
3.16 x 3.16 mm2 is deposited to guarantee a reliable contact to the measurement equipment.
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Figure 6.1: a) Molecular structure of the electrode matrix molecule C60 and the n-dopant W2(hpp)4. b)
Schematic stack design of the top-illuminated p-i-n small molecule organic solar cells. Thickness
X and doping concentration Y of the n-doped C60 electrode are varied. The dashed lines
indicate the optical field distribution inside the cell. The surrounding current collecting frame
guarantees a reliable contact and homogeneous potential distribution.
6.2 Transmittance and sheet resistance of doped C60 films
First, the electrode-only samples of n-C60 on glass are characterized by optical and electrical
investigations. Figure 6.2 a) depicts the conductivity σ and the corresponding sheet resis-
tance RS of C60 measured in vacuum, depending on the doping concentration of W2(hpp)4.
Since the doping efficiency is high,[88] the conductivity increases strongly from 10−8 S/cm
for intrinsic C60 to 8.2 ·10−3 S/cm even for a low doping concentration of only 0.5 wt%. The
charge carrier density is further increased with increasing doping concentration, leading to
a maximum conductivity of 4.97 S/cm at 16 wt%, which is a remarkably high value for small
molecule organic materials. At a layer thickness of 28.4 nm, this corresponds to a sheet re-
sistance of 21 kΩ/. Possible explanations for the decreasing conductivity at higher doping
concentrations are a drop in the electron mobility due to a disturbance of the morphology
of the C60 layer or a perturbation of the energy levels.[88] In addition to the measurements
in vacuum, the sheet resistance is measured with a four-point-probe technique (4PP) under
ambient conditions, leading to a good agreement with the vacuum results. The small offset
to higher resistance values is attributed to a starting degradation of the doped layer in air.
In figure 6.2 b), the transmittance spectra of the C60 films are shown. An undoped, 150 nm
thick C60 layer exhibits only a low transmittance of approximately 40 % in the wavelength
range between 600 nm and 1000 nm and even less for smaller wavelengths. The spectral
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Figure 6.2: a) Conductivity and sheet resistance of 28 nm thick n-doped C60 single layers depending on the
doping concentration. In-situ measurements in vacuum and four-point-probe measurements
under ambient conditions are compared. Highest conductivity is achieved for a doping concen-
tration of 16 wt%. b) Transmittance spectra of n-C60 depending on layer thickness and doping
concentration. The presence of the dopant strongly reduces the absorption in C60, leading to
an increased layer transparency with increasing doping concentration.
dip at 450 nm coincides with the absorption peak of pure C60 (see figure 6.3). However, the
transmittance is significantly improved with increasing doping concentration. Apparently,
the presence of the doping molecules changes the optical constants of the mixed C60 film
and the formation of a charge transfer state possibly influences its absorption behavior, in-
dicated by the strongly enhanced transmittance in the red region and the vanishing dip at
450 nm. Consequently, high transmittance values over 70 % are observed for layers doped
with 20 wt% at wavelengths larger than 600 nm, which are rather independent of the layer
thickness. There is still a considerable absorption below 600 nm, which varies with the
layer thickness related to the C60 bulk. While at 400 nm wavelength a 50 nm thick n-C60
layer shows a transmittance of 48 %, a 150 nm thick layer exhibits only 20 %. In summary,
a high doping concentration is beneficial for the conductivity and the transmittance of a
n-C60 electrode. Thick (and therefore weakly resistive) n-C60 electrodes show a high trans-
mittance in the red and near infrared region, advantageous for red absorbing solar cells.
Note that there are no energy barriers, no morphological incompatibilities, and almost no
refractive index mismatch between the electrode and the photo-active layer, guaranteeing
an efficient charge extraction and light incoupling.
6.3 Doped C60 as top electrode for OPV
The C60 electrodes are successfully transferred to complete organic solar cells, maintaining
their optoelectronic performance. For these solar cells, a bulk heterojunction of F4-ZnPc
(donor) and C60 (acceptor) is used as photo-active charge carrier generating layer. While
F4-ZnPc is mainly absorbing from 600 nm to 800 nm wavelength, C60 exhibits an absorp-
tion peak at 450 nm. Benefiting from a high electrode transparency above 600 nm, the
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external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the solar cell reaches reasonable 15 % in the spectral
absorption range of F4-ZnPc for a 100 nm thick n-C60 electrode (see figure 6.3). Since the
transmittance of the electrode above 600 nm stays almost constant and its sheet resistance
is strongly decreased with increasing n-C60 thickness, the EQE at 700 nm wavelength ap-
proaches even 25 % for a 200 nm thick top electrode. In contrast, the contribution of C60
to the EQE (expected between 350 nm and 500 nm according to the absorption spectrum)
is low. Most of the light in this wavelength regime is already absorbed inside the electrode,
far away from the heterojunction. Hence, the generated excitons cannot be split to gen-
erate free charge carriers. A small red-shift in all EQE peaks is observed with increasing
electrode thickness, related to a change in the optical field distribution.
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Figure 6.3: External quantum efficiency (EQE) for organic solar cells with 16 wt% doped n-C60 top contacts
of varying thickness and the absorption spectrum of undoped C60. The broad EQE peak
between 600 nm and 800 nm results from the charge carrier generation in F4-ZnPc.
Figure 6.4 depicts the current-voltage curves of small molecule organic solar cells employing
n-C60 as transparent top electrode with varying doping concentration a) and layer thickness
b). The characteristic fingerprints of the cells are summarized in Table 6.1. Since doped
transport layers are used, the open circuit voltage (VOC) is only determined by the energy
levels of the absorber materials. The F4-ZnPc:C60 bulk heterojunction achieves a VOC of
0.68 V, independent of the electrode configuration. In contrast, the short circuit current
density (jSC) is gradually increased with increasing doping concentration of up to 16 wt%,
which is in correlation to the improved conductivity, charge collection, and transparency.
So the sheet resistance (RS) of the n-C60 top electrode is the limiting factor of these solar
cells. A lower RS is beneficial to extract more charge carriers, which is also reflected in the
significantly increased jSC with increasing n-C60 layer thickness. Consequently, the highest
power conversion efficiency of η = 1.53% is achieved with a 200 nm thick n-C60 electrode
layer doped with 16 wt%. A poor performance is observed for a solar cell using a dop-
ing concentration of 32 wt%, which cannot be explained by a lower electrode conductivity
alone. It is possible that under strong doping, some of the dopant molecules or electrons
diffuse into the absorber layer where they can act as traps or recombination centers.
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Figure 6.4: Current-voltage characteristics of organic solar cells using a) 100 nm thick n-C60 with varying
doping concentration and b) 16 wt% doped n-C60 with varying layer thickness. Best perfor-
mance is achieved for 16 wt% doping, according to the conductivity data, and a 200 nm thick
electrode layer. The dashed line represents a simulated device assuming a discretized equivalent
circuit model and a sheet resistance of 10.1 kΩ/ (discussed in the next section).
Since there are no energetic barriers in the device stack, the fill factor FF of ≈ 33 % is
the result of inefficient charge carrier collection. It is slightly improved with increasing
electrode thickness, which clearly indicates a conductivity limited extraction. The cur-
rents in forward direction are high and almost independent of the sheet resistance. From
their slopes, rather low series resistances Rseries below 50 Ω are derived, although the sheet
resistances of the top electrodes are two to three orders of magnitude higher.
n-C60 V OC jSC FF η RS Rseries
thickness Cdoping
(nm) (wt%) (V) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) kΩ/ Ω
4 0.67 1.81 33.4 0.41 140.5 29.8
8 0.67 2.67 34.2 0.61 46.9 25.8
100 12 0.68 3.58 33.8 0.82 29.7 27.716 0.68 4.10 32.6 0.90 20.8 33.9
24 0.68 3.91 33.2 0.88 24.7 39.7
32 0.65 1.31 32.0 0.27 59.5 32.6
20 0.66 1.24 32.6 0.27 100.6 33.2
60 0.68 3.25 33.6 0.74 33.5 29.5
100 16 0.68 4.10 32.6 0.90 20.8 33.9
140 0.67 5.33 33.4 1.20 14.4 32.8
200 0.68 6.44 35.5 1.53 10.1 30.4
Table 6.1: Solar cell characteristics depending on the n-C60 layer thickness and doping concentration
(Cdoping), obtained under an illumination intensity of 100 mW/cm2. For each type of electrode,
four identical cells are produced in one run and averaged values are stated.
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6.4 Electrical loss simulations
To understand the relevant processes and limitations inside a solar cell with such a compar-
atively low conductivity electrode, the best solar cell is simulated via lateral discretization
into 50 x 50 subcells, using an equivalent circuit approach and the software tool LT-Spice
IV. Each subcell is assumed as an ideal Shockley diode, being able to generate a specific
photo-current with respect to equation 3.8. All diodes are arranged in parallel and con-
nected to a parallel resistance RP . The sheet resistance of the top electrode is simulated
via a grid of RS, connecting all subcells to their next neighbors in x and y direction (see
figure 6.5). The outer subcells are also connected to a low resistance charge collecting
frame. Connected in front of the diode array is a series resistance Rseries = 30.4 Ω, which
was experimentally determined from the constant slope of the IV curves in forward direc-
tion, summarizing the resistance of the bottom electrode, the current collecting frame, the
organic stack, and the contact resistances between all layers. RP = 2.5 ·107 Ω is determined
from the slope in backward direction, accordingly, taking leakage current and recombina-
tion into account. The saturation current IS = 10−4 mA, photo-current IPh = 0.915 mA,
and ideality factor n = 3 of the complete diode array result from a fitting routine to the
measured values of the reference device (OPV with n-C60 top electrode, 200 nm, 16 wt%).
Thus, the IV curve of the simulated device assuming a sheet resistance of 10.1 kΩ/ is in
good agreement with the measurement, as shown in figure 6.4 b). It is furthermore possible
to predict the solar cell performance if other electrodes with different sheet resistance and
transparency are employed or even other organic materials are used.
Figure 6.5: Equivalent circuit to model the organic solar cell with an n-C60 (200 nm, 16 wt%) top contact.
50 x 50 current generating diodes are connected in parallel via a grid of series resistances RS ,
according to the sheet resistance of the C60 electrode. The bottom electrode is assumed as
an ideal conductor and grounded. As in the experiment, the top electrode grid is supported
by a highly conductive current collecting frame, surrounding the active area, to guarantee a
homogeneous potential distribution. Rseries in front of the grid summarizes the resistance of the
bottom electrode, the current collecting frame, the organic stack, and the contact resistances
between all layers. RP is connected in parallel to each subcell. Rcontact represents the contact
resistance between n-C60 and the current collecting frame.
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With such a discretized model, it is also possible to determine the IV curves of each subcell
and spatially resolve the current and voltage distribution as well as the efficiency of the
complete device over the device area. Figure 6.6 a) shows the simulated local efficiency
distribution of a solar cell with a top electrode sheet resistance of 10.1 kΩ/, which corre-
sponds to the best n-C60 electrode (200 nm, 16 wt%). Close to the current collecting frame
(edges), a high local power conversion efficiency of η = 3.13 % is observed, which defines
the maximum efficiency achievable with this solar cell stack. Towards the center of the
device, the local efficiency drastically decreases down to η = 0.28 %, due to a significant
voltage drop over the top electrode (see figure 6.6 b)). Although the external voltage be-
tween anode and cathode at short circuit condition is set to 0 V, the inner parts of the
device remain at the open circuit potential of 0.68 V. Probably, the high sheet resistance
of the n-C60 top electrode leads to a poor charge transport, charge accumulation in the
electrode layer, and the formation of a counter field. Consequently, the working point of
the inner subcells are shifted. The average efficiency of all subcells matches the measured
value of η = 1.53 %.
Furthermore, the simulation reveals a significant drop in local fill factor from 61 % to 5 %
towards the device center, which results from a homogeneous charge generation over the
whole solar cell area, but strongly reduced charge transport and therefore increased recom-
bination in the center. Again, the measured fill factor can be well explained by summarizing
the contribution of all subcells. In forward direction, most of the current is flowing at the
edges close to the collecting frame where the Ohmic losses are low (find more details in
the appendix, figure A.1). Thus, the slope of the IV curve is steep and independent of the
actual sheet resistance of the top electrode, proving the experimental results in figure 6.4.
In contrast, figure 6.6 c) shows the local efficiency distribution for a similar solar cell which
has a top electrode sheet resistance of only RS = 32 Ω/ (e.g. ITO). The local efficiency
close to the edges (again η = 3.13 %) and in the center of the device (η = 3.12 %) are al-
most identical as the voltage drop across the electrode is comparatively small. Figure 6.6 d)
summarizes the local efficiency of the single subcells versus their distance to the collecting
frame for three different sheet resistances. Since the device is completely symmetrical, only
the changes from one edge to the center along the symmetry axis are plotted. Using the
n-C60 electrode, the power conversion efficiency drops more than 5 % already after 82µm.
Hence, the n-C60 electrode requires a supporting current collector grid for large area OPV.
Table 6.2 lists the effective relative electrical losses for the entire solar cell and for vary-
ing sheet resistances, introduced by non-ideal electrodes. Moreover, the required spacing
of a supporting grid is given, for which a maximum relative loss of 1 % of the intrinsic
device efficiency occurs. While for the n-C60 electrode (with 10.1 kΩ/), the resistance
induced efficiency loss is ≈ 50 % and the maximum grid space is only 120µm, an ITO
electrode (32 Ω/) would lead to negligible 0.15 % efficiency loss and allows a grid spacing
of 12.5 mm. However, in all cases a supporting grid is required for large-scale applications.
With common techniques, 120µm structures are still easily producible and therefore only
a little additional experimental effort is needed when the n-C60 electrode is utilized.
Although the electrical conductivity and transmittance of stand alone n-C60 is limited, the
concept of thermally evaporable transparent electrodes based on pure carbon enables a
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Figure 6.6: Simulated distribution of the power conversion efficiency over solar cell area (3.1 x 3.1 mm2) for a
device with a) n-C60 (10.1 kΩ/) and c) ITO (32 Ω/) as transparent electrode, respectively.
b) shows the simulated voltage distribution of the n-C60 device. At 0 V externally applied
potential (jSC condition), the inner area stays close to the open circuit voltage of 0.68 V. Due
to the potential drop and shift of the working point, the local efficiency in the center only
reaches 9 % of the outer local efficiency. With ITO as electrode, the simulated maximum
efficiency loss is only 0.01 % for an identical active area. d) Simulated efficiency profiles for
three different sheet resistances. The dashed line indicates an efficiency drop of 5 %. In all
simulations, an illumination intensity of 100 mW/cm2 is assumed.
variety of novel devices and niche applications, which are not possible to realize with ITO
or other inorganic materials. The flexibility, its pure carbon character, and the applica-
bility as top contact on organic devices raises n-C60 to an interesting electrode, e.g. for
”in-body electronics” [285] or small optical sensors on exotic substrates. Furthermore, in
the long term, the scarcity of indium and noble metals will evoke an increasing demand on
abundant and low cost materials like carbon.
For the first time, it was shown that thermally evaporated C60 layers, doped with W2(hpp)4,
are suitable as a transparent top contact for small molecule organic solar cells. The con-
ductivity of the n-C60 layer (typically used as electron transport layer) is improved to
≈ 5 S/cm for an optimized doping concentration of 16 wt%, which is a remarkably high
value for organic small molecule materials. Furthermore, the high doping changes the
typical absorption behavior of C60, leading to a transmittance over 70 % at wavelengths
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Table 6.2: Simulated relative efficiency loss of total a 3.1 x 3.1 mm2 solar cell as well as the maximum
spacing of a supporting current collector grid (e.g. for OPV module applications), depending on
the sheet resistance of the transparent electrode. The grid has to guarantee a relative efficiency
loss for the total cell smaller than 1 % between two adjacent collector lines. Shadowing losses
are not considered.
larger than 600 nm, even for 150 nm thick layers. Consequently, more light can reach the
photo-active layers of an organic solar cell. All-vacuum processed small molecule organic
solar cells employing C60 and red absorbing F4-ZnPc as photo-active layer achieve a rea-
sonable power conversion efficiency of 1.53 % for illumination through a n-C60 top electrode
(200 nm thickness, 16 wt% doping).
However, equivalent circuit based simulations reveal that the lateral charge carrier trans-
port in n-C60 is only efficient over a few 100µm. Consequently, even our lab-scale solar
cells lose ≈ 50 % of their potential efficiency. This issue can probably be circumvented, if
a supporting current collector grid (e.g. randomly distributed metal nanowires) is used.
With a poor σdc
σac
ratio of 0.09, the best n-C60 electrode used here is still inferior to other
state-of-the-art electrodes (σdc
σac
> 100, see section 4.6). To replace e.g. ITO and fill the lack
of highly transparent and conductive top electrodes for organic devices (potentially roll-
to-roll processed, semi-transparent or deposited on opaque substrates), sheet resistances
lower than RS = 30 Ω/ are required, while the mean transmittance in the entire visible
spectral range should be higher than 85 %.
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Pulsed laser deposition of gallium
doped zinc oxide
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is an inexpensive, highly transparent, wide gap semiconduc-
tor. Upon extrinsic doping with aluminum or gallium, excellent conductivities
are achieved (RS < 20 Ω/),[195] raising this material to a very interesting
candidate for transparent electrodes of efficient organic solar cells. The stan-
dard deposition process of doped ZnO is sputtering on a heated glass substrate,
combined with a high temperature post treatment to improve the layer mor-
phology. During deposition, a comparatively high partial pressure of oxygen is
required, which strongly influences the layer conductivity (see section 4.4.1).
However, neither substrate temperatures over 100 ◦C nor oxygen rich atmo-
spheres are desired for top electrode applications, because both can harm the
sensitive organic materials. The same holds for the highly energetic sputter de-
position process, so that no organic solar cells employing ZnO as top electrode
have been reported so far. An alternative coating technique was found to-
gether with a collaboration partner: the semiconductor group of the university
Leipzig. They provide an outstanding expertise and sophisticated equipment
for pulsed laser deposition (PLD) of ZnO, a technique which allows the deposi-
tion of almost every oxide material or material combination without changing
its composition or stoichiometry. Therewith, doping of ZnO by aluminum (Al)
or gallium (Ga) in various doping concentrations can be easily realized.
In section 7.1, the PLD of gallium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Ga) electrodes on
organic material is optimized by varying the gas atmosphere in the PLD cham-
ber. The best electrodes are deposited on top of complete organic solar cells.
Section 7.2 presents the corresponding current-voltage characteristics and dis-
cusses the formation and origin of local short circuits. Finally, eclipse PLD is
used to successfully prepare efficient organic photovoltaic devices with ZnO:Ga
top electrodes (see section 7.3), which exhibit a similar performance compared
to reference devices with state-of-the-art metal top contacts.
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7.1 Electrode optimization on organic layers
The ZnO:Ga electrodes in this work are prepared by PLD, since it is not possible to obtain
conductive ZnO:Ga films by the thermal evaporation. However, the energy of pulsed laser
deposited particles is much higher than for thermal evaporation. So the setup has to be
carefully tuned to avoid damage to the organic material. Furthermore, PLD is a rather slow
method and coating on organic material was (also in Leipzig) a completely new approach.
The quality of the growing films is strongly dependent on a variety of process parameters,
e.g. laser intensity and pulse repetition rate, target composition, substrate material and
temperature, residual gases in the vacuum chamber, and the chamber pressure. In the past
decade, a careful optimization of all of these parameters led to high quality transparent and
conductive zinc oxide electrodes on glass and other inorganic substrates, having properties
comparable to ITO.[195] Although the best electrode performance is typically achieved with
Al, Ga has been chosen as dopand as it leads to a similar transmittance but better sheet
resistance if substrate heating and thermal post treatment are not an option.[286] Since the
laser induces a hot plasma on the target and the energy of the deposited particles on the
sample ranges from 1-10 eV - a little less than for sputter deposition but much higher than
for thermal evaporation - PLD is prone to damage the organic materials used in the solar
cells, if wrong process parameters are applied. Thus, in a first step (section 7.1.1), ZnO:Ga
is deposited on organic material under varying residual gas atmospheres and the influence
on the electrode performance and morphology is investigated. Section 7.1.2 summarizes
the findings for argon as chamber gas and different doping concentrations of Ga.
7.1.1 Residual gas variation
In this subsection, ZnO:Ga electrodes with a Ga doping concentration of 1 wt% are de-
posited by PLD on glass and organic material. The influence of different residual gases
and pressures in the PLD chamber on the electrode performance is investigated. Since
there is no quartz-crystal microbalance connected to the chamber, the film thickness is
controlled by the number of laser pulses. The optimized standard deposition process on
glass is carried out in oxygen atmosphere at a base pressure of 5 · 10−3 mbar, a pulse rate
of 25 Hz, and an energy of 600 mJ per laser pulse. Transmittance spectra and sheet resis-
tances of such ZnO:Ga electrodes are depicted in figure 7.1 a). On glass, 12500 laser pulses
led to a 180 nm thick ZnO:Ga electrode, showing an excellent mean transmittance Tvis in
the visible spectral range between 400 nm and 800 nm of 82.5 % (including the substrate)
and a sheet resistance of 17.2 Ω/. Both values are partially higher than for ITO and
emphasize the great potential of gallium doped zinc oxide electrodes for organic devices.
However, the deposition on organic material is more challenging. To mimic a complete
organic device, a 30 nm thick layer of the electron transport material MH250 n-doped with
W2(hpp)4 (7 wt%) is employed as organic substrate, which also represents the uppermost
layer in the solar cells used later (compare with section 7.2). Under identical deposition
conditions, the transmittance is drastically decreased to Tvis = 54.0 %, although only 5000
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Figure 7.1: Transmittance spectra, mean transmittance in the visible regime Tvis, layer thickness, and
sheet resistance RS of ZnO:Ga (1 wt%) electrodes deposited on glass and organic material
(n-MH250) under a) oxygen and b) nitrogen atmosphere, respectively. Also the pressure in
the deposition tool is varied. For comparison, the transmittance spectra of glass and ITO
are depicted. c) from left to right: Photograph of a 70 nm thick ZnO:Ga layer on a glass
substrate, partially pre-coated with n-MH250 in the center, with white background to visualize
its transmittance (T ); same sample on black background to visualize the reflectivity (R). SEM
micrograph of this ZnO:Ga layer on glass (1); SEM of ZnO:Ga on n-MH250 (2).
laser pulses are used, which corresponds to a reduced thickness of 70 nm. The transmit-
tance would be further decreased for increasing layer thickness. Additionally, this film is
not conductive at all. The reason is shown in figure 7.1 c). On the left side, two pho-
tographs of the same sample depict a 70 nm thick ZnO:Ga electrode deposited in oxygen
atmosphere under standard conditions on a 25 x 25 mm2 glass substrate, where the inner
20 x 20 mm2 are pre-coated with n-MH250. The leftmost picture shows the sample on a
white paper sheet, an easy but effective method to visualize its transmittance (T ). The
reflection (R) is illustrated on a black background. Both photographs reveal a milky and
rough ZnO:Ga layer on top of MH250, with strong scattering and unintended circular fea-
tures. The electrical contacts for van der Pauw sheet resistance measurements are also
visible.
On the right side, two SEM micrographs are shown: One high resolution scan of the
ZnO:Ga electrode on glass and one scan of ZnO:Ga on organic material with lower mag-
nification. On glass (1), a smooth, partially granular microstructure is observed, typical
for pulsed laser deposited ZnO:Ga, which enables a high electrical conductivity and opti-
cal transmission. In contrast, a very rough surface is measured on organic material (2),
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where the ZnO:Ga layer bursts and peels off. ZnO:Ga free areas are also indicated by the
rising transmittance below 400 nm wavelength (above the energy gap of ZnO). The mul-
titude of tortuous cracks causes significant scattering of light, hinders an efficient charge
transport, and explains the low film conductivity. Most likely, the energy input of the
deposited ZnO:Ga particles into the sublayer is too high, ”burning” the organic material
and changing its morphology. The highest energy input is expected at the center of the
sample, gradually decreasing towards the edges. This could explain the circular features
in the photographs. Another possibility is that the soft organic material cannot resist the
internal stress in the ZnO:Ga film, leading to an accelerated bursting.
To reduce the energy of the arriving ZnO:Ga particles, the chamber pressure is gradually
increased to 5 · 10−2 and 5 · 10−1 mbar, respectively. Thereby, the probability of scattering
on gas atoms and thermalization of the particles within the expanding plasma is enhanced,
while the layer thickness is reduced to 23 nm and 10 nm. Note that the laser ablation
itself is almost independent of the specific residual gas and pressure in the deposition tool.
Indeed, these ZnO:Ga electrodes exhibit a smoother microstructure and an improved trans-
mittance, comparable to Tvis of the layer on glass, but are still non-conductive.
Since oxygen is also known to degrade organic devices, the residual gas in the chamber is
changed to nitrogen (see figure 7.1 b)). At identical pressures as in the O2 atmosphere, sim-
ilar layer thicknesses and transmittance spectra are observed. Unfortunately, the deposited
layers remain non-conductive, although the crack formation is strongly reduced. Instead,
the ZnO:Ga layers on MH250 and glass are of brownish color, suggesting an unfavorable
material composition (please find photographs of relevant ZnO electrodes in the supple-
mental figure A.2). It is known from literature that the ZnO:Ga system is very sensitive
to the deposition conditions and oxygen can be partially released or replaced by nitrogen,
leading to a strongly reduced electron mobility.[195]
7.1.2 Deposition in argon and influence of gallium concentration
Since the pulsed laser deposition of a conductive ZnO:Ga electrode in oxygen and nitro-
gen was not successful, argon was employed as residual gas atmosphere in the deposition
chamber. With an atomic mass of 40 u, it is slightly heavier than O2 (32 u) and N2 (28 u),
respectively, leading to an improved thermalization of the plasma plume constituents. Fur-
ther, argon as noble gas is less reactive, which results in a reduced influence on the chemical
composition of the deposited material.
Figure 7.2 a) shows the transmittance spectra and sheet resistances of ZnO:Ga electrodes
deposited in Ar atmosphere. At a pressure of 0.005 mbar, a bursted and non-conductive
layer is observed, similar to the deposition in oxygen, and probably also the result of dam-
age from the highly energetic ZnO:Ga particles. Thus, the transmittance Tvis is low with
61.2 % for a 50 nm thick layer and 23.3 % for an electrode thickness of 180 nm. However,
after increasing the argon pressure by one order of magnitude to 0.05 mbar, an excellent
mean optical transmission of 84.4 % for 30 nm and even 86.9 % for 60 nm thick ZnO:Ga is
achieved. Additionally, the electrode layers are also conductive when deposited onto the
organic sublayers with a sheet resistance of 1438 Ω/ and 644 Ω/, respectively. A further
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Figure 7.2: Transmittance and sheet resistance RS of ZnO:Ga electrodes deposited on organic material
under argon atmosphere. a) Base pressure in the deposition tool and ZnO:Ga (1 wt%) layer
thickness are varied. b) Data for different doping concentrations. For comparison, the trans-
mittance spectra of glass, ITO and a standard metal top contact of 1 nm Al and 14 nm Ag are
depicted. c) from left to right: Photograph of a 60 nm thick ZnO:Ga (1 wt%) layer deposited
in argon on a glass substrate, partially pre-coated with n-MH250 in the center, with white
background to visualize its transmittance (T ); same sample on black background to visualize
the reflectivity (R). SEM micrograph of the ZnO:Ga layer on glass (1); SEM of ZnO:Ga on
n-MH250 (2).
increase in chamber pressure reduces the deposition rate but could not improve the layer
properties. The photographs in figure 7.2 c) show a very transparent and homogeneous
ZnO:Ga electrode (60 nm, 1 wt%) on glass as well as on organic material, indicating a neg-
ligible bursting of the layer. The SEM scans reveal a granular but uniform microstructure,
where no cracks are detectable. On glass, a similar morphology compared to the deposi-
tion in oxygen atmosphere is observed. The feature size is strongly increased on organic
material, indicating a different growth mechanism and a rough surface.
In case of inorganic substrates, a post annealing at elevated temperature of 400 ◦C - 600 ◦C
is known to improve the electrode microstructure and conductivity. On organic substrates,
such an annealing step is not possible without destroying the material. However, the con-
ductivity of the ZnO:Ga electrode can be significantly improved by an increased doping
concentration of Ga. Figure 7.2 b) shows the sheet resistance and transmittance of ZnO:Ga
films on n-MH250, deposited in Ar (0.05 mbar) from different targets with varying dop-
ing concentrations. 15000 laser pulses led always to ≈ 80 nm layer thickness. While at
1 wt% Ga a rather poor sheet resistance of 644 Ω/ is measured, RS is strongly reduced
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to 151 Ω/ and even 83 Ω/ for 3 wt% and 5 wt% doping with Ga, respectively. The
transmittance is slightly enhanced from 86.9 % to 87.2 % for 3 wt% Ga, but the introduc-
tion of more Ga leads to an increased light absorption and a reduced transmittance of
Tvis = 82.7 % for the 5 % sample.
In conclusion, argon at a base pressure of 0.05 mbar is identified as a suitable chamber
atmosphere for the preparation of highly transparent and conductive ZnO:Ga electrodes
on organic materials. The highest figure of merit is achieved for 5 wt% doping, resulting
in σdc
σac
= 77.3, which is comparable to other transparent electrode systems used for op-
toelectronic devices (compare with section 4.6). The calculations from section 6.4 show
that the electrical efficiency loss, introduced by such an electrode, is only 0.4 % on the
2.54 x 2.54 mm2 size of the solar cells studied in this thesis. Thus, the optical properties
of the ZnO:Ga electrodes become more important and further investigations are focused
on electrodes with 3 wt% doping, providing a lower conductivity but better transparency,
which should result in an improved photo-current and higher efficiency of the lab-scale
solar cells.
7.2 PLD of ZnO:Ga on organic solar cells
In this section, the ZnO:Ga electrode is transferred to a complete organic photovoltaic cell
and the influence of layer thickness and doping concentration is investigated. Particular
focus is on the reliability of the PLD process as it involves a temporary exposure of the
organic devices in air.
7.2.1 Validation of device preparation and influence of varying
deposition atmospheres
As mentioned in section 5.2, the PLD setup is not connected to a glovebox. Thus, the
organic solar cells had to be fitted to the chamber under ambient conditions, which might
lead to a reduced device performance. To keep the impact of the ambient atmosphere as
low as possible, the solar cell stack is slightly modified compared to section 6. F4-ZnPc
is replaced by ZnPc and the electron transport material is changed to MH250 n-doped
by 7 wt% of W2(hpp)4, which results in a significantly improved long-term stability of the
devices, also without encapsulation in ambient atmosphere.[126] The entire stack design is
depicted in figure 7.3 a).
Bottom electrode and organic stack are prepared in the Lesker tool at IAPP. Since the
ZnO:Ga top electrode is deposited at the semiconductor institute in Leipzig, the transport
of the solar cells in inert nitrogen atmosphere is a critical issue. To validate the influence
of sample transport and installation into the PLD chamber, several reference samples
with standard metal top contacts (1 nm Al and 14 nm Ag) are fabricated. At first, an
all-vacuum reference cell is prepared in the Lesker tool without breaking the vacuum.
Its current-voltage curve and characteristics are shown in figure 7.3 b). The open circuit
voltage (VOC) of 0.53 V and the fill factor (FF ) of 56.76 % are typical values for such a
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ZnPc:C60 cell, indicating that the device deposition was successful without any errors. The
short circuit current density (jSC) of 7.0 mA/cm2 is considerably high, but limited by the
moderate transmittance of the metal electrode (Tvis = 49.9 %, see figure 7.2 b)). Taking
all characteristic parameters into account, a power conversion efficiency of η = 2.12 % is
achieved. A second reference cell was produced without top contact, transferred into a
carefully baked, vacuum-suitable transport tube under nitrogen atmosphere (as all other
samples), and transported to Leipzig and back. After 48 hours in the nitrogen tube, the
sample has been finished by an identical metal electrode as the all-vacuum device. To
mimic the PLD process, a third reference cell was taken out of the nitrogen atmosphere
and placed in air into the PLD chamber. While another sample was coated in oxygen
atmosphere with ZnO:Ga, this reference was facing away from the target, which means
that it is not coated with material, but treated in the same ambient as the ZnO:Ga sample.
After the PLD process, all samples (including the air reference) are transferred back to
nitrogen atmosphere, to protect them during the transport to IAPP. The time in air which
is needed to install the samples in the PLD tool, evacuate the chamber, and transfer them
back to nitrogen after deposition is approximately 15 min. Back at IAPP, the air reference
device is also finished by a metal electrode.
As shown in figure 7.3 b), neither the storage in N2 nor the temporary treatment in air
have a significant influence on the reference device efficiencies, which vary with 2.18 % and
2.03 % within the measurement accuracy. Considerable changes are observed in the series
resistance, which is increasing from 48.5 Ω to 58.1 Ω when stored in N2 and to 72.2 Ω after
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Figure 7.3: a) Solar cell stack design, employing either pulsed laser deposited ZnO:Ga top electrodes of
varying thickness X and doping concentration Y or thermally evaporated metal reference
electrodes (1 nm Al + 14 nm Ag). b) Current-voltage curves and characteristic parameters of
solar cells using ZnO:Ga electrodes, which are deposited in O2, N2, and Ar atmosphere. For
validation of the sample treatment, three reference devices with metal top contact are shown.
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air exposure, as well as in the fill factor, which is slightly decreasing from 56.76 % to 55.8 %
and to 53.9 %. These trends indicate an increased recombination and the formation of a
small charge extraction barrier which probably results from an adsorption of gas molecules
at the organics-electrode interface or a partial degradation of the n-doped MH250 layer.
However, the sample treatment can be considered as reliable and not harmful, allowing in
principle the fabrication of highly efficient organic solar cells with ZnO:Ga top electrodes.
In addition, several devices were coated with 135 nm thick ZnO:Ga (3 wt%) electrodes. This
specific layer thickness was determined by optical simulations and represents an optimum
for the field distribution, shown in the appendix figure A.3 a). As expected from the
electrode-only investigations, the ZnO:Ga deposition in oxygen (0.005 mbar) and nitrogen
(0.05 mbar) atmosphere results in poorly conductive layers, dominating the series resistance
of the solar cells of 453 kΩ and 496 kΩ, respectively. Although the VOC stays almost
constant at ≈ 0.5 V, indicating a working solar cell stack, the power conversion efficiency
is zero, due to the highly resistive electrodes. In contrast, the promising deposition in Ar
atmosphere (0.05 mbar) leads to a low series resistance of only 37 Ω. However, the steep
and straight IV-curve indicates short circuit formation, leading to η = 0 %. That total
device failure was reproduced for a wide range of ZnO:Ga thicknesses (20 nm to 200 nm)
and doping concentrations (1 wt% - 5 wt% Ga)(not shown here). To get a better insight
into the short circuit formation, thermography and morphology investigations of the solar
cells with ZnO:Ga electrode are carried out.
7.2.2 Thermography and morphology investigations
Figure 7.4 (left) depicts a thermograph of a 2.54 x 2.54 mm2 solar cell, recorded with a
VarioTherm thermal imaging camera. The device architecture (shown in detail in figure
7.3 a)) employes a 135 nm thick ZnO:Ga top electrode (3 wt%), which was deposited in Ar
(0.05 mbar). During the 60 s measurement in darkness, the device was first operated at
10 mA in forward direction for 30 s and then turned off. This results in a current driven
heating and cooling of the sample, which is visualized as false color temperature differential
(∆T) plot. At the position of local short circuits, the current density is particularly high,
leading to a stronger heating compared to the surrounding area. Indeed, several of such
hot-spots are observed for the solar cells with ZnO:Ga top electrode, which are statistically
distributed over the device area and maybe caused by very large ZnO:Ga particles. No
clear trend for different layer thicknesses, doping concentrations, or chamber atmospheres
could be determined.
It is known from previous investigations that inhomogeneities in the laser profile or in the
composition of the target can cause a partial under-melting of the target material. Thus,
large and heavy particles - so called ”droplets” - with high kinetic energy are sometimes
detached form the target, which can chop through the entire organic stack and form a local
shunt. After the thermography measurement, the surface of a ZnO:Ga (80 nm, 5 wt%)
coated sample is investigated by scanning electron microscopy to detect such droplets. On
the right side of figure 7.4, two characteristic features are illustrated. The upper SEM
image (1) shows one of these larger particles with a diameter of ≈ 100 nm. Such droplets
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Figure 7.4: Left: Thermograph of an organic solar cell operated at 10 mA under forward bias. Local short
circuits lead to the formation of hot-spots. Right: SEM images of the ZnO:Ga electrode at
the positions of characteristic hot-spots. Droplets (1) with a size of ≈ 100 nm are statistically
distributed over the device area. Not all cause local short circuits. Particularly large hot-spots
can burn the organic material during the thermography measurement, leading to the formation
of non-conductive (dark) regions (2).
with sizes of 50 nm to 500 nm are frequently found on the entire surface and not all of
them lead to a short circuit formation. The lower SEM image (2) shows an unexpected,
very large dark spot of more than 1µm in diameter, which is located close to one of the
brightest hot spots detected on the sample. It is possible that a very high current density
in such a local shunt ”burns” the organic material and the ZnO:Ga on top, leading to the
formation of a non-conductive (dark) area. After this issue has been detected, a series of
attempts to protect the organic stack were carried out. First, the n-MH250 layer thickness
was increased from 40 nm to 80 nm and 260 nm with the aim to stop the droplets inside
the ETL. However, no trend towards a reduction of local short circuits has been observed.
Second, inorganic WO3 layers (5 - 20 nm) have been introduced on top of the organic stack.
Due to the strong covalent bonding of WO3 instead of weak van der Waals forces between
organic molecules, this material should provide a higher mechanical resistance against the
droplet penetration. However, this approach was also not successful, as shown in the
appendix figure A.3 b). Thicker WO3 layers are not possible because this material is not
conductive. In a third attempt, the first part of the ZnO:Ga electrode was deposited in N2
atmosphere at a high pressure of 0.5 mbar. Thermographs of such electrodes have shown
the lowest hot-spot density, probably due to an improved thermalization of the ZnO:Ga
particles. The deposition in nitrogen leads to low conductive layers and the electrode has
to be finished by a ZnO:Ga coating in Ar atmosphere. Unfortunately, again no significant
reduction in short circuit density could be observed. Finally, a promising technique was
found to block the heavy particles in front of the sample without drastically decreasing the
ZnO:Ga deposition rate: the eclipse PLD.
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7.3 Eclipse PLD
The intention of the eclipse PLD method is to block heavy particles which fly rather straight
away from the target, while very small particles in the PVD flux can change their direction
due to collisions with gas atoms in the atmosphere of comparable high pressure. Thus, a
circular shadow mask is installed between the ZnO:Ga target and the sample, as depicted
in figure 7.5 a). Directly on the target, the laser generates a brightly luminous plasma and
from an ablation area of approximately 5 mm2, a constant material flux is spread in all
directions. To protect the organic device (which is hidden in the picture behind a cover lid
of the sample holder), different shadow masks with varying diameter (17.6 mm, 19.4 mm,
and 21.1 mm) are alined between target and sample.
A shadow mask blocks all the particles flying straight to the sample. The mass of a 100 nm
droplet is too high for considerable scattering in the argon atmosphere (0.05 mbar), which
means it can not reach the sample behind the mask to cause any serious damage. In
contrast, smaller particles are significantly scattered during the thermalization process,
enabling a quite homogeneous deposition of ZnO:Ga behind the shadow mask, indicated
by the dotted lines. Thereby, the layer thickness is substantially decreased for a constant
pulse number, since a major part of the material is blocked (see in the appendix, figure
A.3 c)). While 17500 laser pulses without a shadow mask lead to 110 nm of ZnO:Ga on
the sample, 30000 pulses with a 19.4 mm mask in the material beam result in only 55 nm
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Figure 7.5: a) Photograph of the operating eclipse PLD setup, showing the aperture for laser incoupling,
the laser induced plasma on the ZnO:Ga target, the shadow mask, and the sample holder.
Heavy particles are blocked by the mask, while small particles are scattered behind the mask
and are able to reach the sample. b) Current-voltage curves and characteristic parameters of
organic solar cells with ZnO:Ga (3 wt%) top electrode, deposited in Ar atmosphere (0.05 mbar)
by eclipse PLD using different shadow masks. The pulse number was kept constant for all
depositions and adjusted to achieve a ≈ 120 nm thick ZnO:Ga layer (optimized by transfer
matrix simulations) using the 19.4 mm mask. For comparison, a reference device with a Al/Ag
top contact is depicted, which was also transported to Leipzig but stored in nitrogen.
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layer thickness. The deposition rate is thus reduced by a factor of 3.5 and the pulse num-
ber and therewith also the deposition time have to be increased to achieve a similar layer
thickness. If the standard PLD is replaced by eclipse PLD, the sheet resistance of the
ZnO:Ga electrode increases from 83 Ω/ to 224 Ω/. This can not be explained simply by
the reduced layer thickness, but also the material specific resistivity increases, suggesting
an unfavorable ZnO:Ga electrode morphology.
Figure 7.6 summarizes the influence of varying mask parameters on the optical and elec-
trical performance of a ZnO:Ga electrode, doped with 3 wt% Ga and deposited in argon
(0.05 mbar) on a 20 nm thick MH250 mimicking layer. With increasing diameter of the
shadow mask, less material is able to reach the sample and the film morphology is in-
fluenced. Consequently, the layer thickness is reduced as well as the sheet resistance and
transmittance are successively increased. Thereby, the transmittance is exclusively changed
below 600 nm wavelength and stays almost constant in the red and near infrared regime,
which agrees well to the vanishing extinction coefficient of ZnO:Ga above 600 nm. Addi-
tionally, the positions of mask and sample in the chamber were varied, while the mask
diameter was kept constant at 19.4 mm. If the target-mask distance is decreased from
50 mm to 45 mm, more material is blocked, the layer thickness is slightly decreased, and
the transmittance increases over the whole spectral range. In contrast, the shape of the
transmittance spectrum is significantly changed, if the mask-sample distance is increased
from 50 mm to 72 mm. Since the layer thickness is significantly increased for a larger mask-
sample distance, the spectral changes might be optical thin film effects. However, optical
simulations predict only minor changes for that specific thickness variations, possibly hint-
ing at a different film morphology. Correlated to the increasing layer thickness, RS and Tvis
are reduced. The best trade-off between electrode performance, sample preparation time,
and shielding of critical droplets was achieved for a target-mask and mask-sample distance
of 50 mm and 72 mm, respectively, which was selected for the solar cell preparation.
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Figure 7.6: Performance of ZnO:Ga electrodes (3 wt%, deposited by eclipse PLD in Ar at 0.05 mbar) for
varying shadow mask parameters. a) The mask diameter is increased from 17.6 mm to 21.1 mm,
while the position of the mask is kept constant. b) For a constant mask diameter of 19.4 mm,
the distance between target, mask, and sample is varied.
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Using the eclipse PLD technique, it is possible to produce efficient organic solar cells with
transparent ZnO:Ga top electrodes, as depicted in figure 7.5 b) for different shadow mask
diameters. Each device was coated with a ZnO:Ga (3 wt%) top contact in argon atmo-
sphere at a pressure of 0.05 mbar. A 17.6 mm mask is too small to protect the total device
area and local short circuits still limit the power conversion efficiency η to poor 0.3 %. In
contrast, the 19.4 mm mask can sufficiently shield the solar cell and no short circuits are
observed, resulting in an efficiency of 2.89 %. Installing a mask of 21.1 mm in diameter
leads to a strongly reduced efficiency of 1.55 %. The low fill factor of 38.86 % and the high
series resistance of 255 Ω suggests a limited charge transport in the ZnO:Ga electrode, as-
cribable to a reduced layer thickness and an unfavorable morphology.
For comparison, a reference device employing a metal top contact was prepared in the
same run. To improve the optical performance of the metal electrode, a 60 nm thick Alq3
capping layer was deposited on top of the solar cell, acting as an anti-reflection coating.
The best ZnO:Ga device and the reference sample show similar VOC of 0.55 V and 0.54 V
and no S-kinks, indicating a barrier free charge extraction from the n-doped organic elec-
tron transport material MH250 into the ZnO:Ga. Due to an excellent transmittance of the
ZnO:Ga layer, the short circuit current density of 10.56 mA/cm2 is significantly improved
compared to 9.14 mA/cm2 of the reference, pointing out the great potential of this elec-
trode material. However, the conductivity of ZnO:Ga is lower than that of metal. Thus,
the series resistance of 117 Ω is much higher and the FF = 50 % is considerably lower for
the ZnO:Ga solar cell compared to 20.5 Ω and 61.23 % of the metal reference cell. With
an efficiency of η = 3.04 %, the metal reference device is similar to the organic solar cell
with a ZnO:Ga electrode showing 2.89 % efficiency, rendering the ZnO:Ga as suitable top
electrode material.
For the first time, gallium doped zinc oxide has been successfully introduced as alternative,
low-cost, and transparent top electrode for organic solar cells. With eclipse PLD in ar-
gon atmosphere, a compatible, non-harmful deposition technique was identified, allowing
the preparation of highly transparent (Tvis = 82.7 %) electrodes with considerable sheet
resistance (RS = 83 Ω/). The organic photovoltaic devices prepared with this electrode
obtained a similar efficiency (η = 2.89 %) as a reference sample using a state-of-the-art
metal top contact (η = 3.04 %).[263] Fabrication of ZnO:Ga top electrodes in fast roll-to-
roll processes is still limited, because the eclipse PLD is a rather slow technique and the
films are (like all transparent conductive oxides) brittle and tend to break during bending.
Also the reproducibility of short circuit free devices is challenging, because the droplet for-
mation and movement in the chamber are statistical processes. However, with a σdc
σac
ratio
of 77.3 the PLD ZnO:Ga investigated here is in the range of other transparent electrode
systems used for optoelectronic devices. Furthermore, there is still space for improvement
of the ZnO:Ga electrodes and devices, considering the optimization of layer thickness,
deposition rate, and doping concentration.
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organic photovoltaics
Organic materials offer the potential for cost-efficient roll-to-roll manufactu-
ring of flexible, light-weight, and even semi-transparent devices. Although the
current standard transparent electrode ITO provides excellent properties in
light transmission and electrical conductivity, its brittle nature leads to cracks
upon bending (similar to other transparent conductive oxides), which decrease
the conductivity and may result in total device failure.[25] Furthermore, in-
dium is rare and expensive[287] and the organic materials suffer from nega-
tive effects of the typical sputter deposition process of ITO, when applied as
top-electrode.[26, 27] To fully exploit the potential of organic solar cells, an
alternative electrode material to ITO is necessary, which can combine a high
transparency and conductivity with an excellent flexibility and processability
on top of organic devices.
For that purpose, the thin film properties, growing behavior, and transmittance
phenomena of different metal layers in a dielectric/metal/dielectric electrode
system are investigated. In section 8.1, various metal thin films (Ag, Au, Cu,
Al, and Cr) are compared in order to identify the most promising candidates
for top electrode applications. A prominent substrate and layer thickness de-
pendency as well as the potential of a tailored capping layer on top of the metal
film are highlighted. Metal oxide interlayers are introduced as new materials
into the device stack. They can be used to define a neat interface between the
organic materials and the metal top electrode by preventing interpenetration.
These oxide layers also show a positive influence on the charge extraction and
stability of organic solar cells. While OPV cells with solitary ultra-thin metal
electrodes typically rapidly degrade under ambient atmosphere, illumination,
and electrical operation, the device lifetime can be remarkably improved by a
factor of 100, if the fragile metal film is embedded between two metal oxide
layers (presented in section 8.2).
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The wetting of ultra-thin silver films on the respective sublayers is studied and
optimized to achieve highly conductive electrodes for very low layer thicknesses,
which allow an improved transmittance. Thus, the thin film growth of silver
is investigated in section 8.3 for various sublayers of different surface energy.
With a high surface energy seed layer below the actual electrode, the optoelec-
tronic properties of thin silver films can be significantly improved, allowing the
fabrication of efficient top-illuminated OPV cells.
Finally, section 8.4 summarizes the results on Ca:Ag blend electrodes, which
show a unique microstructure and an extraordinarily high transmittance, supe-
rior even to ITO. Using such a blend layer as top electrode for organic solar cells
leads to increased efficiencies compared to bottom-illuminated ITO reference
devices. Combining an improved scalability due to a low sheet resistance and
an enhanced processing due to flexibility and applicability as top contact, the
Ca:Ag blend electrode is not only a promising alternative to ITO, but clearly
outperforms the current state-of-the-art.
8.1 Materials and concepts for transparent metal top
electrodes
A promising approach to fabricate high performance transparent electrodes is the applica-
tion of metal thin films, which can be deposited in the same inline vacuum system as the
organic materials. Metal layers are intrinsically flexible, highly conductive, and can be eas-
ily employed as top electrodes without damaging the organic material. However, all metals
are highly reflective and sufficiently conductive thin films of 20 nm to 10 nm thickness typi-
cally show only a moderate transmittance of 40 % to 60 % in the visible spectral range.[131]
To increase the transmittance and to improve the optical system of solar cell and electrode,
the metal layer is usually embedded in a dielectric/metal/dielectric (DMD) electrode sys-
tem, which is frequently used for optoelectronic thin film devices.[123, 146, 156] Depending
on the specific metal, substrate, temperature, or surfactants, different optical and electri-
cal properties of metal layers are observed.[28, 189, 197] On most substrates (e.g. glass,
oxides, organic materials), thermally evaporated metal tend to form isolated nuclei for the
first few nanometers, leading to a rough and non-conductive layer (Volmer-Weber growth,
see section 4.3.3). After further deposition, the percolation threshold is reached, which is
defined as equivalent thickness where the separate metal islands start to connect and form
a continuous and conductive film. Since a high optical transmission is required for solar cell
applications, the best trade-off between conductivity and transparency is typically close to
this transition point. Furthermore, isolated metal clusters and rough surfaces below the
percolation threshold are known to cause significant scattering of light and plasmonic exci-
tation, which drastically reduce the film transparency.[148] The improvement of ultra-thin
metal layers and their integration as top electrode for highly efficient organic solar cells is
the main subject of this thesis.
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8.1.1 Neat metal thin films
Figure 8.1 a) shows photographs of various metal layers in different sample configurations
to illustrate the wide range of metal thin film properties. Not all metals are thermally evap-
orable, but e.g. silver (Ag), gold (Au), copper (Cu), aluminum (Al), and chromium (Cr)
are materials which allow a reliable deposition process. For each material, 5 nm, 10 nm, or
20 nm thick films are deposited either directly on the glass substrate or on the organic hole
transport material (HTL) BF-DPB p-doped with F6TCNNQ (20 nm, 10 wt%). The organic
layer represents the topmost layer of a n-i-p solar cell and is used to mimic the surface of
a complete organic device and to ensure similar growth conditions for the metal films with
respect to top electrode applications. It is highly transparent (except a narrow absorp-
tion band between 320 nm and 410 nm), low conductive (RS > 108 Ω/), and exhibits a
smooth, amorphous morphology, which is almost independent from substrate and doping
concentration. Additionally, an organic capping layer (45 nm thick Alq3, also very trans-
parent and not conductive) is deposited on one half of every sample as an anti-reflection
coating to increase the transmittance through the electrode (compare with section 4.2.3).
Obviously, the different metal thin films exhibit individual colors and the noble metals
Ag, Au, and Cu are more transparent than Al and Cr. Some colors are known from the
bulk materials, e.g. copper is reddish and gold is more yellow, indicating a bulk-like thin
film morphology of these metals. In contrast, silver and aluminum show different thin film
optics, although both bulk materials look shiny silvery. The reasons for that are discussed
in detail in the following sections.
The mean transmittance in the visible spectral regime Tvis, the sheet resistance RS, and
the figure of merit σdc
σac
of all samples are summarized in table 8.1. Additionally, the cor-
responding transmittance spectra of 10 nm thick metals, without capping layer and grown
on BF-DPB:F6TCNNQ, are depicted in figure 8.1 b). A significant dip in all spectra is
observed at 370 nm, which results from absorption in the HTL. 10 nm thin silver appears
bluish, showing its maximum transmittance of 71 % at 420 nm. For higher wavelengths,
the transmittance is continuously decreasing down to ≈ 30 % in the near-infrared region,
leading to Tvis = 53.4 %. The maximum in transmittance for gold and copper (responsi-
ble for the color impression) is shifted to 570 nm and 600 nm, respectively, and similar
mean transmittance values of Tvis = 52.01 % and Tvis = 53.78 % are detected. Aluminum
and chromium show a drastically reduced mean transmittance of less than 20 %, which
is insufficient for high performance transparent electrodes, as defined in section 4.1. For
5 nm and 10 nm thick Ag, there is a pronounced difference in the color of the films grown
on glass or organic material, pointing out the importance of the substrate for the thin
film growth and morphology. In contrast, the 20 nm thick Ag layer shows a reduced sub-
strate dependency, indicating that comparable morphologies are formed and the film has
entered the bulk regime. The optical transmissions of gold, copper, and aluminum are less
dependent on the substrate, even for only 5 nm thick layers. Chromium exhibits nearly
no differences on both substrates, indicating a growth with lower tendency for clustering.
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These electrodes show a successively reduced mean transmittance with increasing layer
thickness, which is in good agreement with the Lambert-Beer absorption law (see equation
3.12). The only exception is silver on the organic HTL, which shows at 5 nm thickness
one of the lowest values in the sample series, while having almost the highest value at
10 nm thickness (Tvis = 39.61 % and Tvis = 53.4 %, respectively). It is assumed that the
film morphology drastically changes between 5 nm and 10 nm thickness, so that plasmonic
absorption is reduced and a higher transparency can be achieved.
Except for Cr, all of the 5 nm thick metal films are not conductive, neither on glass nor
on the HTL, suggesting that the percolation threshold is not yet reached and the layer
consists of isolated metal grains. Since localized surface plasmons are typically excited at
such metallic grains, the transmittance Tvis of 35-58 % of these ultra-thin metal films is
already much lower than Tvis = 83.0 % of 90 nm thick ITO. Cr forms a conductive layer
(RS ≈ 300 Ω/) due to an excellent wetting behavior. Hence, Cr is frequently used as
primer or adhesion promoter to improve the quality of subsequently deposited metal layers,
but is not suitable for organic solar cells due to its poor transparency. With increasing
metal thickness, the sheet resistance is strongly reduced for all materials. The electrical
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Figure 8.1: a) Photographs of Ag, Au, Cu, Al, and Cr thin films (5 nm, 10 nm, or 20 nm) on a white
background to visualize the transmittance. The metals are either deposited directly on the
glass substrate or on 20 nm thick BF-DPB doped with F6TCNNQ (10 wt%), which is used to
ensure growth conditions similar to those on top of a complete organic device. The samples are
prepared with and without a 45 nm thick Alq3 capping layer. This anti-reflection capping is
used to improve the sample transmittance. b) Corresponding transmittance spectra for 10 nm
thick metal films on the BF-DPB substrate and without a capping layer.
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thickness 5 nm 10 nm 20 nm
substrate material Tvis RS Tvis RS σdcσac Tvis RS
(%) (Ω/) (%) (Ω/) (%) (Ω/)
Ag 49.07 - 34.24 89.76 2.9 24.44 1.98
Au 58.22 - 45.49 12.76 30.5 30.83 2.99
on glass Cu 58.79 - 52.32 8.58 57.3 25.99 2.51
Al 47.91 - 17.42 60.72 2.2 4.31 4.22
Cr 34.75 301 14.05 77.90 1.4 6.96 55.4
Ag 39.61 - 53.40 8.80 58.0 26.96 1.93
Au 54.50 - 52.01 16.72 29.1 32.45 3.30
on HTL Cu 58.04 - 53.78 12.32 42.0 26.92 2.81
Al 42.71 - 20.12 99.10 1.5 5.32 4.71
Cr 35.46 348 15.19 77.51 1.6 7.77 51.7
Table 8.1: Mean transmittance Tvis between 400 nm and 800 nm wavelength and sheet resistance RS of Ag,
Au, Cu, Al, and Cr thin films with a layer thickness of 5 nm, 10 nm, or 20 nm, on glass or the
hole transport layer (HTL) of doped BF-DPB, respectively. For the 10 nm thick metal films, the
figure of merit σdcσac is calculated. The most promising electrode material on the organic sublayer
is Ag, highlighted in blue, reaching the highest figure of merit.
performance of the metal electrodes on glass is typically superior to the layers grown on
organic material. However, this work focuses on top electrodes for organic devices. Thus,
the performance on the HTL is of higher relevance. A 10 nm thick silver layer reaches an
excellent sheet resistance of 8.8 Ω/, which is the lowest value of all investigated metals
at that thickness on organics and significantly below the lab-standard 32 Ω/ of ITO.
Also Au and Cu provide a low sheet resistance of RS = 16.72 Ω/ and RS = 12.32 Ω/ at
10 nm thickness, respectively. In contrast, Al and Cr do not reach the performance of the
noble metals, resulting in unfavorable sheet resistances above 70 Ω/. Although the sheet
resistance is further decreased to values below 5 Ω/ for metal thicknesses of 20 nm, the
transmittance is reduced to Tvis< 35 % for all metals, which does not fulfill the require-
ments for high quality transparent electrodes.
The majority part of light is not absorbed in the metal films but reflected back to the light
source. As discussed in section 4.2.3, a simple approach to reduce the reflection of light with
a certain wavelength λ (without changing RS of the electrode) is to use a dielectric capping
layer with a thickness d of λ/(4 ·n) on top of the metal. Figure 8.2 shows simulated trans-
mittance spectra of a 16 nm thick silver film for varying capping layer thicknesses. Alq3
(refractive index n of ≈ 1.8), which can be used as green emitter in OLEDs, is employed
as capping material as it provides a high transparency in the visible wavelength regime.
While the mean transmittance of the electrode without capping layer is only 35.89 %, the
optical transmission is successively improved with increasing Alq3 thickness, resulting in
a maximum Tvis of 51.69 % for a capping layer of 60 nm. This is a remarkable relative
transmittance enhancement of more than 44 %. For an increased capping layer thickness,
the condition of destructive interference for the reflected light wave is no longer satisfied
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Figure 8.2: Simulated transmittance spectra for a 16 nm thick Ag electrode (in bulk layer assumption) as a
function of the capping layer (Alq3, n= 1.8) thickness. Destructive interference suppresses the
reflection of light and the transmittance is increased. Thus, the peak of maximum transmittance
is red-shifted with increasing capping thickness and the mean transmittance between 400 nm
and 800 nm wavelength Tvis shows an optimum for 60 nm Alq3. Glass coated with 20 nm of
p-doped BF-DPB is used as substrate.
and the transmittance decreases. Figure 8.2 also illustrates that the capping layer concept
can be used to shift the transmittance peak of the electrode to the maximum spectral ab-
sorption efficiency of a specific organic solar cell. An improved optical transmission upon
introduction of a 45 nm thick capping layer of Alq3 is also observed for all metal layers in
figure 8.1 a), independent from the specific substrate.
With respect to a desired high transmittance and low sheet resistance on organic materi-
als, thin Ag, Au, and Cu films provide the best properties and are promising candidates
for transparent electrode applications. However, gold is too expensive to be used as neat
electrode material for a potentially low-cost mass production of OPV devices and will not
be further investigated here. In contrast, copper is a low-cost material providing sufficient
conductivity for thin layers, an early percolation threshold, and a weak substrate depen-
dency, beneficial for a reliable fabrication. However, extensive investigations (not included
in this work) reveal a limited performance of the Cu electrodes, inferior to Ag. Particularly,
the improvement by the application of the seed layer concept (presented for Ag electrodes
in section 8.3.1) is less pronounced and also blending with other materials leads to a lower
optoelectronic performance compared to silver blend electrode systems.[288] Furthermore,
thin Cu layers are prone to rapid degradation in ambient atmosphere, drastically reducing
the electrode and device lifetime.
In comparison, silver films are more stable and show the best optoelectronic electrode
performance on p-BF-DPB, resulting in a σdc
σac
ratio of 58.0 for a 10 nm thick layer, which
clearly outperforms the other materials. Hence, the focus of the following experiments is
to understand and to improve the properties of Ag thin films as well as the integration of
Ag layers as transparent top electrode for organic solar cells.
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8.1.2 Optimizing the silver growth by MoO3 interlayers
As depicted in figure 8.1 a), the optical properties of silver thin films are strongly depen-
dent on the substrate. A high sheet resistance suggests the formation of non-closed metal
films and isolated clusters for very thin layers. To gain a better understanding of the
optical and electrical properties, several Ag layers with thicknesses from 5 nm to 16 nm
have been prepared on p-BF-DPB (20 nm, 10 wt%) and investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Please find the detailed SEM study in the appendix A.4.3. Figure
8.3 a) shows the microstructure of a 5 nm and 12 nm thick Ag electrode. Indeed, 5 nm of
Ag is not enough to form a closed and conductive layer, but several separated metal islands
(typical for Volmer-Weber growth mode) are visible. These clustered layers suffer from a
resonant interaction of light and localized particle plasmons (LPPs, compare with section
4.3.2) which explains the poor optical performance of the 5 nm Ag electrode shown in fig-
ure 8.1. Besides the roughly circular Ag clusters, also elongated features are observable,
which can be attributed to the organic BF-DPB sublayer. From literature it is known that
during deposition, the silver can diffuse on and penetrate into the organic layer, forming
an intermixed organic-metal zone, which is detrimental for the device performance.[188]
Particularly the noble metals are prone to diffuse over long distances.[192] With increasing
silver thickness, the islands start to coalesce, the percolation threshold is reached, and a
highly conductive layer is formed. However, even 12 nm of Ag are not completely closed
(see figure 8.3 a)) and tortuous cracks as well as isolated clusters can still be observed.
Figure 8.3 c) shows the measured transmittance spectra and sheet resistances of 5 nm to
16 nm thick Ag layers as well as two simulated spectra obtained from a transfer matrix
model. The measured transmission through the 16 nm sample agrees well with the sim-
ulated curve, which assumes a flat, completely closed, and homogeneous film, indicating
that this layer has entered the bulk regime. But an average transmittance Tvis of 36.5 % is
not sufficient for highly efficient organic devices. With decreasing Ag thickness, a constant
increase in transmittance is predicted from the simulation, according to the Lambert-Beer
absorption law. However, the measured mean transmittance increases only for the 14 nm
thick layer to Tvis = 37.3 % and decreases again for thinner layers. A distinct minimum
evolves (e.g. at 570 nm wavelength for the 5 nm thick Ag layer shown in figure 8.3 c)), which
shifts to larger wavelengths with increasing Ag thickness and leads to a more pronounced
blue color impression. This transmittance dip can be explained by the Maxwell-Garnett
theory concerning the excitation of LPPs in nanoclustered metal thin films.[186] Metal
clusters or voids can significantly limit the optoelectronic performance of the electrode
and increase the amount of material needed to achieve a certain conductivity. Since such
clustered metal layers are undesired for electrode applications, a precise simulation of their
optical properties (in order to reconstruct their poor transmittance) is fruitless. Thus,
the Maxwell-Garnett theory has not been included in the transfer matrix model used to
simulate the transmittance spectra in figure 8.3 c). We therefore focused our efforts on
preventing this clustered growth entirely.
From the evolution of the sheet resistance, the percolation threshold is expected to be
between 5 nm and 8 nm. But also for thicker electrodes, residual isolated silver clusters can
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remain in the organic layer, which are not connected to the actual electrode film and can-
not contribute to the charge transport. LPPs can still be excited, although the electrode
already coalesces. Since the best electrode performance of metal thin films is typically
achieved close to the percolation threshold, it is critical to control the metal growth and
expand this narrow process window. It was found that a transition metal oxide interlayer,
introduced at the interface of Ag and the organic material, can prevent the interpene-
tration of both materials. Thermal evaporation of metal oxides is a challenging process,
because most of these materials sublime at very high temperatures or dissociate during
evaporation, so that no oxide is deposited on the samples and the pressure in the vacuum
deposition tool strongly increases. Suitable oxides allowing a reliable deposition are MoO3,
WO3, and V2O5. Generally, they exhibit high transparency in the visible spectral range
(Tvis > 80 % for thin layers below 20 nm) and a very low conductivity (σ < 10−6 S/cm),
allowing the application as dielectric materials in a DMD architecture. These oxides grow
ultra-smoothly on top of organic materials (see in the appendix, section A.4.1) and it is
assumed that also very thin layers of only 3 nm thickness are completely closed and ho-
mogeneous. A low work function of -5.8 eV for MoO3 and -5.5 eV for WO3 (measured with
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Figure 8.3: Scanning electron micrographs of 5 nm and 12 nm thick Ag layers deposited on a) 20 nm of
p-doped BF-DPB or b) identical organics topped by 3 nm MoO3. The simultaneous detection
of circular metal clusters and elongated organic features in a) indicates the interpenetration of
both materials, which is unfavorable for the optoelectronic performance of the electrode. With
MoO3 interlayer, the interpenetration vanishes. c) and d) show the corresponding transmit-
tance spectra and sheet resistances RS of 5 nm to 16 nm thick Ag layers on p-doped BF-DPB
and p-doped BF-DPB/MoO3 (3 nm), respectively.
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UPS) leads to a preferred hole transport. In combination with a Ag electrode, MoO3 shows
the best performance (see appendix A.4.2). Thus, this section will be focused on the ap-
plication of MoO3 as a template for silver deposition and its influence on the electrode and
solar cell stability.
Figure 8.3 b) shows the morphology of Ag deposited on a glass substrate which was pre-
coated with p-BF-DPB (20 nm, 10 wt%) and 3 nm of MoO3. For 5 nm thick Ag, discon-
nected metal islands are observed again. However, the size of the clusters is increased and
no organic features are detected, suggesting that the oxide layer acts as a protection layer
for the organic material and prevents the interpenetration of Ag. A film of 12 nm Ag grown
on MoO3 is still not perfectly closed but isolated parts have vanished completely. The cor-
responding transmittance spectra and sheet resistances are depicted in figure 8.3 d). The
simulated spectra with the 3 nm thin MoO3 interlayer are almost identical to the simula-
tions without MoO3, indicating a weak influence of this layer itself on the optical properties
of the electrodes. However, the silver growth on MoO3 is drastically changed and even the
16 nm thick electrode cannot be described by the bulk layer assumption of the transfer
matrix simulation. Compared to the silver films directly deposited on the organic HTL,
the transmittance below 600 nm is reduced for all Ag thicknesses, while above this wave-
length an improvement is observed, so that Tvis of 12 nm Ag is slightly enhanced to 37.3 %.
Also on MoO3, plasmonic interactions lead to the formation of a pronounced transmission
dip, which is located at 580 nm for all Ag thicknesses. Although a 5 nm thick Ag film is
also not conductive, the sheet resistance of all other Ag electrodes with a MoO3 interlayer
is significantly reduced in comparison to the electrodes directly deposited on p-BF-DPB,
particularly for very thin films. No material is wasted for disconnected metal clusters in
the organic layer and the percolation threshold is reached for thinner Ag films.
In summary, a thin metal oxide interlayer (such as 3 nm of MoO3) can be used to stabi-
lize and define the interface between the organic materials and silver by preventing the
penetration of metal into the organics. Consequently, the mean transmittance and sheet
resistance of the silver electrodes are improved, leading to a high σdc
σac
ratio of 107.3 for
a 14 nm thick film. In addition, the low work function of MoO3 is beneficial for charge
extraction from organic solar cells, which will be discussed in the next section.
8.2 OPVs with thin MoO3/Ag/MoO3 top electrodes
In the following, the silver electrodes on MoO3 are successfully used as transparent top
contacts for organic solar cells. Such top-illuminated devices are compared to identical
top-illuminated solar cells, which use a state-of-the-art metal top electrode of Al (1 nm)/Ag
(14 nm),[262, 263, 266] as well as to standard bottom-illuminated devices, employing com-
monly used ITO as transparent bottom contact. Furthermore, the long-term stability of
organic solar cells with silver top electrodes just above the percolation threshold is in-
vestigated, with respect to the influence of thin MoO3 layers below and on top of the
electrode.
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8.2.1 Solar cell characteristics for different transparent electrodes
The stack design of the investigated organic solar cells is changed from p-i-n to n-i-p (see
figure 8.4 a)) as the MoO3 layers used for the top electrodes are preferentially hole conduct-
ing. 10 nm of C60 n-doped with W2(hpp)4 (2 wt%) are deposited on a 100 nm thick, highly
reflective Ag bottom electrode, followed by 30 nm of C60 acting as electron transport layers
and additional absorber. The photo-active layer is a bulk heterojunction of ZnPc and C60
(1:1, 30 nm). Generated holes are transported to the electrodes via 5 nm of ZnPc and 40 nm
of BF-DPB p-doped with F6TCNNQ (10 wt%). The latter is exactly the same layer which
has been used for the electrode-only investigations. Next, either a 3 nm thick interlayer of
MoO3 or 1 nm of Al is deposited. Both are used as template for the subsequent silver de-
position and can prevent the penetration of Ag into the organics.[188]. Reference samples
without interlayer are also included. As shown in figure 8.3 c) and d), the highest mean
transmittance of the silver electrodes on p-BF-DPB as well as on MoO3 is achieved for a
14 nm thick Ag film. This thickness is also used for the solar cells here. The performance
of organic solar cells as a function of the metal layer thickness is presented in the appendix
in figure A.7 a). Finally, an Alq3 capping layer is used to improve the transmittance of
the top electrode. Optical simulations have revealed an optimum capping layer thickness
of 60 nm (see figure A.7 b)). With a careful optimization of ETL and HTL thickness, the
optical field distribution in the device (indicated by the dashed lines in figure 8.4 a)) is
maximized in the photo-active layers and minimized in the transparent metal electrode,
which further reduces the transmission losses.
The top-illuminated devices with MoO3/Ag and Al/Ag top electrode are compared to a
bottom-illuminated reference cell on an ITO (90 nm) electrode, using exactly the same
organic layer sequence, but an opaque, 100 nm thick Al top electrode. A direct comparison
to an ITO top electrode is not possible, because the deposition of ITO would damage the
organic solar cells below. Since ETL and HTL layer thicknesses are almost identical (40 nm
for the electron transport through C60 and n-C60 versus 45 nm on the hole transport side
for ZnPc and p-doped BF-DPB), the solar cell performance is assumed to be similar for
the different illumination directions.
The current-voltage curves and solar cell characteristics are shown in figure 8.4 b). The
open circuit voltage (VOC) is mainly determined by the energy levels of the absorber ma-
terials and remains constant at 0.51 V when the interlayer is varied. Also the saturation
(Sat) is rather unaffected by the variation of the top contact, because it is related to
leakage currents which are typically only dependent on the substrate roughness and the
morphology of the organic layers. Without an interlayer between the organic stack and
the silver top electrode, a significant “S-kink”,[121] a low fill factor (FF ), and therefore
the lowest power conversion efficiency of only η = 1.24 % suggest a limited charge extrac-
tion and increased parasitic recombination. This is most likely caused by the neat silver,
which can diffuse into the organic sublayers.[188] In this case, the Ag tends to form clusters
which are not connected to the rest of the electrode, traps some of the generated charge
carriers, and leads to an increased series resistance (Rseries) of the entire solar cell. In
contrast, the samples with a 3 nm thick MoO3 interlayer do not show such an “S-kink”,
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Figure 8.4: a) Stack design of organic top-illuminated n-i-p solar cells employing 14 nm thick thermally
evaporated silver top electrodes on different interlayers. b) Current–voltage curves and char-
acteristic parameters of organic solar cells with 14 nm thick Ag top electrodes under top-
illumination (AM1.5G, 100 mW/cm2, mismatch corrected). The solar cell without interlayer
shows a prominnt S-kink, hinting at increased recombination, which can be prevented by
MoO3 (3 nm) and Al (1nm) interlayers. The influence of an anti-reflection capping layer is
also investigated. Finally, solar cells with transparent metal top contact are compared to a
bottom-illuminated reference cell on ITO.
proving the shielding properties of the oxide. Hence, the hole collection is improved and
the fill factor strongly increases from 41.2 % to 53.2 %.1 The slope of the current density
in forward direction (which is indirectly proportional to Rseries) is much larger for these
samples, indicating a lower sheet resistance of the top electrode. The short circuit current
density of the MoO3 cell (jSC = 6.42 mA/cm2) is also increased in comparison to the device
with no oxide layer (jSC = 5.88 mA/cm2). This can be attributed to an improved trans-
parency of the thin silver electrodes and a lower number of isolated Ag clusters (limiting
the active area of the solar cells and the electrodes sheet resistance), which is in agreement
with the measurements presented in figure 8.3. The device optics are assumed to be rather
unaffected by the very thin and transparent MoO3 layer, as shown by the simulations in
figure 8.3. Consequently, the efficiency is significantly improved from 1.24 % to 1.74 % if
the silver electrode is deposited on MoO3.
1Note that the high resistivity of MoO3 limits the interlayer thickness. From a thickness optimization in
the solar cell stack, an oxide layer of only 3 nm is found to be thin enough to efficiently transport charge
carriers to the electrode (probably via tunneling) and also thick enough to form a closed layer which can
properly protect the organic materials.
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To increase the transmission through the top electrode, a 60 nm thick organic capping layer
of Alq3 has been deposited on top of the complete device. By adding the capping layer,
more photons can enter the photo-active layers and the short circuit current density is
strongly increased from 6.42 mA/cm2 to 8.83 mA/cm2. Additionally, the series resistance
and fill factor are positively influenced. Possibly, it is beneficial for the very thin and fragile
Ag electrodes to be covered by an additional layer, which may stabilize the Ag layer or
protected it against residual oxygen and water in the deposition tool and glovebox. In
total, the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell is further increased to η = 2.49 %
with 60 nm Alq3 as capping layer.
For comparison, a reference device using a state-of-the-art metal bi-layer top electrode
consisting of Al (1 nm)/Ag (14 nm) and an identical Alq3 capping has been prepared. The
open circuit voltage is identical to the VOC of the MoO3/Ag device and an almost equal
Rseries suggests a similar electrical performance of the top contact. A slightly lower short
circuit current density of 8.74 mA/cm2 and FF of 54.8 % is observed, probably due to an
increased photon absorption in the Al layer, a worse silver morphology, or less efficient
shielding against Ag penetration. Consequently, the new MoO3/Ag top contact equals
the performance of the state-of-the-art metal electrode, resulting in comparable solar cell
efficiencies of 2.49 % and 2.44 %, respectively. In comparison to ITO, the benchmark of
transparent conductors, the silver based electrodes are less transparent. Thus, the jSC and
efficiency of the solar cell on an ITO bottom electrode are still higher with 9.56 mA/cm2
and 2.68 %, respectively. However, the series resistance of the ITO reference device is sig-
nificantly higher (Rseries = 42.6 Ω) and the fill factor slightly lower (FF = 53.8 %). Both
suggest a higher sheet resistance of ITO compared to the silver electrodes and a less effi-
cient charge collection, disadvantageous for large-area applications. Upon upscaling, the
metal electrodes will probably perform better than ITO.
In this section, oxide/silver based electrodes are successfully introduced as transparent
top contacts for organic solar cells. The performance of neat silver films is significantly
improved by a 3 nm thick MoO3 interlayer between the organic stack and the metal elec-
trode, raising this new material combination to a performance level of current state-of-
the-art metal electrodes. Additionally, the MoO3 template shows a positive influence on
the long-term stability of the thin silver electrodes (discussed in the next section 8.2.2)
and potentially allows the application of previously unsuitable materials (e.g. Au) on top
of the organic layer stack to improve the Ag wetting and therewith the optoelectronic
performance of silver electrodes (see section 8.3).
8.2.2 Improved long-term device stability
Due to an unfavorable surface to volume ratio and the possibility of thermally induced
re-contraction (formation of metal clusters out of an initially smooth and closed elec-
trode layer) even at room temperature, ultra-thin silver layers are very susceptible to
degradation.[24, 126, 130, 289] Thus, their optical and electrical properties often rapidly
worsen during device operation. To investigate the stability of ultra-thin silver top con-
tacts for organic solar cells, 8 nm thick Ag electrodes (which are just beyond the percolation
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threshold) are deposited on top of an organic stack identical to the one shown in figure
8.4 a). MoO3 is used either as interlayer (3 nm thick) between the organic stack and the
silver top electrode, as capping layer (2 - 10 nm thick) on top of the entire device, or on
both sides, sandwiching the silver top electrode. At a thickness of 8 nm, the silver clusters
have just started to connect, which leads to a higher sheet resistance of the top electrode,
more plasmonic absorption, and finally to a reduced power conversion efficiency of 1.9 %
compared to solar cells with a 14 nm thick Ag electrode. However, such thin silver films
are preferred for long-term measurements, because even small changes in the electrode per-
formance are detectable, less interference with other device aging effects is expected, and
the influence of MoO3 is more pronounced. After encapsulation with a glass lid in inert
atmosphere and a first characterization, the solar cells are transferred to a custom-made
lifetime setup. It allows continuous illumination of the samples with white light of variable
intensity under controlled environmental conditions. In this study, 45 ± 2 ◦C and a light
intensity of 400 mW/cm2 (4 suns) are used to achieve accelerated aging.[126, 290]
Figure 8.5 a) shows the device efficiencies over time (for more than 2200 h), normalized to
the first measurement point. The device without any MoO3 layer degrades to 80 % of its
initial efficiency (T80) after 42 h, while the degradation is dominated by a reduced jSC and
FF (more information can be found in reference [131]). If a 10 nm thick MoO3 capping
layer is introduced, T80 increases to 85 h, suggesting a distinct protection effect on the
electrode. Although the degradation dynamics are different, the lifetime of the solar cell
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Figure 8.5: a) Normalized power conversion efficiency versus time for solar cells using an 8 nm thin Ag
top electrode and MoO3 layers at various positions (as interlayer below the metal electrode, as
capping on top of the metal, or on both sides sandwiching the electrode). Continuous white
LED illumination of elevated intensity (400 mW/cm2) and a temperature of 45 ± 2 ◦C allow
accelerated aging. To investigate the influence of a water permeation barrier of the oxide layers
on the lifetime, calcium corrosion tests are carried out in b). The calcium (60 nm) on glass is
encapsulated by a bare PET substrate (Melinex ST 504, 125µm) or PET coated with 10 nm or
90 nm MoO3 and its conductance is measured at 25 ◦C and 40 % relative humidity. A complex
diffusion fit is used to determine the water vapor transmission rates.[267]
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can be improved to T80 = 210 h, when the MoO3 (3 nm) is employed as interlayer, showing
that the interface between metal and organic layers is of high importance for the device
stability and plays a major role for degradation. The device which uses MoO3 as capping
(10 nm) and interlayer (3 nm) exhibits a strongly increased T80 of approximately 4500 h
(determined by linear extrapolation). This result is excellent considering the accelerated
degradation conditions. A similar but slightly smaller improvement in lifetime is achieved
with a 3 nm thick MoO3 interlayer and only 2 nm MoO3 as capping (T80 = 1950 h). Hence,
the electrode stability is mostly affected by the silver interfaces, which can be greatly sta-
bilized by thin MoO3 oxide layers, indicating an effective surface passivation.
The reasons for degradation of thin metal electrodes are usually oxidation or delamina-
tion. [28, 126] Both mechanisms are more pronounced if more oxygen or water is available
to react with the electrode. To investigate whether the oxide layers offer a considerable
permeation barrier against oxygen and water, MoO3 layers of 10 nm and 90 nm thickness
are deposited on PET (Melinex ST 504). The water vapor transmission rate (WVTR)
through these samples is measured with an electrical calcium degradation test. Important
fundamentals of this technique and the calcium-test setup are described in section 5.3 and
reference [267]. The results in Figure 8.5 b) show a decreasing conductance of the calcium
layer over time, while the slope is proportional to the amount of water passing through the
(coated) PET - the WVTR. Compared to the bare PET sheet, a 10 nm thick MoO3 coating
slightly improves the barrier performance from a WVTR of 0.76 g/(m2 d) to 0.70 g/(m2 d)
and the lag time increases from 1.3 h to approximately 3 h. However, the barrier perfor-
mances are weak and rather identical, even when the oxide layer thickness is increased to
90 nm. Considering these results, the assumption that the MoO3 layers protect the silver
electrode against oxygen and water for more than 1000 h can be excluded.
Another effect which might be considered is the cut-off filtering of near-UV light by the
MoO3 layers.[131] Although a reduction of UV light is certainly beneficial for the cell
lifetime,[290, 291] the degradation effect observed here is independent of UV light. This
can be deduced from the lifetime data in figure 8.5 a), where the device with a comparably
thick (10 nm) MoO3 capping layer has a much shorter lifetime than the solar cell with
an oxide sandwich of 3 nm MoO3 at the bottom side and 2 nm on top. The stabilization
effect could be explained by an interaction of the thin, sensitive silver electrode and the
MoO3, which passivates the metal surface against further reactions and probably prevents
oxidation, diffusion of silver, and maybe even delamination.
In conclusion, ultra-thin silver electrodes can be significantly stabilized if they are em-
bedded between two MoO3 layers. The lifetime of solar cells using MoO3/Ag/MoO3 top
electrodes has been enhanced by a factor of 107, resulting in T80 = 4500 h under acceler-
ated aging conditions (400 mW/cm2 and 45± 2 ◦C). The exact stabilization mechanism is
not completely understood, but it is assumed that an interaction between Ag and MoO3
passivates the metal surface for further reactions. Because of the remarkable long-term
stability, it is strongly recommended to employ the MoO3 sandwich for all further experi-
ments using thin silver top electrodes (in this thesis and beyond).
1Some text in this section is reprinted with permission from [131] (Copyright 2012, Wiley).
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8.3 The seed layer approach
8.3.1 Optimized microstructure of thin silver films by high surface
energy seed layers
A highly transparent and conductive electrode is of great importance for all optoelec-
tronic thin film devices and decisively determines their efficiency. As discussed above, the
deposition of ultra-thin silver layers by thermal evaporation is a promising approach to
fabricate high performance top electrodes for small molecule organic solar cells. However,
the wetting behavior of silver on most organic or oxide surfaces is unfavorable, resulting in
disadvantageous Volmer-Weber growth for ultra-thin films. The diffusion of silver particles
on organic or oxide surfaces leads to a low number of nuclei and pronounced nanoclusters
with a high surface roughness, causing plasmon excitations, increased light absorption in
very thin electrodes, and a low photo-current generation in the solar cell. Controlling the
wetting of silver on the substrate or underlying MoO3 layer is key to reduce the surface
roughness, shift the percolation threshold to lower film thicknesses, and consequently re-
duce the sheet resistance and increase the transparency of the electrode.
We have identified the surface energy as dominating parameter for the wetting process and
thus investigate different approaches to modulate the surface energy of the substrate layers.
Note that glass, PET as well as almost all organic and oxide thin films have a rather low
surface energy < 0.2 J/m2 compared to Ag (1.25 J/m2).[202, 203] Focus of this section is the
introduction of an ultra-thin metal seed layer of only 1 nm thickness2 between the MoO3
layer and the silver electrode to increase the surface energy of the substrate and to influence
the growth conditions for silver. As seed layers calcium (Ca), aluminum (Al), or gold (Au)
with a surface energy of 0.5 J/m2, 1.15 J/m2, or 1.5 J/m2 are used, respectively.[203] To in-
vestigate the transmittance, sheet resistance, and morphology of such seed layer electrodes,
several samples with a stack design as shown in figure 8.6 a) are prepared. The 20 nm thick
bottom layer of p-doped BF-DPB mimics a complete organic solar cell. MoO3 (3 nm) is
used below the metal bi-layer of seed (1 nm) and actual silver electrode (3 nm - 13 nm) as
template for the seeds and to improve the electrode stability (see section 8.2.2). On top,
45 nm of Alq3 is deposited as anti-reflection coating.
Figure 8.6 b) depicts the mean transmittance Tvis and the corresponding sheet resistance
RS for thin silver electrodes of varying thickness and different seed layers. Without a seed
1Some text passages and figures in this section have already been published and are reprinted with per-
mission from [187] (Copyright 2013, Wiley).
2Here, the designation ”seed layer” is preferred compared to the alternatively used ”wetting layer”, because
the metal films with a thickness in the range of only 1 nm are probably neither smooth nor closed. So
the thickness given here has to be interpreted in terms of nominal or equivalent thickness, indicating the
amount of material on the sample. However, the different materials provide a different nucleus or seed
density for subsequent silver deposition.
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Figure 8.6: a) Stack design of electrode-only samples with different seed layers (Ca, Al, Au). The layer
sequence is equal to the upper layers of the solar cells presented in the following section. b)
Corresponding RS and Tvis versus Ag layer thickness. 108 Ω/ defines the measurement limit
for RS and indicates a non-conductive layer. The mean transmittance Tvis presented here is
determined for samples without a capping layer.
layer, low sheet resistances are achieved for thicknesses above the percolation threshold,
which is reached at 8 nm Ag, but the transmittance is limited to ≈ 40 %. Thinner silver
films exhibit a higher transparency, but are not conductive and thus not sufficient for elec-
trode applications. The mean transmittance is generally enhanced with the seed layers,
particularly for Ag films thicker than 5 nm. Also the percolation threshold is shifted to
lower film thicknesses. While the electrodes on Ca and Al seeds form a closed and con-
ductive layer already for 7 nm Ag thickness, the Au seed shows the best performance and
allows conductive Ag electrodes down to a remarkably low thickness of only 3 nm, indicat-
ing a very smooth and early coalescing thin film. Furthermore, the optical transmission
through the Au/Ag electrodes is the highest among this sample series.
To better understand the enhanced performance of the seed electrodes, the Ag film mor-
phology has been investigated by scanning electron microscopy (see figure 8.7 a)). Silver
films of 7 nm thickness are exemplary illustrated, because this thickness is close to the per-
colation threshold of the samples using a Ca, Al, and no seed layer. Figure 8.7 b) shows the
corresponding transmittance spectra and sheet resistances of the top electrode-only sam-
ples with 7 nm silver and an Alq3 capping on various seed layers. The drop in transmittance
at 370 nm is caused by the absorption of BF-DPB. For comparison, the transmittance and
sheet resistance of a 90 nm thick ITO layer on glass are depicted as well as a simulated trans-
mittance curve for the p-BF-DPB(20 nm)/MoO3(3 nm)/Au(1 nm)/Ag(7 nm)/Alq3(45 nm)
stack. The simulation has been calculated by a transfer matrix approach assuming per-
fectly homogeneous and flat layers.
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When 7 nm of silver are directly deposited on MoO3 without any seed interlayer, island-
like unconnected silver clusters are formed again, which prevent charge carrier transport
(RS > 100 MΩ/). The origin of agglomeration is the Volmer-Weber growth mode and
Ostwald ripening of the island features, most likely caused by the low surface energy of
MoO3 (γ = 0.06 J/m2) compared to γ = 1.25 J/m2 of silver.[202, 203] Thus, the cohesive
force of silver is stronger than the substrates adhesive force, leading to a formation of
bulky, elevated silver islands during deposition from initially homogeneously distributed
silver particles. The separate silver clusters show diameters of 40 nm to 80 nm, smaller
than the wavelength of visible light, causing particle plasmon resonances and undesired
absorption in the film. The low transmittance of the neat silver film without seed layer
(Tvis = 45.85 %) is attributed to such plasmonic losses and the increasing extinction coef-
ficient of silver at higher wavelengths.
The introduction of a calcium seed layer with γ = 0.5 J/m2 reduces the difference in
surface energies between substrate and silver. Thus, the driving force for the dewetting
behavior is decreased, the silver film grows more uniformly, and the reduced sheet resis-
tance of 10900 Ω/ indicates the formation of first percolation paths. Since there are still
many tortuous cracks and isolated clusters, the electrical conductivity is limited and sur-
face plasmon resonances are still observed, resulting in a decreased transparency in the
red and near-infrared region. However, Tvis is slightly improved to 47.73 %. The sur-
face energy of aluminum (γ = 1.15 J/m2) is very close to the surface energy of silver
(γ = 1.25 J/m2).[203] Hence, the theoretically possible energy gain due to silver agglom-
eration is reduced and an almost closed film is observed, as suggested by the lower sheet
resistance of 106 Ω/. Also the mean transmittance increases to 59.58 % with an alu-



















































Figure 8.7: a) SEM images of 7 nm thick silver layers deposited on p-doped BF-DPB (20 nm)/ MoO3
(3 nm) and various, 1 nm thick seed layers (Ca, Al, or Au) with different surface energies γ. b)
Corresponding transmittance spectra and sheet resistances of these 7 nm thick Ag layers. For
comparison, a sample with 90 nm ITO on glass as well as a simulated transmittance spectrum
of an ideally closed and smooth Au(1 nm)/Ag(7 nm) electrode are depicted.
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minum seed layer. However, small cracks and brighter structures in the scanning electron
micrograph hint at a rough surface which still cause some electrical and optical losses.
In contrast, the 7 nm thick silver film deposited on a 1 nm thick gold seed layer ex-
hibits a very smooth and continuous microstructure. Since the surface energy of gold
(γ = 1.5 J/m2) is higher than γ of silver, it is energetically more favorable for the silver
atoms to attach to the gold seeds than to agglomerate, indicating the transition to a Frank-
van der Merwe growth mode. The wetting of silver is remarkably improved, resulting in a
very low sheet resistance of 19 Ω/. Furthermore, plasmonic absorption of photons is sup-
pressed in such a smooth, closed metal film, leading to a strongly broadened transmittance
peak and an improved Tvis of 78.05 %. This transmittance curve can be almost perfectly
fitted by transfer matrix calculations, which assume an ideally homogeneous and smooth
Ag morphology. Between 540 nm and 640 nm wavelength, the transmittance (showing a
peak value of 83 % at 580 nm) is even higher than for ITO and also the sheet resistance of
the Ag electrode on the Au seed layer is lower than the 32 Ω/ of the ITO reference.
Due to strong changes in the microstructure, the transmittance and conductance of silver
thin films in a DMD multilayer structure increase with increasing surface energy of the
seed layer. The excellent wetting of silver on high surface energy seed materials such as
gold enables smooth and conductive films down to 4 nm metal layer thickness. Hence, a
double layer of 1 nm gold and 7 nm silver exhibits a remarkable σdc
σac
ratio of 135.2, which is
even higher than for the ITO used in our lab (125.2), showing the great potential of thin
metal electrodes for top electrode applications on organic solar cells.
8.3.2 Metal seed layer top electrodes for OPV
The most promising electrode, employing 1 nm gold as seed layer and 7 nm silver as con-
ducting film, is successfully used as transparent top contact for small molecule organic solar
cells. To achieve higher efficiencies and to demonstrate the full potential of the seed layer
electrodes, the device stack is slightly changed, compared to the solar cells in section 8.2.1.
The major difference is in the photo-active bulk heterojunction (see figure 8.8 a)), where
the standard ZnPc was replaced by F4-ZnPc (a more efficient absorber material), the layer
thickness was increased to 65 nm, and the substrate was heated to 95 ◦C during deposition,
according to a state-of-the-art device architecture.[292] Consequently, the ETL and HTL
thicknesses have been adjusted, to (re-)optimize the optical field distribution. The metal
bi-layer top electrode is embedded between two thin MoO3 layers to benefit from the im-
proved stability. Such top-illuminated devices are compared to similar bottom-illuminated
reference samples with an ITO electrode on glass and a 100 nm thick Ag layer as top elec-
trode. Further information about the performance of organic solar cells with thin silver
top electrodes using the other seed layers is given in the appendix (section A.4.5). Four
identical samples of each device architecture are fabricated to ensure reproducible results.
The current-voltage curves and characteristic parameters presented in figure 8.8 b) are the
averaged values. Similar to previous results, the series resistance (Rseries) of the solar cell
with thin silver top contact (26.5 Ω) is lower than for the ITO reference device (39.7 Ω),
indicating that the high conductivity of the metal electrode shown above is conserved on
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Figure 8.8: a) Stack design of solar cells employing 7 nm thick silver top electrodes on a gold seed layer.
b) Current-voltage characteristics of a top-illuminated device using a seed layer top electrode
of Au(1 nm)/Ag(7 nm), compared to a bottom-illuminated solar cell with ITO contact. The
values given in the legend are mean values of four identical solar cells for each sample type.
Both architectures show similar efficiencies within the experimental accuracy. c) Corresponding
external quantum efficiencies (EQE) measured at short circuit conditions without additional
bias illumination. At 480 nm, a cavity mode appears for the device using the metal contact.
top of the complete solar cell stack. The main difference in the device performance is
reflected in the fill factor (FF ). With 60.3 %, the fill factor of the solar cell using the thin
metal top contact is strongly increased compared to 53.6 % of the ITO device. Possible rea-
sons are the lower sheet resistance of the Au/Ag electrode, the different exciton generation
profile, and eventually an improved electron collection by the thick Al bottom electrode,
while the hole collection is assumed to be similar because of MoO3 at the interface between
the organic layers and the top electrode. In contrast, the generated photo-current of the
ITO device, which is reflected in the short circuit current density (jSC) of 12.6 mA/cm2,
is considerably higher than the 11.7 mA/cm2 of the top-illuminated solar cell. The differ-
ence in jSC is attributed to the different transmittance spectra of the electrodes. Since
Tvis = 83.0 % of ITO is higher than the mean transmittance of 78.05 % of the thin silver
electrode, more photons can enter the device and create more charge carriers. The larger
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amount of free charge carriers is probably also the origin of the slightly increased open cir-
cuit voltage (VOC) for the ITO devices, caused by an enhanced charge-induced Fermi level
splitting in the bulk heterojunction. As suggested by the regular shape of the IV-curves,
the contacts between electrodes and organic materials are assumed to be Ohmic. However,
the interfaces of ITO/organics and Al/organics are different and maybe contribute also to
the differences in VOC . The process- and measurement-related relative deviations between
the four identical samples of each architecture are less than 5 % for all parameters. There-
fore, the measurement ranges are given only for the efficiencies. Analyzing the solar cells,
the power conversion efficiencies η of the bottom- and top-illuminated devices are almost
identical within experimental scattering. The organic solar cells using ITO as transpar-
ent bottom electrode exhibit an efficiency of 4.6± 0.2 % and the top-illuminated devices
with Au/Ag top electrodes achieve η= 4.7± 0.1 %. This documents that in-line processed
metal contacts are a promising alternative to ITO, in particular for top-illuminated or
semi-transparent devices. Since the bottom electrode is an opaque 70 nm thick aluminum
film, the performance of these solar cells is expected to be comparable even if other suffi-
ciently planarized substrates were used, e.g. flexible metal foils or polymer webs.
Figure 8.8 c) shows the corresponding external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) of the bottom
and the top-illuminated solar cells, recorded at short circuit conditions. The wavelengths
between 300 nm and 500 nm represent the current generation range of C60 and F4-ZnPc
efficiently converts photons into excited electrons from 550 nm to 750 nm wavelength. Ad-
ditionally, the considerable reflectivity of the thin metal top contact amplifies a cavity
mode, appearing at 480 nm, which leads to a strongly increased photon absorption in the
usually less efficient “green” spectral range. As suggested by the spectra of the electrode-
only samples, the transmittance of ITO is broader, leading to an enhanced EQE of the
ITO-containing device for wavelengths above 600 nm compared to the top-illuminated de-
vice, resulting in an improved short circuit current. It is important to note that the stack
architecture is optimized for a similar optical field distribution in the photo-active blend
layer for top and bottom-illumination. However, both samples are illuminated from oppo-
site directions and the photon flux in the pure C60 layer is different, causing the different
EQE response in the range between 350 nm and 400 nm. With a detailed stack optimiza-
tion especially for the top-illuminated device, taking the cavity mode into account, it is
assumed that the efficiency can be further improved.
Because of the excellent optoelectronic performance of the Au/Ag seed layer electrodes,
the solar cells employing such D(M)MD top contacts achieve 4.7 % efficiency, which is,
within experimental accuracy, identical to the efficiency of similar, but bottom-illuminated
reference solar cells with conventional ITO electrodes. It is shown that the multilayer
metal electrodes investigated here can replace ITO and fill the lack of high performing
transparent conductive top electrodes particularly for roll-to-roll processed organic devices
or devices on opaque substrates. The lower sheet resistance of the Au/Ag electrode and
the higher fill factor of the corresponding solar cells are promising properties, which will be
even more important and beneficial for large-area devices. Since the total metal thickness
of 8 nm is extremely low and thermal evaporation can be applied, also the material and
production costs for the Au/Ag electrodes are lower compared to ITO.[18]
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In the previous section, the wetting of pure silver electrodes on organic HTLs and metal
oxides has been optimized by the introduction of an Au seed layer with an increased surface
energy of 1.5 J/m2 compared to 1.25 J/m2 of silver. The application of seed layers with even
higher surface energies, e.g. Cu (1.8 J/m2) or Mo (3.0 J/m2) could not improve the electrode
properties further.[273] In contrast, it is assumed that the thermal co-evaporation of silver
and a complementary, more transparent material offers the potential for an improvement
of the electrode performance.
Here, ultra-thin calcium:silver (Ca:Ag) blend layers are investigated as highly transparent,
flexible, and conductive top electrodes for efficient organic photovoltaic cells, as depicted
in figure 8.9. Calcium has been chosen as blending material, because it provides the
lowest extinction coefficient (κ= 1.9 at a wavelength of 500 nm, [110]) and surface energy
(γ= 0.5 J/m2, [203]) of all available metals, maintaining a high, metal-like conductivity.
While other metal blend electrodes show a reasonable performance but could not exceed
the Au/Ag system,[293] the Ca:Ag blend film exhibits a unique morphology which leads
to a variety of novel and beneficial electrode properties.
Figure 8.9: Sample stack design of electrode-only samples (left) and complete n-i-p small molecule organic
solar cells (right). The electrode-only samples represent the upper layers of the solar cells and
are used to study microstructure, conductivity, and optical properties of the Ca:Ag blend layer.
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8.4.1 Characterization of Ca:Ag electrodes
Figure 8.9 (left branch) depicts the schematic stack design of the electrode-only samples.
On BF-DPB:NDP9 (20 nm, 10 wt%) and MoO3 (3 nm), different 1 nm thick seed layers are
deposited. The seed and 1 nm of pure silver are used to control the microstructure of the
Ca:Ag blend thin film in the mixing ratio of 2:1.3 Alq3 serves as anti-reflection coating. To
optimize the electrode performance, the seed layer material and the blend layer thickness
is varied. Figure 8.10 a) shows the transmittance spectra and corresponding sheet resis-
tances of 8 nm thick Ca:Ag electrodes, depending on the employed seed layer (1 nm of gold,
calcium, aluminum, or no seed). For comparison, the transmittance of glass as well as the
transmittance and sheet resistance of ITO (90 nm) and a 10 nm thick pure Ag electrode4 are
depicted. Another reference sample consists of successively deposited layers of 3 nm thick
pure silver4 and 5 nm thick pure calcium. Even without any seed layer, the Ca:Ag blend
electrode shows very high transmittance, in particular in the near-infrared region, which
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Figure 8.10: a) Transmittance spectra and sheet resistances RS of 8 nm thick Ca:Ag layers (2:1) deposited
on BF-DPB:NDP9 (20 nm, 10 wt%)/MoO3 (3 nm) substrates with 1 nm of varying seed layer:
Ca, Au, Al, or no seed layer. A capping layer of Alq3 (45 nm) is always used. For com-
parison, samples with identical sub- and capping layers but employing 10 nm of pure Ag4 or
successively deposited 3 nm Ag4 plus 5 nm Ca are depicted, as well as 90 nm ITO on glass. b)
Transmittance of Ca:Ag based electrodes of varying thickness, using an Al seed layer. c) Cor-
responding sheet resistance of the Ca:Ag electrodes depending on the layer thickness. None
of the transmittance graphs are substrate-corrected.
3Preliminary tests have revealed that a Ca:Ag mixing ratio of 2:1 leads to the best optoelectronic perfor-
mance of these layers.[294] A higher Ca content results in an improved transmittance but also in a strongly
increased sheet resistance. Ag-rich blend films show only a small deviation from pure Ag electrodes.
4Deposited on an Au(1 nm) seed layer to improve the thin film morphology.
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cannot be achieved by a simple successive deposition of a Ag and a Ca layer with a similar
amount of material (3 nm Ag4 and 5 nm Ca, respectively). RS of the metal blend layer is
283.3 Ω/, which is much lower than the 3000 Ω/ of the planar stacked sample. However,
it is still one order of magnitude higher than for ITO, limiting its usability with respect to
large-area applications. Introducing a gold seed layer reduces the transmittance by ≈ 10 %
without changing the conductivity of the film, suggesting an unfavorable microstructure
of the Ca:Ag blend layer. Also the calcium seed reduces the electrode transmittance, but
improves the sheet resistance to 89.2 Ω/. In contrast, the aluminum seed layer causes
the formation of a very transparent and conductive blend film, exhibiting a mean trans-
mittance Tvis of 84.3 % and a low sheet resistance of 27.3 Ω/. Such an electrode system
exceeds the performance of state-of-the-art metal [263, 276, 295] and metal blend [293]
electrodes and is even superior to the ITO used in our lab (RS = 32 Ω/, Tvis = 83.0 %).
Note that none of the transmittance spectra presented in this work are substrate-corrected.
Subtracting the optical transmission losses of the glass substrate leads to a transmittance
of the solitary Ca:Ag electrode system of T ∗vis = 93.0 %. In the spectral range between
500 nm and 800 nm, where the photon flux of the sun has its maximum, the Ca:Ag based
electrode exceeds the transmittance of ITO by up to 6.3 % (absolute), pointing out the
great potential of this electrode in combination with a solar cell. With a total thickness
(Al and Ag seeds + blend layer) of 10 nm, the Ca:Ag electrode system presented here
shows a similar sheet resistance compared to a pure 10 nm thick silver electrode4, while
having a drastically improved transmittance. The σdc
σac
ratio is 103.1 for the pure silver layer
(10 nm), 0.6 for the Ag(3 nm)/Ca(5 nm) stack, 125.2 for ITO, and remarkable 186.7 for
the optimized Ca:Ag electrode system (8 nm, 2:1, Al seed). Additionally, replacing two
thirds of the noble and expensive metal silver with the low-cost material calcium leads to
a significant reduction of material costs compared to bare silver or ITO.[287]
Figure 8.10 b) and 8.10 c) provide additional information about the thickness dependency
of the metal blend electrode system concerning transmittance and sheet resistance, respec-
tively. Although the 4 nm Ca:Ag blend represents the thinnest layer in this comparison, it
shows the lowest transmittance, suggesting a partially discontinuous film morphology. A
few isolated metal clusters probably lead to optical losses due to localized surface plasmon
excitations (see section 4.3.2, [123, 146]). A partially discontinuous film is also indicated
by the rather high sheet resistance of 193.6 Ω/. With increasing layer thickness, the film
completely coalesces and the transmittance is increased, showing an optimum at 8 nm.
Further material deposition leads to a reduced transmittance, as known from pure metal
films. However, the decrease in transmittance with increasing layer thickness is uncom-
monly small (resulting in Tvis = 81.6 % for 14 nm Ca:Ag) and cannot be explained by the
Lambert-Beer absorption law. Particularly in the red and near-infrared region, in which the
extinction coefficients of the single metals are high, an excellent transmittance is observed
for all Ca:Ag electrodes, suggesting an additional transmission phenomenon, only weakly
dependent on the layer thickness. A comparable behavior is known only from extraordinary
optical transmission through periodic aperture arrays in opaque metal films.[174–176] The
sheet resistance continuously decreases with increasing layer thickness up to 10 nm and
then saturates at values of around 18 Ω/.
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8.4.2 Structural investigations
In order to obtain further insight and a better understanding of the mechanisms behind the
excellent electrode properties, a series of microstructure investigations of the Ca:Ag based
electrode system (blending ratio of 2:1, thickness of 8 nm, deposited on an Al seed layer)
has been carried out. Figure 8.11 a) depicts a transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of
an electrode stack as described in figure 8.9, but on a carbon coated copper grid substrate.
A contrast-rich micrograph can be seen, displaying not a smooth, but nanoscale structured
film morphology with bright and randomly distributed features of 5 nm – 40 nm in diam-
eter. The cross sectional TEM of the same sample shown in figure 8.11 b) reveals that
the structures appear only in the Ca:Ag layer, hinting at a material or phase separation.
Dark colored nanoflakes (indicating a dense and crystalline material) are closely packed.
In between, some brighter (low density) areas are visible. The sample is probed by atomic
force microscopy (AFM), showing a similar structure size as in the TEM and a low root
mean square roughness of 1.2 nm (see figure 8.11 c)). As the nominal Ca:Ag layer thickness
is only 8 nm compared to the maximum height difference in the AFM image of 13.1 nm,
the bright areas are assumed to be empty holes in the blend film, reaching from the top
almost to the bottom. Consequently, the Ca:Ag electrode spontaneously forms a metal
network, including randomly distributed nanohole features and probably partially crys-
tallized grains. That result is strongly supported by energy-filtered TEM measurements
(EF-TEM), which will be discussed later. Since the lamella for the cross-sectional TEM
measurement is cut by a focused ion beam (FIB) to a thickness of 100 nm, being signifi-
cantly larger than the maximum feature size, it is not possible to discover entire holes in
figure 8.11 b). Figure 8.11 d) shows the electron diffraction pattern of the Ca:Ag contact
measured with the TEM. The visible rings indicate a polycrystalline film structure. Due
to the variety of possible materials (Ca, Ag, Al, their oxides and alloys, MoO3, or organic
compounds), it is difficult to assign the ring radii for a particular material or material
system. However, there are hints to nanocrystalline Ag, AgCa, Ag3Ca5, and CaO2 phases
in the blend layer. Additional X-ray diffraction measurements, shown in figure 8.11 e),
confirm the presence of a crystalline phase of pure silver, but pristine calcium could not be
detected. Even after an extensive literature review, the prominent peaks at low diffraction
angles cannot be assigned unambiguously but suggest material phases with a large unit
cell (e.g. Ag7Ca9 or various metal oxides).
Further investigations of the network microstructure are carried out by energy-filtered
TEM. Since electrons are subject to a characteristic, material-dependent energy attenua-
tion while passing through the sample, this technique allows a spatially resolved material
analysis on a nanometer scale. Figure 8.12 depicts scanning EF-TEM images of the Ca:Ag
blend electrode for the characteristic energy losses of Ag, Ca, C, or O interaction. Silver
forms a nanoporous network with many holes inside, but without any separated clusters.
The formation of crystalline silver percolation paths in the electrode layer might explain the
excellent conductivity even at low film thickness. In contrast, calcium is strongly accumu-
lated at the edges of the silver structures. Probably, the low surface energy of the initially
deposited Ca (or CaO2) is unfavorable for further silver deposition and subsequently de-
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Figure 8.11: In all subfigures, the microstructure of a Ca:Ag electrode (2:1, 8 nm) using an Al seed layer is
investigated. a) Top view transmission electron micrograph. b) Cross-sectional transmission
electron micrograph. c) Atomic force micrograph. d) Electron diffraction pattern. e) X-Ray
diffraction pattern.
posited silver particles diffuse to calcium-free regions.[123] Similar processes might force
the Ca to accumulate at the Ag interface of higher surface energy, suggesting a growth
model which most likely explains the material separation, the Ag network structure, as
well as the nanohole formation. The carbon signal in figure 8.12 c) represents the inverse
of the Ag distribution. Since carbon is present only in the substrate and the underlying
BF-DPB layer, it proves the assumption that the holes in the metal layer are empty and
extend almost down to the bottom. In contrast, the signal of oxygen is homogeneous and
low, hinting at a weak oxidation of the entire sample surface, which is not specific to the
Ca rich areas as would have been expected.
Such spontaneously formed silver nanostructures can enable an excitation of surface plas-
mon polaritons (SPPs) [172] and, since the metal thickness is extremely low (≈ 10 nm), a
strong coupling between SPPs on the front- and backside of the electrode is expected. A
similar phenomenon is known for periodically patterned nanoaperture arrays in optically
thick metal films, where a plasmonic coupling through the apertures allows extraordinary
optical transmission (EOT) in a narrow spectral range.[174–176] However, the apertures
in the Ca:Ag blend films presented here are irregularly shaped, randomly distributed, and
much smaller than the wavelengths of visible light as well as the usually reported FIB
milled holes of a few 100 nm. Thus, a novel broadband transmission enhancement ef-
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fect beyond the expectations from bulk material properties and thin film optics might be
observed here. Probably, an improved coupling of upper and lower side plasmons could
explain the extraordinarily high mean transmittance (T ∗vis = 93.0 %) of the Ca:Ag network,
particularly in the red and near-infrared region, where the optical constants of Ca and Ag
would suggest a lower transmittance.
Figure 8.12: Energy filtered transmission electron microscopy, colored and processed for optimal visibility.
Scans of an 8 nm thick Ca:Ag blend electrode (2:1) on Al seed, filtered by the characteristic
energy losses for an electron beam interaction with a) silver, b) calcium, c) carbon, and d)
oxygen atoms. A bright area indicates the presence of the actual material. The white circle
highlights a specific area.
8.4.3 Flexibility
To study its flexibility, the Ca:Ag blend electrode (2:1, 8 nm, Al seed) is deposited on a
plastic substrate (PET, pre-coated with 20 nm BF-DPB:NDP9 and 3 nm of MoO3) and
systematically bent several times, while the sheet resistance is measured for decreasing
bending radii (see figure 8.13). A SEM picture of the not yet bent sample at a magnification
of 10000 x shows a smooth, homogeneous film. The initial sheet resistance of this electrode
on PET is RS = 29 Ω/. First, the same sample is bent 50 times with a bending radius
of 65 mm and the electrode subject to tensile stress. Afterwards, the sheet resistance is
measured. This procedure is repeated with successively decreasing bending radius. Down
to a bending radius of 10 mm, no change in RS is detectable, showing the great potential
of these electrodes for roll-to-roll production. A further reduction of the bending radius
to 0.7 mm results in a slightly increased sheet resistance of RS = 42 Ω/. Finally, at a
bending radius of 125µm, which equals the thickness of the PET substrate, an increase
to RS = 122 Ω/ can be observed. The SEM reveals a formation of several long cracks
in the film perpendicular to the bending direction, hindering an efficient charge transport.
However, the excellent ductile properties of silver prevent a total failure even at this extreme
stress.
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Figure 8.13: Sheet resistance over bending radius of a Ca:Ag electrode (2:1, 8 nm, Al seed) deposited
on PET (Melinex ST 504, 125µm thick) coated with 20 nm p-doped BF-DPB. The sample
is bent 50 times for each bending radius (cumulative bending test). Two scanning electron
micrographs reveal a formation of long cracks perpendicular to the bending direction for a
bending radius of 125µm, causing a significant increase in sheet resistance. The black frame
highlights the range of bending radii typically used for roll-to-roll (r2r) production.
8.4.4 Organic solar cells with Ca:Ag top electrodes
The optimized Ca:Ag blend electrode is successfully applied as top electrode in highly ef-
ficient state-of-the-art small molecule n-i-p solar cells. The complete layer stack of these
devices is shown in figure 8.9 (right branch). The architecture is similar to the ones shown
in previous sections, apart from a few materials that have been changed for higher per-
formance. The first layer on the substrate is an opaque, 100 nm thick aluminum cathode.
ITO (90 nm) acts as transparent contact for bottom-illuminated reference devices, which
utilize a 100 nm aluminum layer as counter electrode on top. The high reflectivity of
aluminum creates a cavity in both (bottom- and top-illuminated) devices, which enables
improved light absorption. As electron transport layer, 30 nm of MH250 n-doped with
7 wt% of W2(hpp)4 is employed. 10 nm intrinsic C60 serves as electron transport layer
and additional acceptor followed by a 40 nm thick bulk heterojunction consisting of C60
and a methylated DCV-5T derivative, simultaneously evaporated with a weight ratio of
1:2. During evaporation of the bulk heterojunction, the substrate is heated to 95 ◦C. Next,
5 nm of intrinsic BPAPF is deposited. For efficient hole transport and injection, 15 nm of
BPAPF and 20 nm BF-DPB (both doped with 10 wt% NDP9) are deposited, followed by
3 nm MoO3. The MoO3 layer prevents the interpenetration of metal and organic material
during the subsequent electrode deposition process and leads to improved hole collection
properties.[131] An aluminum film of only 1 nm thickness combined with an additional
1 nm of silver acts as seed layer for the subsequently deposited calcium:silver blend layer
(2:1, 8 nm), which is used as anode. For good charge carrier extraction and Ohmic con-
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tacts, 1 nm of pure NDP9 or W2(hpp)4 are deposited at the interfaces between metal top
electrode/BF-DPB and bottom electrode/MH250, respectively. Finally, a capping layer
of 60 nm Alq3 is deposited to increase the transmittance of the metal electrode. The
top-illuminated devices with a Ca:Ag top electrode are compared to bottom-illuminated
reference samples with a standard ITO bottom electrode in figure 8.14. Four identical sam-
ples of each device type are fabricated to ensure reproducible results. Since process- and
measurement-related relative sample-to-sample variations are lower than 5 %, the device
characteristics of the best performing samples are shown in figure 8.14 a) and summarized
in the legend, while the error margin is only given for the efficiencies.
The open circuit voltage (VOC) of an n-i-p device is determined by the energy levels in the
bulk heterojunction and therefore similar for both devices at 0.95 V. As suggested by the
transmittance measurements, slightly more photons can enter the photoactive layers of the
solar cell through the metal blend contact, resulting in an increased short circuit current
density (jSC) of 12.31 mA/cm2, compared to 12.16 mA/cm2 for the ITO cell. The series
resistance of the devices (determined from the linear slope in forward direction) is strongly
reduced from 56.7 Ω to 38.2 Ω by replacing ITO with a metal electrode, indicating that the
excellent results of the electrode-only samples are conserved on top of the complete solar
cell. The reduced resistance is particularly advantageous for large scale OPVs, where its
Figure 8.14: OPV characteristics. a) Current-voltage curves and finger prints measured under AM1.5G
illumination (100± 1 mW/cm2). The top-illuminated devices with a flexible Ca:Ag top elec-
trode (2:1, 8 nm, Al seed) are compared to conventional bottom-sensitive devices with an ITO
bottom contact. For the efficiency, the measurement range of four identical solar cells for each
sample type is shown. b) External quantum efficiency (EQE) of the same samples, measured
at short circuit conditions without additional bias illumination. There is almost no shift in
the absorption peaks of DCV-5T-Me (at 600 nm) or C60 (at 350 nm), hinting at a similar
photon flux distribution in the top and bottom devices. At 460 nm, a cavity mode appears
for the device with the Ca:Ag contact.
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influence on the device performance is more pronounced. A higher electrode conductivity
also enables an improved charge carrier collection and reduced recombination, reflected
in an increased fill factor (FF ) from 59.64 % to 61.91 %. Taking all parameters into ac-
count, a remarkable power conversion efficiency of 7.2 % is achieved for top-illumination
through the Ca:Ag blend electrode, which is an improvement compared to the 6.9 % of
the bottom-illuminated standard device on ITO. This is the highest reported efficiency for
a top-illuminated small molecule solar cell so far. Combining improved scalability due to
a low sheet resistance and enhanced processing due to flexibility and applicability as top
contact, the Ca:Ag blend electrode is not only a promising alternative to ITO, but clearly
outperforms the current state-of-the-art. In particular, devices on opaque substrates and
flexible or transparent devices can be prepared without any drawbacks (see chapter 9).
Figure 8.14 b) shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the bottom- and top-
illuminated solar cells, recorded at short circuit conditions. Both devices show a high
EQE up to 80 % at a wavelength of 600 nm. The material specific peaks are almost iden-
tical for the different illumination directions, suggesting a similar photon flux distribution
in both devices, as intended by using the same film thickness for the electron and hole
transport layers. However, in the absorption range of DCV-5T-Me (between 400 nm and
700 nm),[45] the top-illuminated cell exhibits a slightly higher EQE, according to the im-
proved electrode transmittance. At 350 nm to 400 nm, the EQE of the ITO cell is higher.
Additionally, at 460 nm a cavity mode appears in the top-illuminated cell, which is ampli-
fied by a higher reflectivity and different optical constants of the metal blend compared to
dielectric ITO. Since the absorption probability of light which is trapped in such a cavity
is increased, the EQE is higher, the short circuit current is enhanced, and finally the power
conversion efficiency is improved. The cavity effect could be particularly advantageous for
complementary tandem or multi-junction devices.
In the previous sections, the performance of ultra-thin metal top electrodes was successively
improved by realizing ideally smooth and homogeneous layers and interfaces, which leads
to a transmittance approaching the theoretical Lambert-Beer limit. Here, microstructured
Ca:Ag blend films have been investigated, which use special processes to overcome the theo-
retical limits for the optical transmission and the sheet resistance. They can be employed
as excellent transparent and flexible top electrodes for highly efficient small molecule or-
ganic photovoltaic cells. In contrast to conventional semi-transparent metal contacts with
a similar sheet resistance, the electrode transmittance is drastically increased while the
material costs are reduced. Embedded between two dielectric layers and in combination
with a 1 nm thick aluminum seed layer, a Ca:Ag electrode with a thickness of 8 nm and a
blending ratio of 2:1 exhibits an extraordinarily high mean transmittance Tvis of 84.3 % and
a sheet resistance RS of 27.3 Ω/, both superior to our lab standard ITO (RS = 32 Ω/,
Tvis = 83.0 %). The σdcσac ratio of the optimized metal blend electrode reaches outstanding
186.7, the highest ever reported value for transparent electrodes on organic material. Ad-
ditionally, the presented electrode system is highly flexible, with a constant conductivity
down to a bending radius of 10 mm, showing the great potential of these metal electrodes
for fast, cost-efficient, reliable, and high-purity roll-to-roll processing. The origin of the
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superior performance is examined by microstructure studies. TEM measurements reveal
that – driven by a phase segregation – the silver in the blend electrode forms a partially
crystalline network. Randomly distributed nanoapertures in the film enable amplified plas-
monic coupling, maybe similar to EOT, but leading to a unique broadband transmittance
enhancement. Organic solar cells employing Ca:Ag films as top electrode show superior
current generation and charge collection and achieve 7.2 % efficiency, exceeding the 6.9 %
efficiency of bottom-illuminated reference solar cells with conventional ITO electrodes. It
is shown that the metal blend electrodes investigated in this study can replace ITO and
fill the lack of high performance flexible, transparent, conductive top electrodes, which
are particularly interesting for roll-to-roll processed organic photovoltaic cells, OLEDs,
semi-transparent devices, devices on opaque substrates, or photonic devices.
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All investigations in the previous chapters were carried out to develop a high
performance top electrode for organic solar cells, in order to replace the rigid
and expensive current state-of-the-art transparent electrode material ITO. With
the Ca:Ag blend, a highly transparent, conductive, and flexible electrode has
been found, which even provides superior optoelectronic properties compared
to ITO. The Ca:Ag blend can be deposited on top of organic electronic devices
without lowering the device efficiency. This allows the fabrication of organic
solar cells on virtually any sufficiently planarized substrate material, e.g. flex-
ible and transparent polymer sheets, robust and opaque metal foils, and even
back-plane electronics.
This degree of freedom offers attractive properties for novel applications of
highly efficient, flexible, transparent, and light weight organic solar cells or
OLEDs, e.g. for mobile energy supplies with solar cells integrated in our clothes,
power generating windows in cars and buildings, or flexible, transparent dis-
plays and lighting surfaces.
To illustrate the great potential of organic solar cells using the new Ca:Ag
electrode, semi-transparent OPV cells are presented in section 9.1 and flexible
solar cells are demonstrated on various substrates in section 9.2. The excellent
conductivity of the Ca:Ag contact also allows the fabrication of efficient mono-
lithic OPV modules (see section 9.3). The ideal module architecture for this
specific top electrode is investigated by a variation of number and area of the
corresponding sub-modules and compared to simulation results.
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9.1 Semi-transparent organic solar cells
Figure 9.1 a) shows three photographs of organic solar cells with different architectures.
On top, an ITO-free solar cell is depicted, using 100 nm Al as bottom contact and a top
electrode system of 8 nm Ca:Ag (2:1) on an Al seed and a 45 nm Alq3 capping layer. In the
center, a semi-transparent device with a 90 nm thick ITO bottom contact and an identical
Ca:Ag top electrode is shown. While the two transparent electrodes are difficult to identify
with the bare eye, the ”iapp” logo below this solar cell is still easily visible. The image
below presents a conventional opaque solar cell, which uses ITO as bottom electrode and
a 100 nm thick Al layer as top contact. All devices are prepared simultaneously with the
Lesker tool and use DCV-5T-Me and C60 as absorber materials in an identical organic layer
sequence as depicted in figure 8.9. The transmittance spectrum of the semi-transparent
device is depicted in figure 9.1 b). For wavelengths below 450 nm, the optical transmission
is strongly reduced due to the absorption of light in C60 and the transport materials, as
well as absorption and reflection at the top and bottom electrodes. From 450 nm to 700 nm
wavelength, the broad absorption peak of DCV-5T-Me is clearly visible, while for larger
wavelengths, the transmittance is high (> 60 %) and primarily limited by the electrode
materials. The resulting mean visible transmittance Tvis is 47.0 %. The CIE1931 color co-
ordinates are x = 0.33 and y = 0.34, close to the point of equal energy. This color neutrality
allows a high color rendering index of 90.1 and is ideal for window applications.
Figure 9.2 shows the current-voltage characteristics and the external quantum efficiencies
(EQEs) of a semi-transparent organic solar cell (measured on a black background), com-
pared to an opaque, top-illuminated reference device (which has already been discussed in
the previous section). For the semi-transparent cell, top and bottom-illumination are also
compared. The electrical performance is independent from the illumination direction, lead-
ing to an identical open circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.94 V and series resistance (Rseries) of 56 Ω
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Figure 9.1: a) Photographs of a top-sensitive (top), a semi-transparent (center), and a bottom-sensitive
(bottom) organic solar cell, which all use the highly efficient DCV-5T-Me:C60 (2:1) absorber
system and the stack architecture described in figure 8.9. The transparent top electrode is
Ca:Ag (2:1, 8 nm, Al seed), ITO is employed as transparent bottom electrode. b) Transmittance
spectrum of the semi-transparent cell and c) its color coordinates (CIE1931).
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(see figure 9.2 a)). Due to the application of two transparent electrodes with moderate con-
ductivity, Rseries of the transparent cell is significantly higher than for the opaque reference
(with Rseries = 38.2 Ω), which uses a highly conductive, 100 nm thick Al layer as bottom
contact. However, the bottom-illuminated opaque reference presented in figure 8.14 also
exhibits a series resistance of 56 Ω, clearly indicating that Rseries of the semi-transparent
cell discussed here is determined by the rather low ITO conductivity. The short circuit cur-
rent density (jSC) of the semi-transparent solar cell for bottom-illumination through ITO
(6.02 mA/cm2) exceeds the 5.40 mA/cm2 for top-illumination through the Ca:Ag electrode,
although the mean transparencies of both electrodes are comparable. It is assumed that
the different refractive index and the enhanced reflectivity of the Ca:Ag blend causes dif-
ferent device optics which results in an improved back-reflection at the metal contact and
increases the probability of light absorption in the second path through the photo-active
layers. Since the current density in the bottom-illuminated device is higher, the probabil-
ity for charge carrier recombination is increased, which could lead to the slightly lower fill
factor (FF ) of 62.43 % for illumination through ITO compared to 63.2 % for illumination
through Ca:Ag. Considering all the characteristic finger prints, the power conversion effi-
ciency (η) of the semi-transparent solar cells is higher for illumination from the bottom-side
(3.5 %) than for top-illumination (η= 3.2 %).
An efficiency of 3.5 % (almost half of the opaque reference cell) at a transparency of 47 % is
an excellent result and indicates that parasitic optical and electrical losses, introduced by
the two transparent electrodes, can almost be neglected. Moreover, this is one of the high-
est reported efficiencies for semi-transparent solar cells with Tvis> 40 % so far. In figure
9.2 b), the corresponding external quantum efficiencies are shown as well as the transmit-
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of an either top or bottom-illuminated semi-transparent organic solar cell and an
opaque top-illuminated reference device. a) Current-voltage curves and characteristic values
measured under AM1.5G illumination (100± 1 mW/cm2) and on a black background. Both
devices use Ca:Ag top electrodes (2:1, 8 nm, Al seed). b) Corresponding external quantum
efficiencies (EQE). To understand the variations in the EQE spectra for the different illumina-
tion directions of the semi-transparent cell, the transmittance spectra of ITO and Ca:Ag are
presented.
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tance spectra of ITO and the Ca:Ag electrode system. Since ITO is more transparent
below 480 nm wavelength, the EQE of the semi-transparent solar cell is higher for illumi-
nation from the bottom-side and through the ITO than for top-illumination through the
Ca:Ag blend. In contrast, the EQE of the top-illuminated solar cell exceeds the bottom
EQE for wavelengths above 480 nm due to a superior optical performance of the Ca:Ag
electrode. The EQE of the semi-transparent cell reaches 50 % of the EQE of an opaque
reference device, which is the theoretical maximum considering the photon loss due to the
transmittance of almost 50 %. The reference device shows an additional peak in the EQE
at 460 nm, which can be attributed to a cavity mode. While this peak is still observed
for bottom-illumination of the semi-transparent device, it completely vanishes in the top-
illumination spectrum. That observation emphasizes a prominent reflection of light at the
Ca:Ag back electrode, in contrast to a low reflection if ITO represents the back contact.
From the EQE and the transmittance spectrum, this semi-transparent solar cell would be
a perfect candidate for a tandem structure with an infrared absorbing partner junction, to
harvest also the IR photons while keeping the visible transparency constant.
9.2 Flexible solar cells
Another promising application for the Ca:Ag electrodes are flexible devices, which are
particularly interesting for potential markets. For that purpose, the high performance so-
lar cell stack shown in figure 8.9 is deposited on several completely different substrates.
Glass serves as reference substrate and allows a comparison of the results achieved here
to the previous studies. Furthermore, a planarized PEN sheet (Teonex, 125µm thick) is
used as transparent and flexible substrate. As all polymers, PEN provides a rather low
barrier against the permeation of water and oxygen, which would lead to a rapid device
degradation. To guarantee a reliable sample handling and a negligible impact of water
contamination during the device characterization, the PEN sheets have been coated with a
20 nm thick Al2O3 barrier layer grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 90 ◦C in ozone
atmosphere. Such an encapsulation is thin enough to preserve flexibility and shows a very
low defect density, providing a water vapor transmission rate down to ≈ 10−4 g/(m2 d) at
25 ◦C and 50 % relative humidity.[296]
As a third substrate, a 127µm thick (opaque) stainless steel foil is investigated. Such foils
combine high flexibility and mechanical stability in terms of robustness against stress, strain
and pressure. Additionally, they show an excellent intrinsic barrier performance against
moisture and other gases, rendering the metal foils as ideal substrates for high throughput
roll-to-roll production of long-term stable organic devices and therefore as very interesting
for an industrial device production in the future. However, for production reasons, the sur-
face of such steel foils is rather rough (rms roughness > 100 nm, measured with AFM on
an area of 200 x 200µm2), which hinders the fabrication of organic devices on top without
introducing local short circuits. Furthermore, the conductivity of the complete metal sub-
strate is critical for device structuring, separation of the top and bottom contacts, and the
monolithic connection of solar modules. In order to planarize and passivate the surface, a
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1µm thick PMMA layer has been dip-coated from solution on the metal foils (see appendix
A.5). The Al2O3 and PMMA coated substrates exhibit a higher roughness than the care-
fully cleaned standard glass. In order to decouple the solar cells further from the specific
substrate, a thermally evaporated spacer layer of MeO-TPD is introduced below the solar
cell stack. MeO-TPD is a transparent organic material and usually used as hole transport
layer in OLEDs. It grows smooth and homogeneously even for high film thicknesses over
250 nm.[297] Thus, it can flatten the different substrates and allows a more reliable device
preparation. The spacer layer thickness has been varied from 0 nm to 240 nm thickness
and the corresponding OPV cell performances are compared. As top electrode, the Ca:Ag
system (2:1, 8 nm, MoO3 + Al seed) is employed. The bottom electrode is either a 100 nm
thick Al layer or another Ca:Ag electrode (identical to the top contact), which allows the
fabrication of flexible, semi-transparent organic solar cells as shown in figure 9.3 b). Hence,
no ITO is used in this sample series. Two identical devices are prepared on each substrate.
One is encapsulated with a rigid standard glass lid, the other is thin film encapsulated
with another 20 nm thick Al2O3 barrier layer on top. However, the hot ozone atmosphere
during the ALD process corrodes uncovered silver in the top electrodes, so that only the
glass encapsulated samples could be evaluated.
The yield of efficient flexible devices is lower than on glass substrates and rather indepen-
dent from the spacer layer thickness. No short circuits are observed, suggesting a sufficient
planarization, but very high series resistances. Possibly the rigid device encapsulation is
less efficient on the flexible substrates, leading to a fast degradation of a few samples, or
the contacts delaminate or even tear up during contacting to the measurement equipment.
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Figure 9.3: a) Current-voltage curves and characteristic values for organic solar cells on different substrates
(glass, PEN, steel), measured under AM1.5G top illumination (100± 1 mW/cm2) through the
Ca:Ag top electrode (2:1, 8 nm, Al seed). b) Photograph of 4 flexible, semi-transparent, organic
solar cells with Tvis = 47 % and η= 3.11 % on a PEN substrate.
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The current-voltage curves and characteristic values of the best solar cells on the different
substrates and on different spacer layers are shown in figure 9.3 a). The glass reference de-
vice shows a reasonable VOC of 0.95 V and a saturation (Sat) of < 1.1, indicating a proper
rectification, low leakage currents, and indirectly a smooth substrate. Compared to the
reference cell presented in the previous section (see figure 9.2), the short circuit current den-
sity (jSC) and the fill factor (FF ) are considerably reduced to 10.23 mA/cm2 and 55.23 %.
The organic blend layer morphology is possibly changed towards a less pronounced phase
separation, limiting the transport of generated charge carriers, the fill factor, and also the
jSC . Preliminary tests reveal temperature deviations of 5 ◦C to 10 ◦C on the different
substrates under identical radiative heating conditions. To prevent a critical overheating
of the organic layers on the metal and PEN substrates (produced simultaneously to the
samples on glass), the substrate temperature during the deposition of the photo-active
bulk heterojunction has been reduced from 95 ◦C to 85 ◦C.[298] Consequently, the power
conversion efficiency (η) of the reference solar cell on glass reaches 5.39 %. It is assumed
that an individually optimized substrate heating can easily circumvent this issue and allows
the preparation of organic solar cells with similar efficiencies as presented in section 9.1.
The jV-characteristics of the organic solar cell on the planarized and permeation barrier
reinforced PEN substrate are similar to the reference cell on glass. The short circuit cur-
rent density (10.04 mA/cm2) and saturation (1.06) are comparable. While the fill factor
is improved to 60.5 %, the open circuit voltage is slightly reduced from 0.95 V to 0.93 V.
Nevertheless, the efficiency of the flexible solar cell (η= 5.66 %) even exceeds the reference
on glass, once again pointing out the great potential of organic devices and the Ca:Ag
electrode system. Although the semi-transparent solar cell on PEN shows an identical
transmittance spectrum as the semi-transparent OPV device on glass (shown in figure
9.1 b)) with Tvis = 47 %, the short circuit current density of 5.63 mA/cm2 is higher than
expected. Possibly, the two Ca:Ag electrodes create a stronger cavity, which is beneficial
for light trapping in the spectral region of high absorbance and efficiency of the photo-
active layers. VOC , FF , and Sat of the semi-transparent device are within the expected
range and the efficiency reaches η= 3.11 %. Note that the current in forward bias is limited
because of the employment of two transparent electrodes.
In contrast, the organic solar cells on passivated metal foil exhibit a modified jV curve.
The most striking difference is the strongly improved short circuit current density of
14.73 mA/cm2, which might result from an increased substrate roughness, substrate re-
flection or waveguide effects, an improved thermal response of the substrate, or a partially
increased active area. AFM investigations of the planarized metal surface (see appendix
A.5) reveal a root mean square roughness of 8.4 nm, which is much higher compared to
≈ 1 nm of the standard glass reference substrates. A rough substrate potentially enables
enhanced light scattering at the back electrode and an elongated second light-path through
the organic materials, increasing the probability for photon absorption. The active layers
of the cell adopt the substrate roughness, which could lead to an increased effective active
area, but also to increased leakage currents as reflected in a high Sat of 1.37 and lower
open circuit voltage (VOC = 0.90 V). Additionally, incident light next to the active area is re-
flected by the metal substrate and can be trapped in waveguide modes in the planarization
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layer, which are possibly incoupled into the organic solar cell. The thermal conductivity of
steel is much higher than for glass and PEN, possibly resulting in an increased substrate
temperature during the DCV-5T-Me:C60 blend deposition and an improved material sepa-
ration in the film, which can cause an enhanced jSC , but typically also leads to an improved
FF . In contrast, the low FF of 42.42 % observed for the solar cell on steel foil rather in-
dicates a poor charge extraction and increased recombination, possibly caused by a worse
rectification due to the high roughness. Another explanation for the unusually jV curve
could be that the active area of the solar cell is increased due to defects in the passivation
layer and residual conductive paths directly through the metal substrate. Probably, all of
these phenomena are present and competing in the solar cell on metal foil, explaining the
uncommon current-voltage characteristics. However, the achieved efficiency of η= 5.62 %
is promising and can compete with η of solar cells deposited on other substrates.
In summary, it has been demonstrated that the new degree of freedom in device architec-
ture, introduced by the flexible Ca:Ag top electrodes, allows the successful fabrication of
highly efficient organic solar cells on a variety of different substrates. It is demonstrated
that the utilization of rigid and expensive ITO is obsolete. An individual sample heating
during the deposition of the photo-active layers for each kind of substrate might further
increase the efficiency of the flexible devices. Furthermore, a transparent organic or in-
organic capping layer, which covers the entire sample, can protect the silver in the top
electrode during the thin film encapsulation via ALD.
9.3 Organic photovoltaic modules
The final goal for the research on organic solar cells and flexible, transparent electrodes is
the cost-efficient mass production of large OPV modules. So far, all presented devices are
prepared with an active area of 6.44 mm2, which is sufficient for scientific investigations
but by far not sufficient for practical applications. To show the full potential of the of
the Ca:Ag top electrode system (with a sheet resistance of 27 Ω/, which is even lower
compared to ITO), the solar cell area is upscaled and highly efficient organic solar modules
are fabricated. For that purpose, the DCV-5T-Me:C60 stack shown in figure 8.9 is used
to prepare solar cells with a width of x = 46.5 mm and a different lengths in y-direction
(see figure 9.4 a)). As bottom and top electrodes, 100 nm of Al and 8 nm of Ca:Ag (2:1, Al
seed) are used, respectively. Either 4, 5, 6, or 9 of these single cells are monolithically1 con-
nected in series, building up 4 solar modules with a similar module area of 19.1± 0.7 cm2.
Note that a voltage drop in the transparent top electrode along the y-direction limits the
electrical performance of the modules.
Before the experiments are carried out, the different modules are simulated with the
software already introduced in section 6.4. At first, the IV characteristics of the small
1A monolithic series connection of N solar cells is realized by directly contacting the top electrode of cell
n to the bottom electrode of cell n + 1 (n ∈ N<N). Thereby, the photo-generated holes in cell n and
electrons in cell n+ 1 recombine, leading to a low current density in the module and thus to low Ohmic
losses. The voltages of all single solar cells sum up to N · Vsingle cell.
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Figure 9.4: a) Photograph of an entire 15 x 15 cm2 sample carrying 4 OPV modules with either 4, 5, 6, or 9
single cells in monolithic series connection. The almost black color of the active areas indicates
the strong broadband absorbance of these devices. b) Sketch of the discretized device model,
which allows a spatially resolved simulation of the power conversion efficiency dependent on
single cell area and sheet resistance of the electrodes. c) Simulated single cell and module
efficiencies versus the number of subdivisions for a top electrode sheet resistance of 27 Ω. Also
electrical (Ohmic) and optical (shadowing) losses are plotted for each module architecture.
(6.44 mm2) top-illuminated solar cell presented in figure 8.14 are reproduced to identify
the crucial parameters for the module simulation (saturation current IS = 1.08 · 10−8 mA,
photo-current IPh = 0.79 mA, and ideality factor n = 4.8). As series resistance in the top
electrode mesh, 27 Ω is used, which corresponds to the measured sheet resistance of the
Ca:Ag electrode system. Secondly, the geometry of the specific single cells in each mod-
ule is simulated by discretization into five subcells (ideal Shockley diodes) per millimeter,
leading to an efficiency profile as sketched in figure 9.4 b). Using this model, the average
efficiency of each single cell can be easily determined as well as the module efficiency by
simple series connection of several single cells (see figure 9.4 c)).
If the module would consist of only one single cell with an area of 4.65 x 4.15 cm2, too large
current would be generated which cannot be efficiently transported by the transparent top
electrode with its limited conductivity. Thus, the Ohmic power loss in the top electrode
is larger than 70 % of the total generated power and the device efficiency is limited to
1.82 %. With increasing number of single cells, the single cell length decreases to guar-
antee a constant module area. For two single cells (each of a length of 19.5 mm), half of
the generated charges annihilate each other at the contact of bottom and top electrode,
leading to a reduced maximum current in the top contact, lower electrical losses of 37.74 %
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and an improved efficiency of the single cells to 3.82 %. Also the module efficiency strongly
increases to η= 3.60 %. However, this value is slightly reduced compared to the single cell
efficiency, because the cell division needs a certain area on the device, which cannot con-
tribute to the power generation and decreases the active module area. Since the modules
investigated here are deposited through shadow masks, the ”dead” area cannot be arbi-
trarily reduced and is limited to a length of 2.4 mm in y-direction. This defines a constant
shadowing loss of 5.8 % per cell division. The reason why the shadowing losses in figure
9.4 c) are not a straight line is that also the module area slightly varies with increasing
number of single cells. Shadowing losses are only relevant for module applications and
can be neglected to calculate the single cell efficiencies. Consequently, ηsingle cell gradually
increases with the number of subdivisions. For a module with 9 single cells, a cell length of
only 2.6 mm and a cell efficiency of 7.15 % is observed. This is almost equal to the 2.54 mm
and 7.2 % achieved for the small solar cells (square area of 0.0644 cm2) discussed in the
previous sections, although the device area here is strongly increased by a factor of 19 to
1.21 cm2. In contrast, the simulated module efficiency takes electrical and shadowing losses
into account and shows a well defined maximum of η= 5.14 % for a division into 4 single
cells. This optimum can be shifted to lower numbers of single cells by using electrodes
with a lower sheet resistance, or to higher numbers by using thinner ”dead” contact areas,
e.g. fabricated by precise laser scribing.
Figure 9.5 summarizes the experimental results for organic solar modules with 4, 5, 6,
or 9 single cells (see figure 9.4 a)), and an area of 19.1± 0.7 cm2. The layer sequence of
the solar module stacks is identical to previously discussed small solar cells shown in fig-
ure 8.14, while the substrate temperature during DCV-5T-Me:C60 deposition was 85 ◦C.
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Figure 9.5: Measured current-voltage curves and characteristic values for large organic single solar cells
(active area > 1 cm2) a) and monolithic solar modules (active area > 10 cm2) b), obtained
under AM1.5G top-illumination (100± 1 mW/cm2) through the Ca:Ag top electrode. It is
assumed that the low fill factors of all devices are not caused by an electrode malfunction, but
by an error during the deposition process of the ETL. The number of single cells in the module
is varied from 4 to 9.
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The current-voltage curve of one single cell from each module is depicted in figure 9.5 a).
Unfortunately, the n-dopand W2(hpp)4 ran out during device fabrication, leading to the
formation of a significant electrical barrier for electron extraction and a prominent S-kink
in all IV curves. Consequently, all fill factors are lower than 30 %, the saturation values
are increased, and the power conversion efficiencies are rather low compared to previously
shown solar cells of smaller area. However, this is a systematic error for this sample series,
which still allows a direct comparison of the different single cells and modules. While VOC
is not dependent on the solar cell area, the generated photo-current (observed for high neg-
ative voltages to overcome the electrical barrier) strongly increases with the active area. In
contrast to jSC , the current density at -2 V is constant at 9.1± 0.1 mA/cm2 for the different
single cell areas, scaling from 1.21 cm2 to 3.95 cm2 and even similar to the current density
of 10.23 mA/cm2 measured for the 6.44 mm2 device discussed in the previous section. Such
a constant current density indicates low Ohmic losses and a reliable charge carrier collec-
tion by the transparent Ca:Ag top electrode system over the entire solar cell area. Also
the low series resistance of 24 Ω for all devices suggests that the sheet resistance of the
Ca:Ag electrode is preserved on these large-scale devices. For high negative bias potential,
all IV curves flatten out and reveal low leakage currents. Although not all 24 single cells
have been characterized individually, no short circuits have been detected (even not on a
large area of 3.95 cm2). It is expected that an accurate n-doping could drastically improve
FF , Sat, and η and allows a better comparability of measured and simulated single cell
characteristics.
The series connection of several single cells increases the drawbacks introduced by the
failed n-doping, making a serious evaluation of the module data almost impossible. The
short circuit currents are strongly reduced to values below 3 mA/cm2 and very poor fill fac-
tors below 20 % are observed. The module’s open circuit voltage increases with increasing
number N of single cells, but could not reach the expected values of N · V single cellOC . From
these measurements, it is not clear if the voltage is reduced due to local short circuits in
one of the single cells or a cumulative formation of a counter field as a result of charge
accumulation at the extraction barriers. Consequently, the power conversion efficiency of
all modules is < 0.1 %, no clear trend for a varying number of single cells is observed, and
it is strongly recommended to rebuild this module series with accurate n-doping.
Despite the doping issue, a successful upscaling of efficient organic solar cells from 0.0644 cm2
to up to 3.95 cm2 has been demonstrated. Because of the unique optoelectronic performance
of the Ca:Ag electrode system, low Ohmic losses and high photo-currents could be obtained
even for the largest solar cells. Moreover, the module layout can easily be tailored to spe-
cific demands by changing the shadow masks for thermal evaporation of the electrodes and
organic stack. As shown in the previous sections, the Ca:Ag electrode also allows the fabri-
cation of efficient semi-transparent and flexible devices on varying substrates. In summary,
a high performance transparent top electrode is necessary to exploit the full potential of
organic solar cells. With the development of the Ca:Ag electrode system, an important step
towards a fast and reliable mass production of organic optoelectronic devices in various





In this thesis, novel concepts and material systems to prepare high performance transparent
top electrodes for organic solar cells have been investigated. The current state-of-the-art
material ITO provides excellent light transmission and electrical conductivity, but is also
brittle and expensive. Moreover, the standard deposition processes for ITO are known to
cause serious damage on top of organic materials, leading to a strong decrease in device
performance. To exploit the full potential of organic solar cells, alternative materials
are necessary, which can combine a high transparency and conductivity with an excellent
flexibility and cost-efficient processability even on top of organic devices. For that purpose,
four completely different approaches have been used: Highly doped fullerene C60 layers as
fully carbon based electrodes, gallium doped zinc oxide as low cost TCO top electrode
(deposited by eclipse PLD, a technique which is compatible with organic material), ultra-
thin and smooth metal multilayers, as well as metal blend thin films with a nanoscale
structured electrode morphology.
Fullerene C60 top electrodes
Fullerene C60 films, which are doped with W2(hpp)4 (short: n-C60), have been investigated
as top electrodes on organic solar cells. As all other organic layers prepared by thermal
evaporation in vacuum, the deposition of the C60 electrode does not harm the other mate-
rial layers below. Additionally, the interface is stable and no considerable energy-barrier or
refractive index mismatch is introduced between the electrode and the photo-active layers.
At first, the electrical and optical properties of single n-C60 layers are measured as a func-
tion of the doping concentration. A maximum conductivity of 4.97 S/cm is obtained for
a doping concentration of 16 wt%, which is a remarkably high value for small molecule
organic materials. However, at a layer thickness of 28.4 nm, this still corresponds to a
rather high sheet resistance of 21 kΩ/. The transmittance of C60 strongly increases with
increasing doping concentration. Apparently, the presence of dopant molecules changes
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the optical constants of the C60 film and the formation of a charge transfer state possibly
influences its absorption behavior. Consequently, a high transmittance over 70 % can be
observed in the red spectral region even for 150 nm thick layers. So n-C60 is a suitable
transparent top contact for red absorbing solar cells with a σdc
σac
ratio of 0.09. On an area of
3.1 x 3.1 mm2, ITO-free, all-vacuum processed, top-illuminated small molecule organic so-
lar cells with F4-ZnPc as photo-active layer and a stand-alone n-C60 top electrode (200 nm
thick, 16 wt% doping) achieve a reasonable power conversion efficiency of 1.53 %. Thereby,
a low fill factor of 30 % - 35 % suggests a limited charge extraction and considerable recom-
bination due to the high sheet resistance of the n-C60 layer.
In order to understand the limitations introduced to organic solar cells by non-ideal elec-
trodes, electrical device simulations based on a discretized equivalent circuit model are
carried out, revealing an efficient lateral charge transport in the n-C60 electrodes only over
a few 100µm. Consequently, even the lab-scale solar cells lose ≈ 50 % of their potential
efficiency. In comparison to more conductive electrodes, a narrow supporting current col-
lector grid is required for applications. However, for the first time, C60 was successfully
employed as top electrode for organic solar cells and presents an interesting alternative for
a variety of flexible, full-organic electronic devices.
Transparent and conductive gallium doped zinc oxide
Gallium doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Ga) came into focus because of its high transparency in
the visible wavelength regime and the higher electrical conductivity compared to n-C60.
Similar to ITO, it is a rigid transparent conductive oxide (TCO), but more abundant
and less expensive. In contrast to the typical deposition techniques for TCOs (sputter-
ing, e-beam deposition), which can cause damage to the organic materials, pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) is a compatible process that allows the deposition of ZnO:Ga even as
top electrode for organic solar cells. The standard coating process on glass substrates is
carried out in oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of 10−4 mbar, leading to an excellent and
very promising optoelectronic performance (Tvis = 82.5 %, RS = 17.2 Ω/). Under identical
processing conditions, but on organic material, the transmittance is strongly reduced to
Tvis = 54.0 % while the sheet resistance is > 108 Ω/. SEM images reveal the formation of
many cracks in the film and isolated ZnO:Ga microflakes, causing strong light scattering
and low conductivity. Obviously, the energy input of the deposited ZnO:Ga particles into
the organic sublayer was too high. The soft organic material is partially burned and yields
to internal stress within the ZnO:Ga film.
In order to reduce the energy of the ZnO:Ga particles and to circumvent negative influence
of oxygen on the solar cells, the chamber pressure was increased to 5 · 10−2 mbar and the
chamber atmosphere was changed to argon. Consequently, the layer cracking has been
suppressed and a conductive, highly transparent electrode (RS = 644 Ω/, Tvis = 86.9 %)
was achieved also on the organic substrate. By increasing the gallium doping concentration
from 1 wt% to 3 wt% and 5 wt%, the sheet resistance was gradually reduced to 151 Ω/
and 83 Ω/. In the latter case, the sample transmittance starts to decrease (to 82.7 %),
because of the high amount of metal in the ZnO film. Under these deposition conditions,
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optimized ZnO:Ga (3 wt%, 135 nm) electrodes were coated on organic solar cells. While
the optoelectronic performance of the electrode was preserved, the formation of local short
circuits has limited the power conversion efficiency of the devices. It is known that par-
tial under-melting of the target material can cause the detachment of heavy particles -
”droplets” - with high kinetic energy, which can penetrate the entire organic stack and
form local short circuits. SEM images have indeed shown several droplets, independent
from the ZnO:Ga layer thickness, doping concentration, or chamber pressure and atmo-
sphere, but not all have led to local short circuits. Organic and inorganic protection layers
were not able to protect the solar cells from short circuit formation. However, the heavy
particles moving along a straight-line trajectory could be successfully blocked by a shadow
mask in front of the sample. In contrast, small particles are significantly scattered in the
gas atmosphere of comparable pressure and therefore able to reach the area behind the
mask (eclipse PLD). Depending on the mask position and diameter, the formation of local
short circuits on the solar cells could be completely suppressed and devices with ZnO:Ga
electrode obtained a similar efficiency (η= 2.9 %) as a reference sample using a state-of-the-
art metal top contact (η= 3.0 %). The short circuit current density of the ZnO:Ga device
is higher than in the reference device, indicating a higher transmittance. The best σdc
σac
ratio of the PLD ZnO:Ga top electrodes investigated here is 77.3 and thus in the range of
other transparent electrode systems typically used as bottom electrode for optoelectronic
devices.
In summary, eclipse PLD in an argon atmosphere is a non-harmful deposition technique,
which allows for the first time the preparation of highly transparent and conductive gallium
doped zinc oxide electrodes on top of efficient organic photovoltaic devices.
Metal thin films
Although ZnO:Ga films (prepared by eclipse PLD) are cost-efficient and show a high op-
toelectronic performance, they are still inferior to ITO and lack in flexibility. In con-
trast, ultra-thin metal films offer an excellent intrinsic flexibility due to the non-directional
atomic bonds and the highest conductivities of all electrode materials. They can be easily
deposited on top of organic devices by thermal evaporation in vacuum, without damaging
the sensitive organic materials. However, metals are highly reflective and solitary thin
films with sufficient conductivity typically show only a moderate transmittance of 40 % to
60 % in the visible spectral range. Thus, various approaches to increase the transparency
of metal electrodes have been investigated.
A tailored capping layer is used to reduce the reflectivity of the metal top electrodes and to
optimize their transmittance for the specific organic absorber materials in the solar cells.
Among all metals, silver shows the highest conductivity and allows the fabrication of the
most transparent electrodes for layer thicknesses of only 10 nm - 20 nm on organic sublay-
ers. These properties render Ag as material of choice for further investigations. Thereby,
three key issues have to be solved: The penetration of silver into the organic materials,
the limited long-term stability of ultra-thin metal electrodes, and the poor wetting of Ag
on organic and oxide substrates, leading to island growth. Material interpenetration and
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the formation of a metal-organic mixed zone strongly limits the performance of an organic
solar cell, because isolated metal clusters can act as recombination centers, which reduce
the charge extraction and the fill factor. Additionally, such metal clusters are not available
for lateral charge transport (so the nominal electrode thickness has to be increased), but
can interact with light, lowering the transmittance of the electrode. Interpenetration can
be completely prevented by a thin metal oxide interlayer between the organic stack and
the metal top electrode. MoO3, WO3, and V2O5 have been identified as suitable materials
for that purpose. They are transparent, thermally evaporable, show an extremely smooth
growth, and can define a neat interface. It was found that a 3 nm thick layer is already
closed and builds a sufficient barrier against metal penetration during the electrode de-
position. Moreover, it is thin enough to guarantee an efficient tunneling of charge carries
through the insulating oxide. Their high work function > 5.4 eV is also beneficial for hole
extraction. The microstructure of thin silver films on top of metal oxides is significantly
changed, however, an island-like Volmer-Weber growth is still observed. In contrast to
WO3 and V2O5, a MoO3 interlayer can enhance the transmittance and sheet resistance of
a thin silver layer on organic material, leading to a high σdc
σac
ratio of 107.3 for a 14 nm thick
Ag film. This is a similar value as for state-of-the-art metal top electrodes using a metal
bi-layer of 1 nm aluminum and 14 nm silver. With a 3 nm thick MoO3 interlayer below a
14 nm thick Ag electrode, the power conversion efficiency of a top-illuminated organic solar
cell could be improved from 1.24 % for solitary silver to 1.74 %.
Due to an unfavorable surface to volume ratio, ultra-thin metal electrodes are prone to
rapid degradation under illumination and electrical operation. However, the electrodes can
be significantly stabilized if the fragile metal film is embedded between two very thin MoO3
layers (3 nm - 10 nm). Thus, the solar cell lifetime (T80) has been remarkably improved by a
factor of 107 to 4500 h under accelerated aging conditions of elevated illumination intensity
(400 mW/cm2) and temperature (45± 2 ◦C). Here, the oxide layers provide no additional
barrier against water vapor permeation. Instead, it is assumed that an interaction between
Ag and MoO3 passivates the metal surfaces for further reactions and stabilizes the thin
film morphology, which can suppress an unintended delamination and re-contraction of the
silver electrode.
Since the penetration depth of light into metal is rather low, a continuous silver layer
with a thickness below 10 nm would be beneficial for the transparency. To achieve highly
transparent and conductive electrodes in that thickness regime, the wetting of silver on
the respective substrates is crucial. However, the Ag growth on organic and oxide sub-
strates typically starts from separated nuclei and isolated islands are formed for the first
8 nm - 15 nm (Volmer-Weber growth). This leads to a strong plasmonic absorption as well
as the need of an unnecessarily high amount of material before the film coalesces and a
conductive electrode is formed. After an extended literature review, the surface energy was
identified as most important parameter, dominating the wetting process. Ag has a high
surface energy γ of 1.25 J/m2 compared to the substrate layers (most organic and oxide
substrates provide a γ < 0.2 J/m2, see table 5.1). We verified the strong influence of γ in
comparative studies and used this information to optimize the silver electrode morphology.
By introducing an only 1 nm thick seed layer below the silver electrode, with a higher
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surface energy than the substrate, the Ag wetting can be drastically improved. While cal-
cium (γ= 0.5 J/m2) and aluminum (γ= 1.15 J/m2) already lead to a more advantageous
Ag microstructure, a gold (γ= 1.5 J/m2) seed layer allows an almost perfect Frank-van der
Merve growth. Thereby, the percolation threshold is shifted to a very thin Ag thickness
and even a 3 nm thick Ag electrode provides a reasonable conductivity. For 7 nm of silver
on a 1 nm thick gold seed layer, an excellent optoelectronic performance with an average
transmittance of Tvis = 78.05 % and a very low sheet resistance of 19 Ω/ has been ob-
tained. The corresponding figure of merit σdc
σac
= 135.2 is even higher than the σ ratio of
our lab-standard ITO (125.2), showing the great potential of thin metal electrodes for top
electrode applications. For seed layer materials with a higher surface energy (e.g. copper -
1.8 J/m2, or molybdenum - 3.0 J/m2), no further improvement has been observed. In con-
trast, the optoelectronic performance of the Ag electrodes decreases again. It seems that
with Au, an ideal seed material for Ag was found, as both metals also show an almost iden-
tical lattice constant of 4.08 Å, which is beneficial to suppress surface diffusion.[192] The
optimized MoO3/Au/Ag/MoO3 electrodes are successfully transferred to top-illuminated
organic solar cells. The devices employing such D(M)MD top contacts achieve an efficiency
of 4.7 %, which is, within experimental accuracy, identical to the efficiency of similar (also
optimized), but bottom-illuminated reference solar cells with conventional ITO electrodes.
It is shown that the multilayer metal electrodes investigated here can replace ITO and fill
the lack of high performing transparent conductive top electrodes. The total metal thick-
ness of 8 nm is extremely low, no high temperature post annealing is required, and the
same thermal evaporation tools can be used as for the organic materials. Consequently,
the material and production costs for the Au/Ag electrodes are considerably lower com-
pared to ITO.[18]
The transmittance of the Au/Ag bi-layer electrode can be perfectly fitted by optical trans-
fer matrix simulations, assuming bulk material properties as well as completely closed and
homogeneous thin films. This indicates that the theoretical limit for the optoelectronic
performance of a pure silver layer is already reached. Further improvements with other
pristine electrode materials (e.g. copper or gold) could not be obtained. However, a broad-
band transmission enhancement effect beyond the limitations of bulk material properties
and thin film optics could be observed for calcium:silver blend layers in a mixing ratio of
2:1. Aluminum has been identified as optimal seed layer material for these blends, leading
to an extraordinarily high mean transmittance of Tvis = 84.3 % and a low sheet resistance
of only 27.3 Ω/. The σdc
σac
ratio is 186.7, which has not been reached for a top electrode
on organic material so far. The remarkable optoelectronic performance can be explained
by the unique microstructure of the blend. The different surface energies of Ca (0.5 J/m2)
and Ag (1.25 J/m2) lead to a material separation in the thin film. While silver forms a
polycrystalline, nanoporous but continuous network, which allows a high conductivity even
at very low film thicknesses, calcium is strongly enriched at the silver interfaces, prevent-
ing a coalescence of the Ag mesh. The holes in the film are randomly distributed and
5 nm – 40 nm in diameter. They probably enable a strong excitation of surface plasmons
and an improved coupling of these electron oscillations on the front and backside of the
electrode, similar to EOT, which can improve the electrode transmittance (particularly in
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the red and near-infrared region, where the optical constants of Ca and Ag would suggest a
lower transmittance). Thus, the Ca:Ag based electrode exceeds the transmittance of ITO
by up to 6.3 % in the spectral range between 500 nm and 800 nm, where the photon flux of
the sun has its maximum, pointing out the great potential of this electrode in combination
with a solar cell. Furthermore, the investigated electrode system is highly flexible, with a
constant conductivity down to a bending radius of 10 mm, which is particularly interesting
for roll-to-roll processing of organic devices. Top-illuminated organic solar cells employing
optimized Ca:Ag films as top electrode show a superior current generation, an improved
charge collection, and achieve an efficiency of 7.2 %. This value exceeds the 6.9 % efficiency
of bottom-illuminated reference solar cells with conventional ITO electrodes and defines a
new world record for top-illuminated organic solar cells. Thus, it is shown that the metal
blend electrodes investigated in this study are not only a promising alternative to ITO, but
clearly outperform the current state-of-the-art in terms of transmittance, sheet resistance,
flexibility, scalability, applicability as top contact, and even costs.
The Ca:Ag blend electrodes have also been successfully used to prepare solar modules,
semi-transparent solar cells, as well as devices on opaque and even flexible substrates. The
active area of an organic solar cell with a Ca:Ag top electrode was increased from 6.44 mm2
to 3.95 cm2 without decreasing the extracted photo-current density or introducing Ohmic
losses. Semi-transparent organic solar cells have achieved a power conversion efficiency of
3.5 % at a high mean transmittance of 47 %. Their color neutrality (CIE-x = 0.33, CIE-
y = 0.34) allows a high color rendering index of 90.1 and is ideal for window applications.
The new degree of freedom in device architecture, introduced by the flexible Ca:Ag top elec-
trodes, allows the fabrication of highly efficient organic solar cells on a variety of different
substrates. The efficiency of top-illuminated OPVs on transparent PEN sheets (η= 5.7 %)
and opaque metal foils (η= 5.6 %) can exceed the bottom-illuminated standard configura-
tion based on glass/ITO substrates (η= 5.4 %). Thus, the top-illuminated solar cells even
provide a superior potential compared to their bottom-illuminated counterparts.
In summary, the novel C60, ZnO:Ga, and metal based electrodes, which were introduced,
fundamentally investigated, and significantly improved in this work, clearly outperform
the current standards and have successfully been employed as transparent top contacts for
efficient organic solar cells. These electrodes potentially allow a fast and high throughput
roll-to-roll production of flexible, semi-transparent, and cost-efficient optoelectronic devices
(OPV, OLEDs, logic circuits, ...), independent from the specific type of substrate. Thus,




This work has presented a significant progress in the field of transparent top electrodes
for organic solar cells. Still, there are some open ideas and room for improvements. In
order to improve the optoelectronic performance of the C60 based electrodes, an electrode
system combining the n-C60 layer and a regular metal grating or a random Ag-nanowire
network could be used, possibly leading to σdc
σac
ratios comparable to other state-of-the-art
top electrodes.
The ZnO:Ga electrodes already provide an excellent transmittance and sheet resistance. It
would be interesting to combine the ZnO:Ga with a flexible matrix material in a multilayer
or even mixed architecture to see if this can improve its flexibility while maintaining the
transparency and conductivity. Additionally, an efficient way to keep the droplets away
from the samples or even totally avoid droplet formation during the deposition process,
which still allows high deposition rates, would be desired for a fast roll-to-roll production.
The metal electrodes presented in this work are always deposited on an organic sublayer
(BF-DPB) to guarantee identical growing conditions as on top of an entire solar cell.
However, BF-DPB and also the Alq3 capping exhibit a significant absorption in the spec-
tral range between 300 nm and 600 nm, which limits the maximum transmittance of the
electrodes. Other, dielectric materials could possibly further enhance the metal electrode
transmittance. Calcium is a highly reactive material and unstable in air. Alternative mate-
rials (e.g. magnesium) might lead to a similar morphology in a blend layer with silver and
be more stable, which would be beneficial for large-scale fabrication and device lifetime.
Finally, the investigated electrodes can be used for highly efficient (maybe transparent)
tandem- or triple-unit solar cells to further improve the efficiency.
The final goal is the commercial fabrication of long-term stable, flexible, large-area, and
highly efficient multi-unit solar cells. To achieve these at low costs and high throughput,
a roll-to-roll production on mechanically stable substrates with a high intrinsic barrier
against water and oxygen permeation is desired. The most suitable substrate for that pur-
pose is opaque metal foil, requiring top-illuminated device architectures. The transparent
metal top electrodes developed in this work are ready to use and inevitable for the success
of this new technology. I am convinced that in the near future, organic photovoltaic cells,
OLEDs, and even pure organic logic circuits with such transparent metal electrodes will be
integrated in our daily life and will represent an important contribution for a sustainable
and energy-efficient utilization of the limited resources on our planet.
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AFM Atomic force microscopy
ALD Atomic layer deposition
BHJ Bulk heterojunction
CVD Chemical vapor deposition
ESK Evaporation System Königbau
ETL Electron transport layer
EQE External quantum efficiency
FoM Figure of merit
GI-XRD Gracing incidence X-ray diffraction
HOMO Highest occupied molecular orbital
HTL Hole transport layer
IAPP Institut für Angewandte Photophysik
IR Infrared
IV Current-Voltage
LUMO Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
MPP Maximum power point
OLED Organic light emitting diode
OPV Organic photovoltaic
PLD Pulsed laser deposition
ppm Parts per million
PVD Physical vapor deposition
rms root mean square
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
TCO Transparent conductive oxide
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
UPS Ultraviolet photon spectroscopy
UV Ultraviolet
vis Visible spectral range
WVTR Water vapor transmission rate
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A.2 Simulated local current distribution in organic solar
cells using low conductivity top electrodes
An organic solar cell (with an active area of 3.1 x 3.1 cm2) is modeled by 50 x 50 voltage
controlled current sources in parallel following the Shockley equation 3.8, connected in x
and y direction via a high series resistances of 10.1 kΩ, according to the sheet resistance of
an n-C60 (200 nm, 16 wt%) top electrode. The outer diodes are also connected to an ideal
conducting current collecting frame. One series resistance is arranged in front of the entire
device as well as 50 x 50 parallel resistances in parallel to each current source, to enable a
sufficient fitting to the measured data.
At high negative potential (-1 V), most of the generated charges can be extracted and only
the current contribution right from the center is reduced. The inefficient area is increased
and the current contribution from the center is further reduced with increasing voltage,
e.g. at short circuit condition or at +0.5 V (close to the maximum power point of the solar
cell). In forward bias higher than the open circuit voltage, most of the current is flowing
close to the edges, near the current collecting frame. Thus, the actual sheet resistance
of the top electrode plays only a minor roll for the current-voltage characteristic of the
total device, as observed also in the measurement results (see figure 6.4). Furthermore,
the high voltage drop along the low conductive top electrode causes the coexistence of a
power consuming and a power generating area in the device (separated by a black line).
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Figure A.1: Simulated current distribution over the solar cell area of 3.1 x 3.1 mm2 for an organic solar
cell using an optimized n-C60 top electrode (200 nm thickness, 16 wt% doping, 10.1 kΩ/) at
different bias voltages 1) - 5).
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A.3 Pulsed laser deposition of ZnO:Ga as top electrode
In the following, additional information about the preparation and properties of ZnO:Ga
electrodes as well as their application on top of organic solar cells is provided. To under-
stand the context and all details, please refer to the main text.
Figure A.2: Photographs of all relevant ZnO:Ga electrodes investigated for the electrode optimization on
organic material. In argon (Ar), oxygen (O2), and nitrogen (N2) atmosphere, a variety of
electrodes are prepared under different pressures with different doping concentrations and
number of laser pulses.
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Figure A.3: a) Optical simulations of short circuit current density and efficiency of the organic solar cells
for varying ZnO:Ga layer thickness. The calculations are made with an in-house developed
software ”OSOLemio” using previously determined n&κ values of ZnO:Ga and a transfer
matrix algorithm. ZnO doped by 5 wt% Ga absorbs more light than a 1 wt% doped ZnO
layer, leading to a reduced efficiency for all layer thicknesses. Increasing the ETL thickness
from 40 nm to 80 nm shifts the profiles to lower ZnO:Ga thickness and can improve the device
performance. For 40 nm ETL, the highest efficiency is observed for ZnO:Ga of 1 wt% and
135 nm. b) Protection layer approaches: neither a WO3 layer (0 nm, 5 nm, 20 nm) between
organics and electrode, nor a first PLD of ZnO:Ga in N2 atmosphere can prevent short circuit
formation. c) Gradual transition from normal PLD to eclipse PLD; always the eclipse layer
is deposited first. With increasing eclipse pulse number the layer thickness is decreased due
to shadowing losses. Interestingly, the increasing sheet resistances cannot be explained only
be the reduced layer thickness, but suggests an increase in the resistivity properly driven by a
different morphology.
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A.4 Ultra-thin metal top electrodes
A.4.1 Morphology of metal oxides
To improve the performance of silver electrodes on top of organic materials, various metal
oxide interlayers are introduced at the interface between organics and metal. In general, all
metal oxides investigated here (MoO3, WO3, and V2O5) grow extremely smooth on glass
and organic material. The low surface energy of these oxides < 0.1 J/m2 [202] probably
leads to an excellent wettability, which allows the formation of completely closed layers
also for very thin thicknesses (e.g. 3 nm). Figure A.4 shows atomic force microscopy
scans of 50 nm thick MoO3, WO3, and V2O5 films, while table A.4.1 summarizes the
corresponding root mean square roughnesses (on an area of 5 x 5µm2). With peak to peak
height differences of only 2 nm and 1.2 nm and a rms roughness below 0.22 nm, the 50 nm
thick oxide films are much smoother than e.g. a 14 nm thick Ag film on p-BF-DPB/MoO3
(rms roughness of 1.08 nm).
Figure A.4: Atomic force microscopy images of 50 nm thick MoO3, WO3, and V2O5 layers, obtained in
tapping mode. A fourth sample represents the surface of a 14 nm thick silver film on top of the
same MoO3 layer. The size of the probed area is 5 x 5µm2. As substrate, BF-DPB p-doped
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In supporting XRD measurements, no signals of any
crystalline phases are detected for all oxides, indicat-
ing a completely amorphous morphology. XPS inves-
tigations reveal that vanadium oxide exists as V2O5
and V3O5. Also for molybdenum oxide films a second
phase besides MoO3 is detected with XPS, which can-
not be unambiguously assigned to a specific structure,
but shows a reduced ratio of Mo and O from 1:3 to
≈ 1:2.6. Therefore, the exact material designation should
be MoOx. However, to characterize the source material
exactly, MoO3 is used in this thesis, keeping the inac-




A.4.2 Silver electrodes on varying oxide sublayers
To demonstrate the performance of thin silver electrodes on different metal oxide inter-
layers, 10 nm of Ag are exemplary deposited on a 3 nm thick MoO3, V2O5, or WO3 layer.
Other silver or oxide layer thicknesses of interest lead to similar results. Figure A.5 shows
the transmittance spectra and corresponding sheet resistances of these electrodes as well
as the results for 10 nm Ag directly deposited on p-BF-DPB as reference. Below 400 nm
wavelength, all spectra are comparable, showing a distinct minimum at 370 nm due to
absorption in the organic sublayer. The sample without oxide interlayer exhibits a peak
transmittance of 60 % at 425 nm followed by a continuously decreasing transmission towards
15 % at 800 nm, whereas the transmittance of all oxide containing samples is reduced by
5 % to 7 % between 400 nm and 500 nm. For larger wavelengths, significant differences are
observed depending on the interlayer. With MoO3, the transmittance approaches a rather
constant value of 36 % and a sheet resistance of only 8 Ω/ is achieved, both superior to
the silver layer directly deposited on the organic material. Also the samples on V2O5 and
WO3 exhibit a constant transmittance in the red spectral range, but on reduced levels of
27 % and 23 %, respectively. While scanning electron micrographs reveal a quite closed Ag
film on MoO3 with many percolation paths, the wetting of Ag on V2O5 is poor, leading
to separated islands and a non-conductive film. The silver clusters on WO3 just start to
connect and form the first percolation paths. Nevertheless, the sheet resistance already
reaches 26 Ω/, similar to the oxide-free sample.
These results suggest the application of a 3 nm thin MoO3 interlayer below a silver elec-
trode, as this leads to a significant improvement of the mean electrode transmittance
(particularly in the red spectral range) and a reduced sheet resistance.
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Figure A.5: Left: Transmittance spectra and sheet resistances of 10 nm thick silver electrodes without
capping layer, deposited on 20 nm BF-DPB doped with F6TCNNQ (10 wt%) with or without
a 3 nm thick metal oxide interlayer (MoO3, V2O5, or WO3). Right: Corresponding SEM
images for the same silver films on different oxide interlayers.
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A.4.3 Silver morphology as a function of layer thickness
The growth and morphology of ultra-thin silver films deposited on organic material, which
is protected by a 3 nm thin MoO3 layer, is investigated by scanning electron microscopy.
At a nominal Ag thickness of only 2 nm, the material forms several disconnected islands
(typical for Volmer-Weber growth) with a mean diameter of 5.4 nm and a nucleus density
of 3850µm−2 as shown in figure A.6. The silver islands grow with increasing nominal
thickness and the beginning coalescence between neighboring islands decreases the nucleus
density. Due to Ostwald ripening, the shape of the merged Ag clusters stays almost cir-
cular. Between 8 nm and 10 nm, the critical cluster size is reached and the Ag islands
cannot contract to circular slices anymore, because the energy gain due to a reducing sur-
face energy is not high enough to move the large grains. Consequently, the first elongated
clusters appear. At this point, a very low amount of additional Ag leads to the formation
of conductive paths through the entire layer, the percolation threshold is reached, and the
sheet resistance of the layer decreases abruptly. For thicker layers, the holes shrink and
contract to minimize the surface energy, similar to the Ag feature ripening.[299]
Figure A.6: Scanning electron micrographs of silver with increasing layer thickness, deposited on 20 nm
BF-DPB doped with F6TCNNQ (10 wt%) covered by 3 nm MoO3. The percolation threshold
is reached between 10 nm and 12 nm.
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A.4.4 OPVs with different Ag electrode and capping layer thickness
Figure A.7 shows the performance of top-illuminated organic solar cells, using the same
layer sequence as presented in figure 8.4 a) with an Al (1 nm) interlayer, depending on the
thickness of the silver top electrode (a) and the Alq3 capping layer (b). With decreasing
Ag thickness, the series resistance Rseries is successively increased, which leads to a reduc-
tion of the fill factor. While for 14 nm of Ag a short circuit current density of 8.3 mA/cm2
is measured, jSC increases to 8.69 mA/cm2 for 11 nm of Ag, indicating a higher electrode
transparency. However, for such thin metal films, a reliable formation of conductive elec-
trodes cannot be guaranteed on all organic materials (depending on its roughness) and
therefore are not referred as state-of-the-art. A further reduction of the silver thickness
results in a decreasing jSC . Probably the surface coverage of silver is reduced and dis-
connected clusters lead to enhanced plasmonic absorption, a higher sheet resistance of the
electrode, and a smaller active area of the device.
The influence of an Alq3 capping layer on the transmittance of a metal electrode (Al(1 nm)/
Ag(14 nm)) and on the solar cell efficiency is depicted in figure A.7 b). Up to 60 nm Alq3,
the mean transmittance Tvis of the metal layers is improved with the capping layer thickness
from 35.9 % to 51.7 %. A further increase results in detuning of the destructive interference
and a reduced transmittance. The second order interference peak is reached at 260 nm Alq3
thickness but is significantly lower than the first peak.
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Figure A.7: a) Current–voltage curves and characteristic numbers of top-illuminated organic solar cells
with Al(1 nm)/Ag(X nm) top electrodes and a 60 nm thick Alq3 capping layer. The influence
of different silver thicknesses is investigated. b) Calculated mean transmittance Tvis of an
Al(1 nm)/Ag(14 nm) electrode in the spectral range between 400 nm and 800 nm, depending
on the Alq3 capping layer thickness. The corresponding efficiencies of organic solar cells, with
a stack design as presented in figure 8.4 a), show similar trends. For simulations, the custom
made software tool OSOLemio was used.
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The corresponding solar cell efficiency can be estimated with the simulation tool OSOLemio.
Since this is only an optical simulation, electrical losses cannot be taken into account and
the calculated power conversion efficiencies are typically higher than the measured ones.
However, the trends for varying layer thicknesses are similar. Without a capping layer, the
calculated efficiency is only 1.98 %. This value can be improved to 2.87 % with an optimized
capping of 60 nm Alq3. The efficiency drop for the second order peak of destructive inter-
ference is less pronounced than for the transmittance, because the transmittance spectrum
is broadened with increasing Alq3 thickness, allowing a higher transmittance in the range
between 600 nm and 800 nm wavelength, which is beneficial for a strongly red absorbing
photo-active layer as ZnPc.
A.4.5 OPVs with varying seed layer electrodes
In figure A.8, organic solar cells with a 7 nm thin silver layer as top electrode with and
without different seed layers (e.g. calcium and aluminum) are depicted and compared
to a similar bottom-illuminated device prepared on ITO. The absorber system used here
(ZnPc:C60 bulk heterojunction, 30 nm, 1:1, unheated) is well characterized and has been
used in many studies before. The stack design is different to the material stack shown
in the main text (figure 8.8 a)), because the worse performing metal electrodes have been
investigated in a preliminary sample series using more available material.
Since the open circuit voltage is dominated by the absorber materials, it is changed from
0.67 V achieved in the main text to 0.51 V here. However, conclusions on the different
electrodes can still be obtained: As suggested in figure 8.7, the metal electrode without a
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Figure A.8: Current-voltage curves and finger prints of organic solar cells under simulated AM1.5G illu-
mination. The top-illuminated devices use a 7 nm thin silver top electrode deposited either
directly on the dielectric MoO3 layer or on a 1 nm thin seed layer of calcium (Ca) or aluminum
(Al), respectively. For comparison a bottom sensitive reference device (dashed line) with ITO
bottom contact is depicted.
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seed layer is not conductive and therefore the solar cell efficiency is zero. Using calcium
as seed layer leads to a formation of first few percolation paths, but the overall resistance
is still too high to achieve a sufficiently working solar cell (at least for such thin silver
layers). Because of the high series resistance (Rseries), the fill factor (FF ) drops to 25 %
and also the short circuit current density (jSC) is low. The solar cell characteristics are
improved by introducing an aluminum seed layer, which results in a Rseries of 125 Ω and
a FF of 48.94 %. In addition, the electrode is more transparent, which has a further
beneficial impact on jSC . Thus, an efficiency of 1.9 % is achieved. Nevertheless, such metal
electrodes are not able to compete with a solar cell prepared on ITO. All finger prints are
significantly improved using an ITO electrode, which results in a device efficiency of 2.6 %.
Based on these results, the system has been further optimized, as shown in the main text.
A.5 Planarization and passivation of metal substrates
In order to prepare flexible organic solar cells, also metal foil substrates (127µm thick steel)
are investigated. To suppress the conductive character and to reduce the surface roughness,
an insulating and flattening polymer (PMMA) layer is either spin- or dip-coated on these
metal foils. The PMMA solution is obtained by solving 0.32 g of PMMA granulate in 20 ml
toluene, an ultra sonic bath treatment for one hour, and finally a filtration of particles
larger 1µm. Unfortunately, a poor adhesion of PMMA on the steel foil easily leads to
inhomogeneous layers for low spin speeds and also the (reaction-) time from dropping the
solution on the substrate and start the spinning turned out to be a crucial parameter. The
most homogeneous layers are obtained for a quick and copious dropping of the solution,
no delay before the spinning to avoid a rearrangement of PMMA on the steel surface, and
then slowly increase the spin speed to 5000 rounds per minute for 60 s. Residual solvent is
removed during a bake-out process in an oven for twelve hours at 85 ◦C.
Figure A.9 presents AFM scans on the surface of bare steel foil as well as spin- and dip-
coated PMMA on the metal. Since metal foil substrates (not exclusiv of steel) are in
Figure A.9: Atomic force microscopy scans of a) a bare steel foil on an area of 100 x 100µm2 and either
spin-coated b) or dip-coated c) PMMA films on the steel foil (each 50 x 50µm2).
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general mechanically robust and provide an excellent barrier against moisture permeation,
they are ideally suited for high throughput roll-to-roll production of organic solar cells.
However, the roughness of the bare steel foils is way too high (rms roughness = 118 nm,
maximum peak to peak difference = 1461 nm, see figure A.9 a)) to fabricate ≈ 150 nm thick
organic devices on top. After spin-coating of PMMA on the steel foil, the rms roughness
is strongly reduced to 26 nm (see figure A.9 b)), but the maximum peak to peak difference
is still high (228 nm), probably leading to local short circuits in the devices. The spin-
coating procedure to obtain uniform PMMA films leads to rather thin passivation layers
of only 50 - 80 nm thickness, which are not able to smooth the surface sufficiently, and it is
challenging to prepare thicker films without losing homogeneity. Furthermore, no electrical
passivation has been observed.
Thicker PMMA films (≈ 1µm) with reasonable homogeneity are achieved by dip-coating.
Here, the metal foil is completely dipped into the PMMA solution for 60 s and when slowly
pulled out. As shown in figure A.9 c), the dip-coating procedure leads to an improved
flattening of the steel surface. The maximum peak to peak difference is further reduced to
38 nm and the rms roughness reaches an acceptable value for device preparation of 8.4 nm.
Additionally, these layers are thick enough to passivate the entire metal substrate and allow
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